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Dedication

This book is dedicated to my wzfie, Andree.

With your love and support anything is possible.



Note

While the author is a professor of law and an attorney licensed to

practice in California and Hawaii, it is understood that the publisher

is not engaged in rendering legal service. This book is designed to pro-

vide accurate and authoritative information on the gambling laws of

the United States. However, neither the author nor the publisher can
be held responsible for any errors of fact or law. This book is not a

substitute for analysis of the reader's particular problem by a trained

practitioner. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the

service of a competent lawyer should be sought.

Adapted from :1 Declaration of Principles jointly

adopted by a Committee of the American Bar

Associatian and at Committee of Publishers.
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Introduction

This book is unique in many ways, and one of the most surprising things about
it is that it should be unique. By the most conservative estimates, gambling in the
United States is a one hundred billion dollar a year business. The total amount bet

at legal games alone exceeds $147 billion; and the amount bet at illegal gambling
is almost impossible to estimate.

Yet, there has never been a book on gambling and the law for the player; or, for
the casino, racetrack owner, or even lawyer, for that matter. There are a few scattered

articles. usually of a highly academic nature for specialists, but nothing that will help
the casual or serious player, on either side of the tables, in coping with the law.

This book is designed to help you cope with the law.

And you must be concerned with the law, even if you only place one bet a year.
The law is involved in every aspect of gambling, and the consequences for the un-
wise or the unwary can be drastic. The legal gambling industry is subjected to regula-
tion and government scrutiny that is as tough as that given any other business in the
country, including the building of atomic reactors and safety inspections on airlines.
A single mistake could mean the loss ofa license worth hundreds of millions ofdollars.

The illegal gambling industry is obviously subjected to as much scrutiny as law
enforcement can muster; and a mistake here on the part of the operator means a fine
or jail, possibly for a very long time.

In between the legal and the illegal industries there are all the rest of us; and ig-
norance of the law by even the most infrequent player can mean a loss of money,
time, and possible criminal sanctions. including a fine and jail sentence, not to men-
tion public embarrassment.

Tens of thousands of people are involved directly with gambling on a regular basis.
Legal gambling includes not only multi-million dollar casinos with thousands of

employees ranging from the casino manager, through the dealers and bartenders, to
the janitors and gardeners. There are other legal establishments that everyone
recognizes as gambling: horse and dog racing tracks, jai alai frontons, legal card
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clubs, and lotteries have become essential parts of the economy for many cities and
states. But there are other forms of legal gambling that may not be thought of as

gambling: the church or charity that depends on bingo revenue may not like to think
that it is rtmning exactly the same type of game as a casino, but it is; mail order
sweepstakes (“You may already be a winner”) and fast food chains with rub—off cards
for instant winners do not like to be told that their advertising gimmicks are identical

in the eyes of the law to a slot machine, but they are; the insurance industry and
commodity traders do not like to be reminded that their businesses were outlawed
until very recently (and in some cases are still illegal) as forms of sinful gambling.

The law is also important in legal gambling to the player who wants to know if
he can stop payment on the check he wrote the casino, to the lottery ticket winner
who does not want to give all of his winnings back in the form of taxes, to the in-
vestor who wants to know if gambling stocks are riskier than other business ven-

tures. If the casino or bingo hall refuses to pay, can you collect? Can you take your

travel expenses off your taxes if you count cards? Can you even count cards, or can
the casino legally bar you from playing?

Illegal gambling involves much greater numbers of people than its legal counter-
part, and probably much more money. There are full—time bookies (sports and far
off the track betting) and numbers runners (illegal lotteries that still flourish in the
ghettos and barrios), and the police and prosecutors who try to control them. But
there are also part—time operators who run sports cards or occasional poker or craps
games, from the office pool during the Super Bowl to the hotel room floating craps
game. And there are the bettors. If you are caught’ in a raid can you get off by pleading
you were only a player? Can you get back your money‘? Are you facing a
misderneanor—a fine and a night in jail—or can they make it, literal ly, into a federal
offense? What should you do?

In between the legal and the illegal are tens of millions of players who are involved
with the law on a regular basis, and may not even know it, until it is too late. Do

you have a regular Tuesday night poker game at your place? And does the game have
a regular kitty, each player chipping in money for refreshments and maybe something
for the house? Do you accept personal checks when a player is short? If the check
bounces can you collect? If you are arrested can you say this was only a social game?

Can you afford a lawyer or 30 days in jail? What should you do?
Does the neighborhood bar have a video poker machine? Does the bartender pay

off jackpots in cash? If the bar is raided will the bartender lose his license? Will
he go to jail? Will you? What should you do?

This book is designed to help answer these questions, and others that you may

not even have thought to ask until you find yourself in a lawsuit. By reading about
the way the law affects gambling and gamblers, particularly gamblers who have get-
ten in trouble, you should, with any luck, be able to avoid lawsuits and lawyers.
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In it you will. find information on the following:
0 How to take gambling losses off your taxes.

I How to collect on gambling debts.

0 What to do if you feel you have been cheated.

0 How to tell if what you are doing is legal.
* What to do if you are arrested.

0 Your rights in a casino, to count cards at blackjack, to stop payment on your
checks, to avoid being blacklisted.

I How to get a license, and finding out when you need one.

I How to make gambling legal where you live.

I will use actual cases to show you how the law works, and what the gambler must
know to come out ahead. We'll discuss some history and background, because, unless

we know where we came from we will not be able to tell where we are going. But
the main focus will be on explaining what is going on in gambling law today in the
United States, with concrete examples and practical recommendations.

Although most gamblers are male, I realize that there are millions of women who

play occasionally or regularly, or whose jobs depend on gambling, or who are mar-
ried to gamblers. All of these women should be concerned about gambling law. For
the sake of convenience I will refer to a gambler as a “he” rather than use some

grammatically awkward form like “hefshe” or “when he or she plays his or her cards

First, however, a word on what this book is not: It is not legal advice. Although
I have tried to make this book both informative and interesting, it is not designed
to take the place of a lawyer.

IF YOUR MONEY OR FREEDOM IS AT STAKE YOU MUST IMMEDIATE-
LY CONSULT AN ATTORNEY.

Please reread the two paragraphs above this one. These statements are there for

many good reasons, not the least of which is that I do not intend to be sued by anyone
who thinks they can rely on this book instead of going to a lawyer. Only a lawyer
can help you with your problem. Every state, city and county has its own law, and
I cannot tell you what the law is where you live. Every legal situation involves a
unique set of facts, and it is possible for one minor fact to make the difference be-

tween collecting and not collecting your money, or between being found guilty or
innocent of a crime.

I am an experienced attorney and a professor of law. However, I cannot, by law,
give legal advice through this book. Even if the law allowed me to give you advice
I would not do it without knowing the facts of your particular situation and the law

of your state at this particular time. The law changes slowly, but it does change; twenty-
five years ago there was not a single legal lottery in the United States, today it is
almost impossible to find a state outside the South and Midwest that does not have
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a state lottery. Three years ago a Las Vegas casino could not sue you, even in a Nevada
court, if you refused to pay a gambling debt; today the casinos definitely have the
right to sue, at least in their home courts.

And the gambling laws vary from one location to another to a greater extent than
in any other field of law. Unless you live in Nevada, Atlantic City, Puerto Rico. or
some of the provinces of Canada you will not see legal casinos in your city. The
variations do not even have to be from state to state; you can play draw poker legally

in a licensed card club in Gardena or Bell Gardens, cross the city line into Los Angeles

and the same game will send you to jail for up to one year.

You must speak to an attorney who can find out what the law is in yourjurisdiction
and who can ask you questions about your particular situation. And you must go

immediately to a lawyer because you may lose all of your rights ifyou fail to act in time.
Since this book is not designed to be a legal treatise I have eliminated footnotes

and most citations from the text. l have included citations only after direct quota-

tions, or when necessary to avoid confusion. The section entitled “Notes" that ap-
pears toward the end of the book contains detailed citations for the other cases and
statutes mentioned in the text, as well as references to additional outside research

material. The Notes section also contains some miscellaneous comments that I con-

sidered too dry, academic, and peripheral to include in the main text.
It is always a difficult choice for the writer to decide whether some bit of informa-

tion or insightful comment is important enough to include in the main text, or not

that important but still worthy of inclusion in the notes, or not important at all. It
is even more difficult for the reader to decide what to do about the collection of

possibly important comments lurking in the notes: should you read the entire chapter
and then the notes. or should you read a paragraph or sentence at a time, flipping
back and forth from text to notes to make sure you do not miss any words of wisdom?

My personal preference is to read the entire chapter and then the notes. but feel free
to flip back and forth.

The reader who is interested in following up on a particular topic should start with

the Notes section that corresponds to that chapter in the text. I suggest that anyone
interested in doing their own additional research read through the entire book first,
particularly the various sections in the back. You should be warned, however, that,
except for the legal references, much of the material cited is extremely difficult to find.

I have also included another section that I think will be of general interest to anyone

reading this book, but, will be of special interest to the reader who wants more on
any particular subject in the field of gambling law. The section is entitled “Cases"
and consists of capsuled summaries of most of leading gambling cases, including
citations. Virtually every one of these cases can be found in any law library. The

system of citations is briefly explained in Chapter Eight, so that you do not need
to be a lawyer to find and read any case of interest to you.
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For the reader who wants more information in general, I have included a large
number of important reference works relating to gambling in a section entitled
“Resources." It is with finding these works that the researcher will have the most

difficulty, simply because it is almost impossible to find all of these works in one

place, outside of the University of Nevada at Las Vegas, the Library of Congress
in Washington D.C. , and the author’s private library. Many of these works, including
the government publications. are out—of-print, and thus unavailable, even from the
publishers.

When I first started studying the law of gambling in 1975 I was able to read literal-

ly everything that had ever been published on the subject. This was truly unique,
in no other field of law was it. possible to read all the literature available; imagine
trying to read everything ever written on the death penalty, let alone on the crime
of murder.

Today, however, the "situation has changed. Gambling has not only become big
business but the study of the impact of gambling has become a respectable topic for
study by sociologists, psychologists and even law professors. The popular press has
also discovered gambling; Gambling Times Magazine has a readership in the hun~
dreds of thousands. I now find it difficult to keep up with the current periodicals
and professional papers discussing gambling in America.

Although I have tried to be complete in my survey of the literature, it is possible
that an important work may have been accidentally omitted. To my colleagues and
those who have gone before I apologize in advance for any such accidental oversight;
no slight is intended.

I welcome any comments or suggestions for material to include in future editions
of this work.

Finally, it should be clear that the conclusions and legal analyses drawn in this
book are entirely my own. Other experts may disagree with my interpretations. Gam-
bling is as old as man, yet has only been subjected to serious study in the last few
years. I cannot pretend to give the final word on this complex legal. economic, social
and psychological phenomenon. If I shed a little light on the subject this book will
be a success.

Professor I. Nelson Rose

Whittier College School of Law

Los Angetes, Cahfomia, 1986
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The Spread of

Legalized Gambling
 

A third wave of legalized gambling is sweeping the nation. Like dominoes, state

after state is turning to legal gambling as a source of revenue. Other states are loosening
their laws to allow social games to be played without fear of criminal penalties. Bingo
and card rooms are booming and video lotteries and poker machines are being placed
in bars throughout the country. Each year the voters are asked to decide whether

lotteries, race tracks and even casinos should be allowed in their locales. Public opin—
"ion polls show a landslide in favor of more legal gambling.

This is not the first time gambling fever has swept the nation. The first wave of
legal gambling started during the colonial period and did not die out until the decades

immediately prior to the Civil War. The colonies were financed in major part by
public lotteries, and such notables as George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and
Thomas Jefferson sponsored private lotteries. Even such a prestigious institution as

Harvard University received considerable funding from lotteries in its early days.
The second wave of legal gambling started with the Civil War. The South had been

devastated by the war and looked upon gambling, and in particular lotteries, as a
painless way to raise needed funds.

Unfortunately, the second wave broke in scandal after scandal; the largest and most
notorious being the Louisiana Lottery scandal of the 18905. The blatant attempt by
the promoters of the Louisiana Lottery, a privately owned company, to buy the
Louisiana state Legislature resulted in the imposition of stiff federal laws and state
constitutional restrictions.

We are still paying today for those scandals of a hundred years ago. The federal

government still has a law on its books prohibiting almost all advertising of lotteries,
which the Federal Communications Commissions uses to keep legal casinos and bingo
games off of radio and television. Voters in the 18003 were so opposed to legal gam-
bling that they not only passed laws prohibiting the games, they also tried to nail
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the prohibitions down by including anti—gambling language in their state constitu-
tions. When the third wave of legalization began in 1960 it was often necessary to
amend the state constitutions, a difficult task, to remove language such as Califor-

nia's “The Legislature has no power to authorize lotteries and shall prohibit the sale

of lottery tickets in the State." Calif. Const. Art. IV, Section l9(a).
The third wave started in 1964 with the New Hampshire Sweepstakes. It is hard

to believe today that less than 25 years ago there was not a single legal lottery anywhere

in this country. New Hampshire opened the doors with the first state lottery of this

century. It was followed in a few years by New York and New Jersey, and then a
tidal wave of other states.

Today more than 20 states and the District of Columbia run state lotteries. The
games vary from once a week drawings to daily numbers games to instant winners.
In 1984 the voters of four more states voted to join the wave: California, Missouri.

Oregon and West Virginia, and the Iowa legislature added yet another new state to
the list in 1985.

The latest thing in lotteries is the video lottery machine. Nebraska and Illinois are

experimenting with putting the machines in public areas. and other states are carefully
watching the results. The typical video lottery is simply a sophisticated slot machine:
a player puts his money into the machine and the results are determined by chance.
Some of these machines allow the players to play a game. but the outcome is not

within the player’s control. Cash prizes of up to $600 can be paid by the bartender

or other proprietor on the spot; larger prizes are paid by the state lottery commission.
Video lotteries are not the only recent technological breakthrough in legal gam-

bling. Video poker machines can be found from Massachusetts to Hawaii and are

subject to constant legal challenge from the police. Video blackjack machines have
forced the highest courts of many states to try and determine what makes a device,

like Space Invaders, acceptable while similar electronic games smack of illicit gam-
bling.

The third wave of legal gambling has swept in the charities, and in one unusual

development. the Indian tribes. Bingo is a multi-hundred million dollar a year business.

State legislatures meant to protect their local charities from being busted; so they
made playing of bingo and similar games legal, if the money goes to a charitable
organization. The legislators underestimated the inventiveness of the gambling
operators, and the extent of the population's desire to gamble. The days of the little
church basement bingo games are long gone. Today there are cavernous casinos, called

bingo halls, where the operators and players stay the same, but the charities rotate.
The new concept of rotating charities is used with other games. The province of

Alberta, Canada, has full-fledged casinos playing $1 to $25 blackjack. North Dakota

has $2 blackjack. And New York has wide—open “Las Vegas Nights.“ with all the
profit going to various rotating charities.
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The Indian tribes found that they did not have to rotate charities as an excuse from

wide—open gambling; the tribe is its own charity. Two federal courts of appeals have
ruled that a state can make a game illegal and therefore playing the game is a criminal
violation both on and off the Indian reservation. However, once the game is made
legal the state government has no power to tell the Indian tribes what they cannot
do on their own land. Thus was born Indian Bingo—Indian tribes are opening giant
bingo halls offering prizes worth thousands of dollars, and are completely beyond
the control of the states.

The third wave of legalized gambling includes the tracks. The tracks can be seen

as a separate mini—wave that has followed the same patterns and preceded the recent
big third wave. At the beginning of this century racing and bookmaking had been
outlawed everywhere, except Maryland, Kentucky and New York. But the Depres-
sion of the 19305, like the Civil War 70 years earlier, forced the states to look to

means other than taxes to raise desperately needed revenue. As noted expert Rufus
King put it, “[l]n the period between 1930 and 1940, the number of states with

regulated tracks jumped to eighteen, and in the following decade, to twenty—five.''

Missouri voted in 1984 to join the parimutuel crowd. A large majority of the states
allow betting on races. Betting on horses at the track is now allowed in 36 states

and betting on the dogs is legal in 15 states. One of the indications of the spreading
wave is the drive for off—track betting (OFB). Twenty-two states now allow OTB, with
New York leading the way into a -billion dollar market.

Jai alai, the fast—action Basque game similar to handball, spread from Florida to
Connecticut, Delaware, Rhode Island and Nevada. The MGM Grand in Las Vegas
recently closed its fronton and scandals in other states have hit the game fairly hard.
Jai alai promoters have had a hard time convincing the public that human jai alai
players are as uncorruptable as horses; although, they have succeeded in having jai
alai exempt from the laws prohibiting sports betting. In jai alai the bets are placed
in a parimutuel pool, like at the track, and are not bet against a bookie, like most
sports betting.

The most recent developments in the third wave have been state lotteries. video

machines, commercial sweepstakes, gambling tournaments, charity and Indian bingo,
and the rapid growth of legal card rooms, particularly poker.

Nine states allow legal, commercial card rooms, and the game of poker has seen
such interesting developments in recent years as tournament plays, including the na-
tionally televised World Series of Poker, played with the relatively new game of Texas
Hold ‘Em. The game of poker has come out of the smoke—filled shadows of the back-

room bar to the light of modern. beautiful casinos, featuring professional dealers
and gourmet restaurants. The largest card casino in the world, 80,000 square feet
and 120 tables, opened in l984—not in Las Vegas or Atlantic City. The casino is
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the Bicycle Club, located in the small city of Bell Gardens, a suburb of Los Angeles.

And the only games played are draw poker. low ball, pan, and pai gow.

Casinos offering the full range of gambling games have come to three jurisdic-

tions: Nevada, Puerto Rico and Atlantic City. New Jersey. Even here growth has

not been universal. Atlantic City does not allow poker or keno and Nevada does not

have a state lottery.

A number of other areas offer casi no games on an irregular basis, such as Calgary's

blackjack tables for charity and during its July Stampede, Other jurisdictions allow

the games if run for charities; New York state, by statute, permits charities to run

full—scale casinos. It would be impossible to know how many illegal casino games

take place at schools, clubs and meeting halls without police interference, although

these games are technically illegal. There is a booming business in the rental of casino

equipment. The companies will show a charity how to organize and promote a casino

night, and will even train and supply dealers. But they are always careful to disclaim

all responsibility, since it is a criminal offense to run a “Las Vegas Night“ in virtual-

ly every jurisdiction, even if the party only offers prizes for chips won.

Attempts to expand legal, commercial casino gambling have met strong opposi-

tion. And yet the attempts continue, in Florida; Detroit; Hot Springs, Arkansas;

Pueblo, Colorado and elsewhere.

Professors William Thompson of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas and John

Dombrinlt of the University of California, Irvine have studied the fitful nature in

which the third wave of legalized gambling has spread across the country. Their con-

clusion is that some forms, such as lotteries, conform to a “gravity model:" arguments

pro and con are weighed and the public decides whether it wants to legalize or not.

Other forms, such as casinos, conform more closely to a “veto model:“ one major

political actor or serious argument raised against the issue will prevent legalization.

Their analysis has great force; in California the Governor and Attorney General came

out against the state lottery and the racetrack industry poured in millions of dollars

to defeat the initiative; yet, the lottery initiative passed by an overwhelming margin.

In other states attempts to legalize casinos have been stopped by the mere threat of

opposition from the Governor.

One area of expansion has run into a brick wall: sports betting. Even more than

casinos, the drive for legal sports betting has been fought hard by both sides. Only

Nevada allows sports betting, yet even the most conservative estimates put the total

amount bet on sports, illegally, in the tens of billions of dollars, many times greater

than all the state lotteries combined. The pressure to make sports betting legal comes

from bettors and legislators in virtually every jurisdiction. The pressure against sports

betting comes from the groups that are traditionally opposed to all forms of betting:

organized religion and rival gambling businesses, most notably the race tracks. These

groups have been unsuccessful in preventing the spread of lotteries, yet they have
4
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been almost universally successful in preventing legal sports betting. The difference
lies in the addition of a most powerful ally, the sports organizations themselves.

Professional and college level sports figures are unanimously opposed to allowing
bets on their games. The legal questions of whether they can control betting, through
restrictions on the use of team names, is secondary to the political weight they carry.
Practically no one would attend a horse race if betting were prohibited, so the tracks
push for more betting, even OTB, so long as they get a share. More people pay to
attend horse races than baseball games. But baseball, basketball and football are sur-

viving without legal betting. And the owners and players do not feel it is necessary,
yet, to face the additional regulations and problems legal betting would bring.
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Figure #1 shows the growth of legal gambling in the last decade. This is like a

snapshot picture of the third wave of legal gambling. Although we cannot tell what
will happen in future years, the wave is obviously growing, and there is nothing to
indicate that the wave has reached its crest or will soon slip back. Every single category
of commercial gambling shows an increase of income over the beginning of the decade.
Even parimutuel betting, the slowest growing category, nearly doubled the amount
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won in 1983 compared with 1972. And the totals are something rarely seen in business

history, outside of such one-time phenomena as the introduction of the home com-
puter. Total U.S. gaming win—that is, the amount actually won by the casinos, tracks
and lotteries. not just the amount betwwas slightly over two billion dollars in 1972.

Today, the commercial gambling enterprises in this country win over 13.6 billion

dollars, per year, a 600 percent increase in 11 years. Another way of looking at this:

every year gamblers in America lose almost fourteen billion dollars, legally. The
total amount bet is far, far greater. And this does not include a single illegal wager.

Fourteen billion dollars may not sound like a lot when compared with the money

thrown away by the defense budget, but for a private business the cash involved in

gambling can be phenomenal. Have you ever wondered how much money a casino

really makes? The numbers are public records in both Atlantic City and Nevada;
however, only in New Jersey are the casinos required to break down their profits

by game as well as by year.

In 1984 the average Atlantic City casino had 62 blackjack tables and won $1,971

from each blackjack table, per day. That’s $1,971 every day, virtually 365 days a year,

from every table, for a total win of $445,887,000 from blackjack alone for the ten
casinos. The average daily drop for Atlantic City casino blackjack was $12,237 per

table per day. Which means each day players purchased, on average, a total of $12,237

in chips per table and left $1,971 poorer, for a win percentage of 16.1%. The total
amount of chips bought at the ten Atlantic City casino‘s blackjack tables for 1984
was $2 367,957,000. It is not a had sales item that can generate almost three billion

dollars a year in sales and bring a gross profit of 16.1%.

Of course, some casinos do better than others. The Golden -Nugget. which has

successfully transformed its image from a grind operation to the very finest resort

available for high rollers, won an average of $2,741 per table per day. The Trump

and Atlantis had wins closer to $1,600 on average. The Nugget's high rollers brought

a drop of $16,776; the At1antis's bus people bought only $10,038 in chips per table

per day.

Some games are also more profitable than others. There are less than one—third

the number of crap tables in Atlantic City than blackjack tables, but craps brought
in almost as much, because the average daily win for a crap table is $5,052 and the

daily drop is $35,175; both figures are well over twice as large as the average black-

jack table. Roulette brings in a daily win of $2,231 per table; Big Six wins $2,170;

Baccarat, with its high minimums and snob appeal, wins $5,765. And then there are
the slot machines.

The average nickel slot machine has a “handle" of $757; that's 15,140 pulls of the
handle each and every day, or one pull every 4.8 seconds for every 20 hour day the

casinos are open. Some players play three coins at a time; but even if every player

bet 15 cents each time, every machine on the floor is played over 252 times per hour
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on average every second the casino is open. I guess the bus programs are working.
In 1984 there were 384,358 casino bus trips to Atlantic City, bringing in a total

of 12.2 million passengers. That is well over 1,000 buses per day that are being loaded
and unloaded in a very small area.

The house win percentage on the nickel slots is 14.5 % on average; the house makes
$107 per day off of every five cent slot machine you see. Imagine having a machine
that sits in your business establishment and produces $107 in gross profit every single
day. Now imagine you are Resorts International and have 112 of those machines. That’s

$4,405,000 in gross profit each year.

Of course, other machines do even better. Dime slots win $134 per machine per
day; quarter slots win $172; dollar slots win $307; and, the $1.00 Big Bertha machines
win $729 per day.

This does not mean that casinos are like having a contract to supply ashtrays for
the Department of Defense; sometimes the profits can be nearly as spectacular, but
sometimes casinos go bankrupt. In Nevada major hotel—casinos which have filed for

bankruptcy reorganization include the Silverbird, Aladdin. Mapes and the Money
Tree Casino, the Marina. Riviera, Treasury, Shenandoah and Dunes. Besides the

normal costs of running a major enterprise, casino expenses include having a large
number of licensed employees, paper work expenses to meet special regulations,
unusual problems with debt collection, promotional expenses unheard of in other
businesses, and attorneys fees to ensure that all the rest works.

While the spread of-commercial gambling has captured the headlines. there has
been a virtual, though quiet, revolution in social and charity gambling as well. Thirty-
five years ago gambling for money was illegal, period. It did not matter if it was

a nickel-ante game of poker played in a neighbor‘s den or a friendly bet on Monday
night football with a co-worker over a beer. Today, virtually every state allows social
gambling, so long as no one is running the game for profit. There has been a cor-
responding revolution in the legality of games run by charities. Church basement

bingo has gone from being criminal, though rarely busted, to a multi-million dollar

business, legal in all but 5 states. Rafiles, a form of lottery, can also be run by establish-
ed charities in many states.

it is difficult to think of another area of the law where 50 individual states have

changed their thinking 180 degrees within such a short time. The laws against mari-
juana, for example. have been much slower to change, and almost every state that
has liberalized its drug laws still makes the possession of marijuana a minor violation.

One of the major problems in estimating the amount of illegal gambling in the
country is defining what is illegal. There has been a tremendous decrease in the amount

of money bet illegally over the last few decades, simply because many forms of gam-
bling have been made legal. If you want to make the crime rate go down, legalize
whatever it is that people are doing so they are no longer committing a crime.
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The laws against social gambling were not generally enforced, although they could
always be called up and used against the operators of commercial games. The laws
could also be used against trouble-makers, or minority groups. Although only 11

percent of the U.S. population is black, blacks accounted for 72.8 percent of gam-
bling arrests in l9'?4. Maybe gambling by blacks was more visible: the street comer

craps game is always going to be busted more often than the home poker game. But
maybe the laws were being used to discriminate. so-called “selective enforcement.“

Unenforceable laws on social gambling also led to the Prohibition analogy. Everyone

has heard of the time alcohol was made illegal in the United States, and the disaster

for law enforcement that followed. Speakeasies and bootlegging sprang up almost

overnight, in open defiance of the law. There was a general disrespect for the law;
the fear was that people would be lead to break other laws as well as the ban on
alcohol. What was worse was the realization that since alcohol was illegal the only

ones making money on the business were criminals. In fact, organized crime was

given a tremendous boost through Prohibition. And when Prohibition was lifted,
organized crime turned its sights to other illegal goods and services that people wanted
to buy: gambling, prostitution and drugs.

Since people will gamble anyway, the argument went, and we certainly don't want
another Prohibition, gambling should be made legal. It is significant that the soften-

ing of laws on social gambling occurred at the same time as the legalization of com-
mercial games, such as lotteries and bingo. Once we decide that one form of gam-

bling is morally permissible it is difficult to see why any other form should be
restricted. No one would argue that it is proper to bet on a horse at a track, yet a

moral sin to bet on that same horse at an OTB parlor.

Some religious groups, opposed to legalized gambling, see this gradual disintegration
of the moral barriers as the death of morality. They are unduly pessimistic. Morality,

like legal gambling, goes through long historical cycles. For those in favor of gam-

bling, the threat of a religious revival and repression are always present. Puritan morali-

ty is not dead. it is just dormant.

Why has legal gambling spread throughout the nation? Why the third wave? Will
the third wave end like the first two? Will gambling once again be made illegal?

As every gambler knows, it is impossible to know the future. But we can make

some educated guesses, using history as a guide.

The first thing we have to do is separate what people say they are doing from what

they are actually doing. The arguments tend to be anecdotal, proponents promise

the solution to all of society's problems while opponents tell stories of damnation

and decay.

Some of the anecdotes can be quite colorful. To show the importance of keeping

at least one form of gambling legal, State Representative John Monks of Oklahoma

stated, “In every country the Communists have taken over, the first thing they do

is outlaw cockiighting." Boston Globe. Nov. 19. 1973.
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On the other side, a man who violently opposed casinos described casino gam-
bling as the “most immoral" sort of betting: "They have music. noise. free liquor,
chips to help you pretend you're not losing your money. They're the most dangerous
form of gambling . . . New York is a great city . . . I don't want to see Mayor Ed
Koch turn it into a second-rate gambling town." This from Bernard Rome, fonner

chairman of the New York Off-Track Betting Corporation. N.lf Times, March 16,
1979, at Al, col.5. Thank goodness for the high morality of horse racing.

In every election or debate in a legislature on whether to legalize a form of gam-
bling the same general arguments are heard.

Proponents of legalization argue that anti—gambling laws are unenforceable. People
are going to gamble anyway, and giving the police the power to make arrests for
crimes everyone is committing leads to “selective enibrcement," disrespect for law
and order, and possibly much worse. Since people have the money and desire to gamble
there are going to be businessmen to meet the market demand. And since the pro-
duct being sold, gambling, is illegal, by definition the businessmen will be criminals.

To stay in business these illegal entrepreneurs must be organized. So by definition,
illegal gambling leads to organized crime.

If the police have uncontrolled discretion, if no one is looking over their shoulders
while they are walking the beat, there will be endless opportunities for shake-downs,
hassling bookies and street gambling games, and for the cops to be bought off by
organized crime. The Knapp Commission found widespread corruption throughout
the New York City police department; even in pre—inflation 1972 dollars the amount

of money a corrupt cop could make was significant. "Participation in organized
payoffs—a pad—netted individual officers monthly amounts ranging from $300 to
$1500.“ The Knapp Commissions recommendation: patrol officers were not to en-
force the laws against gambling. Obviously, although this would end venality, the
illegal operators would soon realize that New York was an open city. Today the city
has dozens of illegal casinos and thousands of illegal slot machines, besides bookies
and the wide open numbers game.

Two arguments are universally presented by proponents of legalized gambling: 1)
organized crime will be hurt; and, 2) the state will be helped financially. These two
arguments rest on the proposition that money that would otherwise go into the hands
of criminals running illegal games will be diverted into the state coffers through tax-
ation of a voluntary enterprise.

No serious student of gambling today believes that legalized gambling hurts organ-
ized crime. A legal game almost never attracts players away from the illegal game.
Lottery players, for example, are primarily new gamblers, including a significant por-
tion of people who participate in no other form of gambling. In fact, there is evidence
that the introduction of a new legal game increases the number of all bettors, in-
cluding an increase in the number of people betting illegally.
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The main problem with the two fundamental arguments, raising revenue and fighting

crime, is that they are incompatible. To fight crime the legal game must be com-

petitive, it must offer the player a better proposition and payout than the illegal operator

can. But to do so, especially within the structure of a state bureaucracy, requires

foregoing extra profits.

For money to be diverted from the illegal game, the legal game must beat the il-

legal game at its own game. People play different games for different reasons, the

legal game would have to duplicate the characteristics of the illegal game before the

player will switch. This appears to have happened in only one or two cases, where

the daily legal numbers game has duplicated the illegal numbers game. Legal state

lotteries do not necessarily attract the horse bettor; in fact there are indications that

the active promoting of a legal lottery increases the number of people betting with

illegal bookies.

A legal game must do more than simply mimic the illegal game. Taxation is often

a problem since only the legal winner can be effectively taxed. Canada avoided this

problem by making lottery winnings tax-free. But they are now faced with the new

problem of explaining why a worker has to pay taxes on his salary. In fact, only the
productive members of society are penalized with taxes.

The illegal operator can offer credit, free liquor, and other inducements, including

prostitutes. that the government would find difficult to match. One factor, especially

important to big bettors, is secrecy. Here, the illegal operators have a distinct advan-

tage that can hardly be matched by publicly run and open operations. President

Reagan's Treasury Department, in attempting to trace drug money, will make the

competition even more one—sided when it requires legal casinos to file forms with

the IRS on every cash transaction over $10,000.

Legal games are not at a complete disadvantage. In some cases it is a crime not

only to run an illegal game but to make illegal bets as well. Illegal operators have

been known to resort to blackmail and physical violence, and often don’t pay off big

winnings; a legal operation is more reliable though perhaps the image is not as roman-

tic. Many players would switch to a legal operation if it were to offer competitive

rates and convenience simply because they would rather obey the law than flout it.

A legal game can be vigorously promoted; the illegal operator must establish his

network of players through carefully established personal contacts. But illegal operators

have an advantage in that they are established. have a generally satisfied clientele,

are efficient and experienced, and are free from legal accountability and regulation.

allowing them to operate in a fluid and convenient manner. With a small fixed overhead

the illegal operator can move quickly; I am sure most of the casinos in Atlantic City

wished they could have moved to the sunbelt during the winter storms of December
1983.

As for the argument about raising money: the dollar amounts have been great in
10
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absolute terms, but, except for Nevada, gambling revenue never amounts to over three

percent of a state’s budget. Gambling revenue is unpredictable. Viewed as a tax, gam-
bling revenue is voluntary, but unbelievably costly: it costs one and one—half to two

cents to collect a regular tax dollar as against 37 cents to collect a net lottery dollar.
Gambling is regressive; a one-dollar bet is more significant to a person making $10,000
a year than it is to a person making $50,000 a year; and the poor do bet more than
the rich.

There are both direct and indirect costs in setting up a new legal gambling enter-
prise, like a lottery. A new state bureaucracy is born, along with costly safeguards
to prevent theft, corruption and infiltration by organized crime. Since gambling is
a regressive tax it hits hardest those parts of society least able to pay. And there will
definitely be some individuals, hundreds or thousands, who will fall victim to com-

pulsive gambling, loan sharks, prostitution, and theft. But overall, in pure economic
terms, the state probably nets more from the lottery than it pays out for increased
police protection. jails and social work; particularly. because most jurisdictions avoid
these costs by pretending the problems do not exist.
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One question never asked. and therefore never answered, is where this money is
coming from. If the New York state lottery sells one billion dollars in tickets a year,
and less than half of that amount is returned in the form of prizes, over half a billion

dollars has been taken out of the economy. Some of that money comes from visitors

from neighboring states, but since all of New York's neighbors now have their own
lotteries there is not much siphoning of outside income. Therefore the money must

come out of the pockets of New Yorkers. Is it money that would have been spent
on movies, or left in banks, or given to charity? At least one group seems to know
the answer; the race tracks and all other forms ofparimutuel betting have seen their

share of the wagering dollar decrease steadily since the first introduction of legal
state lotteries.

Figure #2 shows that the third wave of legal gambling has not swept up all fonns
of commercial‘ games with equal force. Nevada is a mature market, gambling revenue
continues to grow, but only to keep pace with the growth of gambling in general.
The two big growth industries are at the top of the chart. Lotteries came from out
of almost nowhere to take one out of every three dollars won by legal games. The

Atlantic City casinos did come from out of nowhere, prior to 1978 there was no win
to report since no casino had yet been built. Now the eleven Atlantic City casinos
win almost as much as all of the casinos in Nevada.

Where have the gamblers come from? Figure #1 shows a growth of gambling win
from $2 billion to $8 billion in a decade, $14 billion today. This indicates that new

players are being introduced to gambling at a scale unmatched in history. However
Figure #2 shows the games the new players are playing. The growth of lotteries and
Atlantic City has come at the expense of the parirnutuel tracks. Perhaps the tracks
would not have captured these new gamblers anyway, but the graph shows clearly

why the tracks feel it is necessary to fight any proposed expansion of casino gam-
bling or lotteries.

Other arguments are sometimes given for legalization of gambling, though these
are usually based on the raising revenue and fighting crime justifications. For exam-

ple, a legal form of gambling can be tied into a special interest. Casinos in Atlantic
City were supposed to revive that dying resort while bringing tax relief for senior
citizens. Promised economic benefits include jobs in the construction, gaming and

tourist industries, increased property values and a general influx of money from out-
side the locale. There can be no doubt that Atlantic City drew in hundred of millions

of dollars and tens of thousands of jobs. Unfortunately, almost none of this trickled

down to rescue Atlantic City itself and there has been virtually no tax relief to date
for senior citizens.

Another fairly recent development has been the argument that gambling is merely
another form of entertainment and the state should not be imposing the moral view

of a minority on everyone. Opposed to this are the arguments raised by the churches
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and psychologists that the society owes a duty to people to protect them from
themselves.

What is really going on? Why has legal gambling spread despite the consistent
controversy? The rise of legalized gambling through the last third of the twentieth

century seems almost inevitable. A number of factors are involved, some having lit-
tle to do with the public discussion and arguments made by either side.

Legalized gambling not only sweeps across the nation in waves, but the waves have

a regular pattern. Historically, there has been a consistent, recurring cycle that has
twice before resulted in the complete outlawing of gambling. It remains to be seen
whether this third wave of legalized gambling will meet the same fate.

The cycl'e is easy to see. When gambling is illegal there is pressure for legaliza-
tion, first of one game and then, gradually, of all forms. Gambling becomes legal,
widespread and commercialized; everyone seems to be playing and the amounts of
money involved are staggering. Soon there are devastating public scandals and the
populace cries for reform. Crackdowns are followed by more scandal until the ma-

jority revolts and throws the incumbents out of office, and in the process attempts
to outlaw gambling forever. Gambling is now illegal and the process starts all over
again.

When all forms of gambling are outlawed, a significant proportion of the popula-
tion continues to gamble illegally. The gambling laws are notoriously difficult to en-
force. Gambling arrests are never considered “sexy" by the police, and the general
population does not want these laws enforced, if it means taking resources away from
more serious crimes. The result is disrespect for the law and con'uption. The response
by the public is often a call for reform, for something to be done about official in-
volvement in these areas of moral ambiguity, for legalization.

Once one form of gambling has been legalized, the moral arguments against all
of the other forms begin to drop away. People see hypocrisy in allowing some forms
of betting but making almost identical fonns illegal. People also see the state legaliza-
tion of one game as the moral approval of gambling in all forms. Even the legaliza-
tion of a game by a neighboring state can start the decline of the moral barriers against
legalization. The next steps are a series of extensions of legal gambling, and the ac-
tive promotion of those games that are already legal.

Once the idea of legalized gambling has been accepted, even if only in an isolated
area, discussion can be directed away from morality and toward cost/benefit analyses
of various other games that might be put into place. It becomes increasingly difficult
for the police and prosecutors to enforce those gambling laws that are still on the
books. There are increasing cries for reform and for a relaxation of the laws against
all forms of gambling.

There are other forces pushing for legalization. Many cities and states feel
themselves under severe economic pressure. Gambling revenue appears to be both
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painless and voluntary. especially when compared with imposing or raising a local
income tax or sales tax.

A related factor is the siphoning effect of a neighboring state's legal game—the

domino effect. When New Hampshire was the only legal state lottery in the country

it sold 30% of its lottery tickets to residents of Massachusetts. New York and Con-

necticut. The residents of New Hampshire were getting a free ride. It is not surpris-

ing that New York became the second state to put in a state lottery; it saw too many
of its citizens spending their disposable income away from home.

The first state to offer a new game attracts players and their money from all neighbor-

ing states. The gameless states perceive a drain on the disposable income of their
residents, a competitive disadvantage in the drive to capture foreign dollars, and a

corresponding increase in jobs and revenue for the state that has the legal game.
A cycle of escalation and,re-taliation begins—what you might call legal gambling

wars. Once all of the neighboring states have instituted the legal game, the disparity
between states has been wiped out, and the first state to institute a new game will

again have an advantage over its neighbors, at least until all states again have the
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new game. Obviously, if every state has a lottery. the first state to introduce off—tracl<

betting. or jai alai, would once again gain an advantage over its neighbors. and maybe
grab some of the neighbor‘s expendable income. This domino effect can be seen most

clearly on the East Coast. where states are competing for the gambler‘s dollar first
with on-track betting, then with state lotteries, and now breaking into the new fields
of OTB, jai alai, dog racing and finally casinos.

Where will the legal gambling war end? Atlantic City has now become the number
one tourist attraction in the nation. with more visitors each year than Disneyworld
or any other spot in America. Neighboring resort areas, and those that perceive
themselves as being in competition, such as Miami, are seriously considering put-
ting in casinos to win back some of their lost tourist trade. Atlantic City has been
only a qualified success and its neighbors have not been anxious to take the addi-

tional problems of casinos along with their demonstrated power to raise money.
Another economic reason for the spread of legalized gambling comes from the

characteristic expansion and then contraction of state gambling revenue. and the
resulting state dependence on this source of funds. The typical legalized gambling
game shows a period of slow growth in revenue for the state followed by a rapid decline:
over time the revenue curve resembles a letter “J“ on its side.

The “J curve" shape of the revenue brought in by legalized gambling is the result
of initial interest in the new game followed by a satiated market and a rapid drop
in player interest. Before a new game is introduced there is a flurry of interest in
the press and among potential players. Once the game becomes a reality more and
more people find out about it and play it, for a while. What no one seems to notice

is that after the first few months or years of success, every game begins to take in
less and less money and to require more and more promotions.

It appears that a state can expect a new game to bring in gradually more money
for about the first eighteen months beibre there is a sudden dropoff in revenue. This
time length is sufficient for the state to enjoy the fruits of the new game, to spend
the money raised and to prepare the next year's state budget, with the expectation
that an equal amount or more of gaming revenue will appear. Only it never appears.
Gambling games, including lotteries, are not bottomless wells from which the state

can dip forever without worry. People try the games for a while then either grow
bored or too wise to continue to bet. Even neighboring states contain only limited
numbers of potential players.

When the sudden drop in revenue hits, the state is forced to take counter measures,
to begin promoting the game and to create new variations to increase interest. In-

terested parties push for more gambling. These include the bureaucracy that runs
the program; recipients, such as the elderly, who were promised the gambling-raised
revenue; and incumbent politicians who would be forced to turn to other sources
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if this funding disappeared. Soon the state finds itself in the gambling business, ac-

tively promoting the game and trying to attract new players.

The result is something unique in American culture. State lottery tickets are the

only consumer products that are widely advertised and backed by the prestige and

integrity of state government. You do not see the state advertising tooth paste, or

even for people to brush their teeth. But you do see the state actively encouraging
its citizens to gamble.

The new Colorado Lottery is a case study in the effects of the “J curve.“ During

its first year and a half the lottery sold over $275 million in tickets. Sales for the

lottery’s fiscal year 1983-1984 hit $120 million; yet, sales for the next fiscal year drop-

ped off. and estimates for 1984-1985 fell 25% to $92.5 million. As Colorado Lottery

Director Owen Hickey described it. “At first, Coloradoans bought tickets at an in-

credible pace. but the excitement over the game has leveled of

The Colorado Lottery Commission was faced with the same problem other legal
games have faced: declining revenues after a short, successful run. The Commission

sought funding from the state legislature to introduce a new game to recapture the

lost revenue: lotto. In a development that is most unusual for legalized gambling,
the Colorado Legislature turned them down.

The Lottery Commission was now in a bind. The game was already being pro-

moted to the hilt yet sales were falling dramatically and relentlessly. The legislators’

veto of a lotto game seemed to toll the death knell for the Colorado Lottery, by law

the Commissioners were limited to instant games.

In a move of great ingenuity, possibly born out of desperation, the Commission

came up with a new twist for its dying game: “SuperInstant.“ The game. created

by Scientific Games, Inc. , the company that supplied the state with its lottery tickets,

combined a grand prize with the traditional rub—off smaller instant prizes. A player

now has the chance to win $2 to $50,000 instantly, and winners of $500 are entered

into a second drawing that is televised weekly. These finalists spin a wheel for $1,000
to $1 million, or more.

The Colorado Lottery Commission has solved its “J curve" problem. Of course,

the solution destroys the concept of what is an instant winner and may possibly violate
the state law. But sales have picked up dramatically; at least for a while.

What does all this mean for you? If you are a lawmaker or administrator, involved

in setting up a legal game, you must know what you are getting into. Revenue will

be almost impossible to predict, although it is very likely that whatever you see in

the first 18 months will not continue without aggressive advertising and the introduction

of new games. The pressure to loosen the rules and expand the forms of gambling
that are legal will be enormous, while the forces for stricter controls or cutbacks

will almost completely disappear. The money involved is so great, from the 5% that

goes to the ticketsellers, to the millions in tax dollars raised for the elderly or schools.
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that the slightest downturn in revenue will lead to lobbying and political pressure
far beyond any you have ever seen on any issue in your career in government. Check

the contribution records in any statehouse in the country and you will see that among
the biggest contributors are the legal gambling interests, because they have to be.

They are the only legal enterprises that need the constant endorsement of govern-
ment and that can be outlawed with a flick of the pen.

If you are on the business side of the tables, either running a casino, or supplying
lottery tickets, or marketing video machines, realize that the market is definitely
limited, and probably much more limited than the first sales figures would indicate.

When Resorts International opened the first casino in Atlantic City players were stand-

ing in line to get to $25 minimum crap tables. By the time the eighth casino opened
in Atlantic City the market was glutted, and the “J curve” effect started to hit. In

1982 the New Jersey Casino Control Commission declared the experiment in casino
gaming “a financial emergency.”

It is almost a sure thing to invest one hundred million dollars when you are the

monopoly supplier for the entire East Coast of a product that almost everybody wants.
To invest $300 million when there are already eleven casinos divvying up a shrink-
ing market makes no sense at all.

What does all this mean for the player? First, the tide is going to continue for a

long time before it begins to withdraw. States will be trying various forms of legal-
ized gambling as a way of gaining easy money, and will be trapped by the downturn
in revenues into heavy promotions and experiments with new games. Current restric-
tions and regulations will be relaxed, though often in the house’s favor. Now is the

time to lobby your state legislature for a local game, and to push for expansion of
existing operations, including increased hours, lower prices, easier availability.

Where the games are already in operation look for more bargains: they are feeling
the competition and it should be easier to get comps, credit, etc. Be on the look out

for hard luck stories from gambling operators. The casinos in Atlantic City convinced

the New Jersey Casino Control Commission to change the rules on blackjack,
eliminating surrender, on the grounds that expert players were ruining their profit
margins.

Also keep your eyes open for investment opportunities. Del E. Webb Corp. , Pent-
house magazine publisher Bob Guccione, and the Golden Nugget all took out op--
tions on hotels in Florida’s Gold Coast prior to a vote on legalizing casino gambling.
If the vote had been successful these companies and their shareholders could have

made large windfall profits in the short run. Conversely, the casinos that are about

to open in Atlantic City are getting in very late, and are going to add even more

unwanted competition to the casinos already there. There are only so many bus—people
and high rollers available, and most of those are already gambling to the max. A
little -research with a good investment service like Value Line or Standard and Poets
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can tell you which company owns what and how to take advantage of unusual profits

or losses. Ask a stockbroker and follow developments in Gambling Times Magazine
and the other sources listed in the Resources section of this book.

The same factors that are working for expansion of legalized gambling in the United

States are present throughout the world, only complicated by international politics.

For example, Macau is a Portuguese colony, a remnant of a faded empire, occupying

the small isolated tip of a rocky peninsula jutting out of mainland China. Westerners

rarely visit. It has winding streets and the ruins of Iberian architecture and hundreds

of thousands of poverty-ridden Chinese, who escaped during the Communist takeover

of the mainland, all within six square miles surrounded on three sides by the ocean

and on the fourth by the most populous country on Earth. It also has legalized gam-

bling, and even in the middle of a weekday afternoon the casinos are teeming with

players, often four and five deep around the tables. It is an hour's hydroplane ride.

from Hong Kong, which does not have casinos.

On a trip to Macau I happened to be sitting next to a Hong Kong businessman

and struck up a conversation. The brooding presence of the Peoples Republic of China,

a billion people with the border only three miles away from the casino, creates a

tension in the air that is almost palpable. I asked my companion why the P.R.C. allowed
Macau to exist.

“For the foreign currency, my friend." he answered. "Macau gets almost all of

its food and water from the RRC. and pays for it with hard currency- And China

needs ports for outside trade.“

"And what does Hong Kong get from Macau?" I asked.

“Gambling," he answered. “We get legal casinos without having to regulate them."

I wondered how long it would be before some Hong Kong entrepreneur with suffi-

cient political clout came along to cut off this flow of Hong Kong dollars to Macau.

Complicating the issue is the political power of the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club;

with a near monopoly on legal gambling, both on- and off—track, the Jockey Club

has an overall turnover of $2 billion. Considering Hong Kong is smaller than Brooklyn,

and the Jockey Club has but two tracks, the $2 billion bet each year is extraordinary;

all of the tracks in the United States total only $10.3 billion a year. And now the trea-

ty has been signed, and Hong Kong will become a part of the P.R.C. in 1997, though

the Communist government has promised not to interfere in the free-wheeling capitalist

Hong Kong life style for an additional 50 years. Will the Communist government

in Beijing allow gambling to continue, or even grow, in its newly acquired territory?
The Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club has announced that it has received assurances.

informally, that racing will continue after 1997.

Internationally, the biggest growth is in the development of casino resorts in such

areas as Australia, Spain and the Caribbean, although slot machines are blossoming

everywhere, including behind the Iron Curtain. The legal gambling tide has swept
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the seas: there are a growing number of gambling ships plying international waters
and one airline, Singapore Airlines, has even put slot machines aboard a plane. In-
ternational carriers and companies set to profit from gambling trade between nations
will profit; U.S. carriers on the other hand will not: a federal law prohibits gambling
on US. flagships.

How can a player take advantage of the international gambling boom? Again, there
are investment opportunities for the knowledgeable. And competition is increasing
here as well: it is easier to obtain comps and relaxed rules; free trips to Spain. for
example. At the very least, there are more choices and interesting places for a gam-
bling vacation.

The forces for more and more legalization seem unstoppable. Yet, twice in American
history. legal gambling came crashing down. -What happened? Both times scandals
and corruption were rampant. Legislators were bribed. as were judges. police and
other public officials. Even worse. the officials who were supposed to be controlling
the criminals were seen instead as part of the criminal organizations.

Corruption of public officials is not new. but voters like to see cormption kept
behind closed doors and at an acceptable level. so they can pretend it does not exist.
The scandals associated with the first two waves became public indeed; at one point
the President of the United States addressed the United States Congress with a de-
mand that they do something about the Louisiana Lottery scandal.

There was a second factor. more important than the corruption of public officials.
that may have been legal gambling’s undoing in the 19th century. The games became
viewed not only as corrupting, but also as fixed. Cheating was the one sin that no
gambler would forgive. Cheating ranged from fixed drawings of lottery tickets and
rigged decks of cards to those entrepreneurial lottery operators who set up shop,
flooded the newspapers with ads. collected their envelopes filled with cash for lot-

tery tickets and cutout, without bothering to have a drawing at all. Scandals on this
level led to the complete prohibition of most forms of gambling by the beginning
of the twentieth century.

Will the third wave come crashing down? legalizing gambling in the twentieth cen-
tury has so far been a one-way street. Other than a few short-lived experiments with
slot machines, no state in 50 years has declared a gambling game illegal once it has
been made legal. And no state seems able to resist the pressure to promote heavily
those games that it has come to rely upon for revenue, or to create new games once
the revenue starts to drop.

All of the factors leading to the expansion of gambling found in the first and sec-

ond waves are present today. Whether the cycle of outlawed games, pressure for
legalization, widespread legal gambling, scandal. and re-criminalization will be fol-

lowed depends on the one major difference between the legal games of the 19805
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and those of 18805. That difference is the degree of government involvement in legal

gambling.
You will often hear people say that things are different today, these are state lot-

teries. not private lotteries like they had a hundred years ago. That statement is not
completely accurate. Many of the lotteries of the 18th and 19th century were state
lotteries; even the federal government ran lotteries. And the distinction between state

and private ownership does not work for casinos. bingo games and racetracks.
If there is any difference it is in the level of government regulation and sophistica-

tion today. There have been less than a half-dozen major scandals involving state lot-
teries in the last 20 years, fewer than the number of scandals related to the regulation

of atomic plants. And none of the scandals touched the regulators; the state is seen
as honest. Casinos have not been so fortunate. but casinos are seen as institutions

as large and as powerful and as regulated as banks. Even banks have embezzlements,
but the casino, like the bank would never cheat the customer; the government sees

to that. If that continues to be the prevailing perception, legal gambling, or at least

those forms that are heavily regulated, will continue to flourish. This is one case
where heavy regulation may save an industry from eventual disaster.

It is hard to be entirely optimistic about the future of legal gambling. There is

simply too much money at stake for there not to be major scandals. Eleven casinos
in Atlantic City take in almost $2 billion each year. in profit, much of it in cash.
New York and Pennsylvania state lotteries each sell over $1 billion in tickets each

year, most in small bills. Imagine any other business that takes in hundreds of millions
of dollars in cash each year, where the only product being sold is the cash itself.
If a crook could divert only one percent of the lottery ticket sales into his own pocket,
he would have $10 million in untraceable cash. If the crook could do that by bribing

10 officials with $50,000 each he would still net $9,500,000 in tax-free profit. And

a $50,000 bribe is a substantial sum for a state civil servant.

The pressure for relaxed enforcement of the laws and regulations has already pro-
duced some embarrassing results. Resorts lntemational was given a temporary per-

mit to open the first casino in Atlantic City. When the time came to decide whether
Resorts should be given a permanent license, the Attorney General of New Jersey

recommended denying the company a permanent license. The Attorney General‘s
investigation had discovered the following facts: in establishing and running a casino
in the Bahamas Resorts had dealings with a business associate who had a record
of association with criminal individuals, Resorts continued its relationship with an

individual of “unsuitable reputation, character and nature” after being ordered by
the Bahamian government to sever the relationship. Resorts “maintained an unrecorded
cash fund from which it rendered payments to Bahamian public officials, and the

company was currently employing an individual who has admitted in sworn testimony
an attempt to bribe ajudge and supplying paid female companions to Bahamian public
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officials. To compound the problem, the company had not proven itself competent
to run a casino in Atlantic City; Resorts’ incomplete accounting system had allowed
tens of thousands of dollars in slot machine change to disappear.

Despite the Attorney General’s recommendations, Resorts International was given
a permanent license. The political pressure, including the hundreds of millions of

dollars pouring into Atlantic City, was too great for the Casino Control Commis-

sioners to admit they had made a mistake.

Perhaps the fatal scandals will never come. Parimutuel betting and race tracks have

been around for fifty years, despite repeated horse drugging and other public im-
proprieties. Or perhaps we are simply still in a rising wave, and the crash won't come

for another 40 or 50 years. It is important for anyone interested in legal gambling
to take a broad view of what is happening in this country, to understand how and

why we got to where we are today, and to try and predict what will happen tomor-
row. Self preservation, at the very least, dictates that we not simply believe that

everything that we see around us will remain the same throughout our lives.
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Why is draw poker legal in Bell Gardens and Gardena, small suburbs virtually

surrounded by the city of Los Angeles? Why don't you see any poker clubs across

the street in LA. itself‘? And why draw poker? Why not stud poker or hold ‘em?

Why is it so difficult to get a state lottery started? Sometimes all it takes is a vote

of the state legislature: other times you have to get two-thirds approval of all the voters

at a general election. And even if your state has a lottery you won‘t see any video

lottery machines, unless you live in Illinois or Nebraska. Who decides what is legal
and what is not?

It probably would not surprise you to read that gambling debts are collectible in

New Jersey; after all, the courts are going to help the casinos, right? But gambling

debts were not collectible in Nevada until very recently; a casino who tried to sue

a player on a bounced check was out of luck. And even today a player who t-ries
to sue a casino in Nevada will find himself kicked out of court.

If you live in New York you had better make good on your markers. but if you

live in Florida you can laugh when the casino comes calling. Who makes up all these

laws anyway?

Who does make the law? The answer you hear in your civics books is you do;

that is, the voters choose their representatives who pass legislation that becomes the

law. That answer is partially correct, but it is at least as wrong as it is right. There

is a lot more to the law than a bunch of politicians voting on bills.

At the very least there are a number of important divisions of power you must

know about. There is a hierarchy in the law: federal, state and local. Within each

level of the hierarchy there are additional divisions, such as the limitations set by

the fiederal or state constitutions on the power of legislators to make laws. When there

is a direct dispute between one set of laws and another the rules of the hierarchy

determine who wins: state laws must give way to federal laws, including the most

powerful of the federal laws. the United States Constitution.
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There are also those branches of government you learned about in school: the

legislative, executive and judicial. These, you were told, make, enforce and interpret
the law. What you were not told is that there are groups that really make the law.
The most powerful of these are the administrative bodies, such as the Nevada Gam-

ing Commission and the Internal Revenue Service. In addition, the law is made in-

formally all the time, by prosecutors refusing to press cases or by judges and even
court clerks letting people know where they stand on certain issues.

In theory, and to a great extent in practice, the formal systems of lawniaking func-
tion as they were meant to when they were first created. To understand what that

means you first must learn to think like a lawyer. In this case it means thinking like
a colonial patriot of 1776, putting aside the last 200 years of history as irrelevant.

The American Revolution, you remember, was fought for independence, and it
is sometimes difficult to realize in these days of the supremely powerful presidency
that independence meant just that—independence. The states were almost indepen-
dent countries; the war with England was not fought to create a new, strong central
government.

It has only been in this century that the federal government has grown in power
to completely eclipse the states. Television has helped change our way of thinking
about government. Half-hour news shows almost always carry stories about the Presi-

dent, and sometimes about Congress, or the United States Supreme Court. There
simply is no time to cover what 50 governors, 50 state legislatures, and thousands
of local judges are doing.

The 13 original" states gave up some, but by no means all, of their power to the
new federal government. The federal government is thus a government of limited

power: if the United States Constitution does not specifically give the federal govem—
ment the power to do something, then the United States Congress, the U.S. Supreme
Court and all the other federal courts, and the President simply do not have that power.

Most crimes. for example, including most anti-gambling laws, are still solely the
responsibility of the various states; a lawyer would say the federal government has
no jurisdiction over the offense. To get federal jurisdiction the government must show

that some power given it by the U.S. Constitution is involved, such as the power
to regulate interstate commerce, the federal taxes, the United States Treasury, or the
use of the United States mail.

In the next chapter I will discuss every federal law dealing with gambling. What
is important to know now is that there are relatively few such laws. Historically, the
federal government has only become involved in the regulation of gambling when
it appeared that the state or local police were not doing their jobs, particularly, when
it looked like a large scale gambling operation had bought off all of the local cops.
Sometimes it even seemed as if an entire state had been bought off. The wide-open
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illegal slot machines in Louisiana under Huey P. Long were one part of the Gover-

nor's close association with New York racketeer, Frank Costello.

A quick look at the federal laws shows that Congress is mainly concerned with

interstate, organized racketeering. Of course, there are also laws about federal taxes,

and gambling on Indian land, but for the most part the federal government has stayed

out of the civil (that is the non—criminal) side of gambling. The regulation and con-

trol of legal and illegal gambling is one of the few areas left in American life that

is left up to the states to control.

States have jurisdictional limits just like the federal government; they cannot ex-

ceed the power given them as independent members of our federation of states. A

state cannot declare war on Mexico, for example. The answer is not quite as clear

where a state passes a law that appears to be valid on its face, but which, in practice,

greatly interferes with the power given the federal government. Most states which

do not have lotteries prohibit the sale of lottery tickets within their state boundaries.

Can a state prohibit the sale of a neighboring state’s legal lottery tickets? Probably

not, because it would infringe on the power given the federal Congress to regulate
interstate commerce.

But states can experiment, within limits. In fact, the United States Supreme Court

has expressly stated that states should experiment. If New Jersey wants to try legalizing

casinos as a way of revitalizing a dying resort community, so much the better. if

it works then other states can try it; if it fails. it will serve as a lesson to be learned.

In no event is it a problem for the federal government. So long as things stay relative-
ly‘ under control the feds will not. in fact cannot, become involved.

Who makes the laws for the states? Like on the federal level, the basic document

is a constitution, spelling out the procedures and limitations on lawmal-ting. The nor-

mal procedure we all know: The state legislature is to be elected by the voters of

the state; the legislature passes hills which become law with the Governor's signature,

or by overriding his veto.

One of the interesting twists in the study of gambling law is that the state constitu-

tions often severely limit the power of the legislature to make gambling legal. Antigam-

bling feelings were running so high in the 19th century that the people of that era

put into their constitutions language meant to tie down their state legislators for all time.

One indication of the futility of such attempts can be seen by the state of Nevada.

The Nevada Constitution forbids the Nevada Legislature from authorizing any form

of lottery. And to this day the Nevada Legislature has never allowed a lottery in that

state. Of course, they have allowed keno, bingo. slot machines, and every form of

casino game, but no lottery.

The 19th century drafters of the state constitutions also could not prevent times

and the opinions of voters from changing. Where the constitution prohibits gambling
it has become necessary for promoters to amend the constitution. The backers of
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the state lottery in California spent over $2 million gathering hundreds of thousands

of signatures and promoting an initiative that appeared on the ballot during the I934
presidential election. Fifty-seven percent of the voters marked their ballots in favor

of changing the state Constitution. Pursuant to the election, the California Constitu-

tion now reads that the state Legislature shall never authorize a lottery, except for
a state lottery.

In some other states it was not necessary to call for a vote of the general public
to install a state lottery, because the lottery was not prohibited by the state constitu-

tion. In most cases, if the state constitution does not prohibit something, the legislature
can make that activity legal simply by a majority vote in each house, and the signature
of the governor. Nevada put in casino gambling in 1931 by a simple majority vote
of its Legislature; New Jersey, on the other hand, was forced to call for a vote of

the general public to amend its Constitution to put in casinos in Atlantic City.
The colonial patriots were concerned about the possibility of the Executive branch

(then the King and now the President or Governor) and the Legislative Branch (then
Parliament and now Congress or the state legislatures) grabbing too much power.
A written constitution was one safeguard our founding fathers put into place. We
take the concept of constitutional limits for granted today, but the idea was a radical

experiment in the 18th century. The idea of having a constitution is an American
invention, and even today England does not have a formal, written constitution.

But the founding fathers knew that a constitution could be ignored, or twisted,

especially in troubled times, when it was most needed. Although there is some dispute
as to whether the drafters of the U.S. Constitution meant for the courts to have all

the power they exercise today, the third branch of government, the judiciary, was
clearly intended to be a balancing force constraining the legislative and executive
branches.

Shortly after the American Revoiution the US. Supreme Court announced that
it had the power to declare the actions of the other two branches void when they
violated the Constitution. That power has grown over the centuries until it is univer-

sally recognized that the courts are the final interpreters and protectors of all of our
constitutional rights.

Every American is subject to two court systems, state and federal, and they often
overlap. There are many instances of a federal court, including the U.S. Supreme
Court, declaring a state law or state administrative action illegal under the U.S. Con-
stitution. And it is even more common for a state court to declare a state action void

under the federal Constitution. Practically every criminal case involves a claim that

the defendant, arrested by state police, was deprived of his federal constitutional rights
through an improper search and seizure, or improperly obtained confession, etc.

Similar arguments are often made that some action violates the state constitution.

Although most state constitutions duplicate the rights given under the U.S. Constitu-
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tion, some, particularly in Western states, give additional rights to individuals. In
recent years state supreme courts have found laws unconstitutional under their state
constitutions, thus depriving the loser, usually the state prosecutor. from appealing
to the U.S. Supreme Court. There is nothing to appeal, because the U.S. Supreme
Court cannot tell the state courts how to interpret their state constitutions.

My personal favorite is the fine distinction drawn between California and the U.S.
Constitution on the issue of punishment, such as the death penalty. The U.S. Con-
stitution protects all Americans against “cruel and unusual punishment." The Califor-
nia Constitution. in addition, protects Californians against “cruel or unusual punish-
ment.“ I think the difference was simply a typo. slipped in accidentally in 1848.

However, in practice the California Supreme Court has found the difference to be
highly significant. The federal Constitution prohibits only those punishments that
are both cruel and unusual; if the punishment is simply cruel, such as the death penalty,
it is allowed. The California Constitution adds an extra protection and prohibits those

punishments that are merely cruel, without being unusual. or are unusual, without
being cruel. It is interpretations of the law such as these that make lawyers so well
loved.

Although it is the constitutional cases that make the news, the courts are normally
concerned with interpreting ordinary statutes, regulations, and the common law.
Statutes are laws enacted by the duly elected legislators. Statutory language can be
vague and confusing. because statutes are the result of political compromises, the
English language is imprecise. or the legislators simply did not think about all the
possible ramifications of their new law. Courts are often called upon to decide the
legislative intent, even when the legislature never thought of the problem. For exam-
ple, did the Montana state Legislature intend to make video poker machines legal
when it passed a statute making poker legal? The Montana Supreme Court split on
this question, the majority finding that the machines are not “poker“, within the mean-
ing of the statute.

Regulations are a little more complicated. Those are rules created by an ad-
ministrative body that has been given the power to make those rules by the duly elected
legislators. The courts are required to see that the administrators acted within the
power delegated to them by a statute; and further, that they acted within the rules
the administrators themselves have set up for holding hearings and making further
rules.

The common law is what most lawyers think of when you mention “the law,"

because that is what they spent most of their time studying in law school. Basically,
the common law is the “unwritten“ law, passed down and refined through court deci-
sions. Fortunately, those court decisions are written down, so that lawyers and judges
can find out what previous courts have said on any issue. if it happened to come
up in the past.
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Much of the law of gambling is common law. Since this is judge-made law, the
results will often differ from state to state and court to court. The courts of New

York felt that gambling was not against the public policy of that state; therefore, an

out-of—state casino could sue a New Yorker in state court and collect on the gambler’s
bum checks. A court in Florida, faced with the identical question. looked at the horse
racing and jai alai in that state and decided that these were contests staged for the
entertainment of tourists; the parimutuel betting that went on was merely incidental.
The Florida judge declared casino gambling against the public policy of that state
and refused to allow a licensed Puerto Rican casino to collect. There are limits on

how far—out a judge can go in interpreting the common law, but every lawsuit, and
every appeal, entails a great deal of time. expense and aggravation.

The re are two more levels of law. besides federal and state, that must be dealt with

in detail if you are to understand the law of gambling in the United States. Federal
law is obviously important, like a great gray cloud hanging over the entire country.
But so far the cloud has not rained down too heavily on the legal gambling business.
State law is almost everything: if a state constitution or statute passed by the state
legislature says lotteries are illegal there are no lotteries in that state. On the other

hand. if the state law says there can be casinos, or off-track betting. or charity bingo,
you can be sure that some entrepreneurs will quickly open those gambling games
to the paying public.

The third area of great importance to legal gambling is local government. Local

government tends to be small, disorganized and generally a pain in the neck for legal
operators. with a myriad of licenses, taxes, and rules, none of which seem to have

been clearly written. let alone easily found. Local governments. cities and counties,
are of prime importance in three ways:

I) Charities are usually locally regulated. Just as the federal government has left
gambling to state control, states have tended to leave charities to local control. So

charities have to deal on an intimate basis with city councils and county supervisors,
and their local regulatory agencies. to get all the necessary licenses to run a legal
bingo game. Since local governments officials often serve on a part-time basis. holding
down full-time jobs and meeting once a month, it is often up to a charity to write
up the rules they want other charity gambling games to live by.

2) Local option games. Sometimes the state allows the counties or cities to decide

what should be legal. Poker in California is the best example. State law allows the
playing of draw poker for money. However, each county has the option of making
the game illegal. San Francisco County bans card rooms. Los Angeles County allows
them; however. a city can also make the game illegal. So. although LA. County
allows poker clubs, the major cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles do not. The
independent cities of Bell Gardens and Gardena allow poker. A legal poker club in
these cities must keep in close touch with the city council and city attorney, to know
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what is legal and what is not, since the cities have exercised their local option.
3) Local roadblocks. Normally a city or county cannot prevent a legal business,

such as a licensed casino, from opening. But they sure can make it tough. Zoning
is a favorite way to squeeze the operators for everything the local government can
get. [am not implying illegal extortion, although local governments have been more
susceptible to bribery scandals than state and federal officials. I am referring instead
to the legitimate desire of local government to obtain jobs for local citizens, and ade-
quate parking, and green parks, etc. This also creates jobs for local lawyers, since
they are the only ones who can deal with the unbelievable load of paperwork and
regulations required by local bureaucrats.

The last level of government is probably the most important, at least on a day to
day basis, and yet is the least known. This is the level of the regulators.

It is impossible to underestimate the power of the regulators on legal gambling.
The Supreme Court of Nevada went so far as to make the following statement, un-
precedented in American law:

“We view gambling as a matter reserved to the states within the meaning
of the Tenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Within this context
we find no room for federally protected constitutional rights. This distinctive-
ly state problem is to be governed, controlled and regulated by the state
legislature and, to the extent the legislature decrees, by the Nevada Constitu-
tion. It is apparent that if we were to recognize federal protections of this wholly
privileged state enterprise, necessary state control would be substantially
diminished and federal intrusion invited.“ State v. Rosemhal, 93 Nev. 36, 559
P.2d 830, 836 (1977); appeal dismissed, 434 U.S. 803 (1977).

As a lawyer and professor of law I find the statement simply amazing. The highest
court of a state is declaring that when you enter the world of legal gambling you
give up all of your federal civil rights. All law abandon, ye who enter here! Can
you imagine any other legal business being exempt from the Bill of Rights? (Other
courts, including a federal court sitting in Nevada and the New Jersey Supreme Court,
have said state's rights do not go this far.)

What is even more amazing is that the United States Supreme Court refused to
hear the appeal, despite the fact that the losing side had hired the former dean of
Harvard Law School, Erwin N. Griswold, to argue the case. But, as I have said,
the federal government, including the top federal Court, has pretty much left the states
to do what they wish with legal gambling.

No industry in America is as heavily regulated as legalized gambling, including
atomic power plants. However, regulation is by no means uniform. Startling differences
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arise between regions of the country, or even between various games played within
a single state.

Why regulate at all? The standard reasons given are to ensure competency of the
operators while keeping organized crime out. Perhaps more important are the twin
issues of money and image. If the gambling operators are stealing they are cheating
the state out of its tax revenue. And legal gambling is always subject to attack from
outsiders: like alcohol. the industry has to be extremely careful about its reputation
for causing harm or it can find itself easily outlawed again.

When a state decides to make a gambling game legal it has a number of options
as to the type of controls available. The first option is no control at all. This has

been the favorite response for charity games and social gambling. The legislature
votes to legalize bingo, for example, to prevent those embarrassing raids on church
basement games. It is not thought necessary to regulate the games, other than to en-

sure that it is actually a charity that is getting the profits. The result usually is wide-
spread. commercial gambling that does not attract a lot of attention, until there are

a few scandals and cutthroat competition develops between charities. Then the govern-
ment begins to think about regulations.

The government has essentially two ways to go: state ownership or private control.
The state government owns the state lottery, even when it contracts with a private
company to set up the system. Similarly, New York decided to go with a quasi-public
corporation when it set up the Off Track Betting system. At the very least state owner-
ship is designed to make it easier to control what goes on with the game: hidden
ownership by organized crime is impossible (although cheating is not). And since
the legal game is a monopoly the government takes the maximum possible out of
each game.

So why not state ownership of casinos‘? Although there has been some talk about
it (former Governor Carey proposed state owned casinos for New York) the trend
is definitely away from direct government ownership. The problems are both prac-
tical and political. State bureaucracies have not proven themselves to be more com-

petent than private industry at running businesses, including gambling. New York's
OTB and a number of state lotteries have floundered almost into bankruptcy, despite
having a monopoly. Bureaucracies take on a life of their own, and seek constantly
to expand their power. This urge to grow runs smack into the realities of the

marketplace, including the “J curve” effect I described in the last chapter, and ex-
pansion often comes at the very time revenue takes a nosedive.

The urge to grow may create image problems for incumbent office holders. The

general public understands that legal gambling must be kept under strict controls,
to prevent corruption and cheating. Without that feeling in the general population
it would be difficult to justify the existence of a state lottery, the only part of state
government whose sole purpose is to raise money. State owned liquor stores were
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not created to raise money, but rather to control and limit the vice. lf raising money

is so important why doesn't the state own hotels and clothing stores‘? If the difference
is that gambling is a vice that people will do anyway. why doesn't the state own houses
of prostitution, or marijuana and heroin stores? Very few voters would approve of
a state monopoly owning and actively promoting the use of marijuana. But the state
lottery comes very close. by actively inducing people to gamble.

For the politician the problem becomes not only that the state needs the tax money
produced by the lottery. The state is actively promoting gambling, an activity that
many would see as less socially beneficial than education. for example. And the final
irony of a state owned game is that the state is now not just collecting taxes, but is
betting against its own citizens. Notice that lotteries and parimutuel tracks are also
extremely careful to remind the public that they are merely stakeholders, and the
players are betting against each other.

There is little reason to believe that state employed casino operators and dealers

would be any more honest or competent than private employees. In fact, a state
bureaucracy could make it easier for illegal activities to go undetected, or if detected.
unreported, for fear of appearing incompetent to superiors. Any scandal that hits
a government owned game would naturally become a political problem for state
leaders. Politicians know that a quasi-government body may protect the state from

legal responsibilities. but not from political scandal. It is probably for this reason
that the idea of government ownership has never been widely supported by political
leaders. Government is left with relying upon, and attempting to regulate, private

ownership of gambling.

What sort of things do the gambling regulators do? The most important, and time-
consuming, governmental function is the constant and repetitive auditing and licen—
sing of legal games. Licensing can run all the way from the charity blackjack games
of North Dakota, where all an applicant need prove is that he is a legitimate charity,
to the multi—hundred thousand dollar investigations of key employees in an Atlantic

City casino.

Regulators also make rules that can affect literally everything that happens with
a legal game. Something as important to the players as how many decks of cards
are used in blackjack, or where the cut—card is placed, or whether card-counters will
be allowed to play at all may be determined by formal regulations promulgated by
the government gaming authorities, or by informal pressure by a local inspector.

It is rare that the courts would become involved in the day-to—day running of a

legal gambling game, often because there is no basis for a lawsuit. It is rarer still
for the state legislature to sit down. study the way the games are being played, and
pass legislation to be signed by the Governor. The legislature simply does not have
the time, interest or expertise to decide every legal question that arises: that is why
it created the regulatory bodies to act in its place.
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One of the great dangers in giving government administrators so much independence
and power is the likelihood that they will become captive regulators. Of course, there

is always the small chance of corruption; a hotel/casino that requires an investment
of $400 million, in advance, might be sorely tempted to ensure that it got a license

to open. Bribery is already illegal. But the greater risk arises from political and
economic pressures that are strictly legal.

Players are not organized; there is no equivalent of the Sierra Club or consumer

protection societies for gamblers. Casinos, racetracks and even charity bingo games
are not only organized but are expert at lobbying decision makers to protect the high

stakes they have invested in their games. The owners and operators are the only people
the regulators talk to on a regular basis.

The government administrators have their own investments in the games; what hap-
pens to the jobs of the regulators if the companies being regulated go out of business‘?

Who is going to hire someone who allowed the industry he was supposed to oversee
to slide into bankruptcy and chaos‘? On the other hand, if an individual works as

a regulator for ten years in a limited field. such as the regulation of casinos, that

person has a great deal of expertise, expertise that is practically worthless in the
business world outside of the casinos themselves.

George Sternlieb and James W. Hughes, in a recent study of Atlantic City, com-
piled a table showing the changes, and the potential impact, of regulations affecting
Atlantic City casinos. They found a number of new regulations either became effec-

tive or were proposed after the casinos had been operating for a few years. None
of the rules can be seen to help the players; all are of financial benefit to the casinos.

Among the new rules, formally adopted: casinos are no longer required to have $2
minimum tables for blackjack or craps (most now have $5, $10, $25 and $100 tables,

thus increasing the house win); the rule of “early surrender“ in blackjack was
eliminated, hurting the more skillful players; casinos are now allowed to advertise
without having to notify the Casino Control Commission in advance; casinos are

no longer required to have a minimum number of slot machine personnel, thus cut

ting down on payroll expenses, although possibly inconveniencing the players.
The difference between the ease with which new regulations are made by the

regulators and the difficulty of getting the Legislature to act to amend a statute is

illustrated by the proposed 24-hour rule. By statute casinos in Atlantic City cannot
be open 24 hours a day, forcing gamblers out into the streets at four or six o’clock

in the morning. To provide greater security to players and to increase casino profits
it would make sense to allow the casinos to remain open around the clock; yet. this
proposal is regularly defeated in the state Legislature. The regulators can only make
and change their own rules; they have no power to amend statutes.

You will often hear it said around law schools that the law is a seamless web. Every
time you start studying the law in one place the trail leads you to other areas. Gam-
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bling law is no different: local leads you to state which leads you to federal; regula-
tions lead you to statutes which lead you to the Constitution. You have to start
somewhere, but you also need to know the way the entire system works. The details
of any particular law may seem screwy. but actually there is a reason for almost
everything in the law. As an example. we will now try to understand why draw poker
is legal in California. but stud and hold ‘em poker are not.
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Law schools train future lawyers through the case method: the students are given
a large number of actual case decisions, written by courts of appeals, to read and

discuss in class. The students‘ understanding of the law is subjected to rigorous ex-

amination through the Socratic method, a not-too-subtle torture of repeated ques-

tions by the professor designed to make the students question their every assump-
tion. The students are expected to learn both the reasoning of the judges and the

basic principles of law that determine each case. The case method has proven to be
an effective, and relatively inexpensive, teaching tool.

To illustrate how the law of gambling works I will use real cases. These will not,

however, be dry casebook law. These cases are of current interest. In fact, many are

on—going disputes in which I am advising a legal gaming establishment or player.
Chapter Two outlined the various levels of government and the roles of the courts

and administrative bodies. How does all this work in practice?

I am currently involved in a long-terrn fight to bring the game of Texas Hold ‘Em

poker, known simply as hold ‘em, to California. The issue may seem unimportant
to people in other states, or to those who do not play poker. But the stakes are big
indeed for the dozens of licensed card clubs throughout the state, and for the neighbor-
ing poker rooms in Nevada. California has legal card rooms, but play is limited,

at the moment, to the card games of draw poker, low ball, panguingue, and pai gow,
a Chinese domino game. Thousands of players, and millions of dollars in business,

are lost each year to the casinos in Nevada, which allow hold ‘em, as well as stud poker.
Hold ‘em, stud poker and draw all have the same ranking of hands. It is the dif-

ferences between the games, not the similarities, that are important. In draw poker
you get all of your cards face down, and can draw and replace some cards in an

attempt to improve your hand. In stud poker there is no draw; the cards are dealt

one at a time to each player in turn, one down and four face up in 5-card stud. Hold
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‘em also has no draw. No cards are dealt face down to each player and five cards
are turned over in a set order in the center of the table. Those five cards are com-

munity cards and become part of each player's hand. The rules for betting differ
greatly among the three games. Any standard rule book will show you how these
games are played. If you don't know the games take a moment to learn them.

The state Attorney General’s office has ruled that only draw poker is legal in the
state. all forms of stud poker are outlawed. and playing an outlawed game is a criminal
offense. To make matters worse, an Assistant Attorney General (who apparently did

not know how to play the game) issued a memorandum that said hold ‘em is a form
of stud poker, and therefore could not be played for money in a licensed card club.

The state Attorney General’s office is an administrative body. You may not have
thought about it, but police forces on all levels act like regulatory agencies. Most
of the time it is done informally; if the local cops say a game is not against the law,

who is going to make the arrests? Often the regulatory function is more formal; law
enforcement agencies issue licenses and set up standards for everything from car-
nival games to Las Vegas Nights. In the case of California the formal Opinions of
the Attorney General carry great weight, to the point where they are published,
although they are not legally binding. Even infonnal Memoranda will determine
whether local police will act. In late 1984 the legislature acted to make the regulatory
relationship formal; by statute the Attorney General‘s office shares power with local
government authorities to license and regulate card clubs.

So what about the A.G.’s position? If you were the judge, how would you rule‘?
The A.G. has to be wrong; after all, it makes no sense for draw poker to be legal
and stud poker and hold ‘em to be illegal. End of case, right?

As a law professor my first Socratic question is, “What grounds are there for over-
turning the Attorney General’s decision? You may not like what he has done, but
what is your basis, in the law, for saying he is wrong?"

Let's start at the top. What is the role of the federal government? After all, the
federal law, and particularly the U.S. Constitution, override every state law. Is there
a constitutional right to play hold ‘em poker?

Let's try not to get laughed out of court at the beginning. The answer is that the
Constitution is not involved. Not because hold ‘em poker had not been invented in
l776. The Constitution is flexible enough to handle even the most modern problems;
the federal courts have ruled that the original framers of the Constitution meant to

include computer software in the protection given copyrights in 1789. But the framers
were not concerned with gambling.

Nor is there an act of Congress or any other federal law on the subject. The issue
must be resolved entirely under California state law.

What about the California Constitution? The state Constitution is not as silent as

the federal; California constitutionally prohibits lotteries. But poker is clearly not
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a lottery (more about that later}, and the California Supreme Court has held that

poker, at least draw poker, is legal and has been so for at least one hundred years.

What about a state statute? Here the issue gets interesting. The California Legislature

has been very much concerned with gambling and has passed numerous laws, most

of which are still on the books since the gold rush days of 1849.

When the California Legislature created the state's Penal Code in 1372, the

lawmakers made it clear that there are no longer any “common law crimes." Put

another way. nothing is illegal in this state unless the state Legislature or a local city

or county government has made it illegal. It does not matter whether a particular

game was prohibited under the common law of ancient England or of another state,

any activity, including gambling, is not illegal unless a legislative body has passed

a law explicitly making the activity a crime.

The California Legislature has made some forms of gambling illegal, as it has the

right to do. Of interest to us are Sections 330 and 331 of the Penal Code, which

have been substantively unchanged since 1891.

Section 330 lists the games that are illegal:

“Every person who deals, plays, or carries on . . . any game of faro, monte,

roulette, lansquenet, rouge-et-noir, rondo, tan, fan-tan, stud—horse poker, seven-

and-a-half, twenty-one, hokey-pokey, or any banking or percentage game played

with cards, dice, or any device, for money, checks, credit or other represen-

tative of value, and every person who plays or bets at or against any of said

prohibited games, is guilty of a misdemeanor "

Section 331 makes it a crime to run a gambling house, but is explicitly limited

to slot machines and those specific games listed in Section 330.

The effect of these two sections is simple: if a game is one of the twelve listed

or a banking or percentage game the game is illegal under the California Penal Code,

otherwise it is not. Section 330, by its own terms, sets out the games the Legislature

meant to make illegal; even if it did not, the rules of statutory construction require

a finding that the Legislature purposely excluded items from the list (here other forms

of poker), when it included other, similar items (here stud—horse poker and hokey-

pokey). Stud-horse poker, whatever it is, is listed and is therefore illegal; no one

can play stud-horse poker anywhere in California for money. Draw poker, lowball

draw poker, panguingue, are not listed; these games are therefore legal and can be

played anywhere in the state fol‘ money, unless prohibited by local ordinance.

The history of these two criminal statutes supports this interpretation. Section 330

is based on a law passed in 1860, which listed six specific games, as well as “bank-

ing and percentage games.” Poker, as played in a licensed card club, is not prohibited

under Section 330 as a banking or percentage game. “The mere payment of rental

by the players for the use of the table, cards and chips, or the acting by the proprietor
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or dealer as stake—holder, do not convert a game into a forbidden banking game."

People v. Ambrose, 122 Cal.App.2d Supp. 966, 265 R2d 191, 194 (1953).
Over the years the Legislature has sporadically added new‘, specific games, as it

saw the need arise.

My research indicates that San Francisco was hit by a stud-horse poker craze around
1880, with scores of poker rooms operating throughout the city. The Legislature reacted
to what it saw as an immediate problem. Stud—horse poker was added to the Penal
Code’s prohibited list by a separate bill passed by the Legislature in 1885. Hokey-
pokey was added in 1891.

Despite repeated court rulings that only the games listed in Section 330 are illegal,
the Legislature has never attempted to challenge the courts‘ interpretation of this statute,
nor has it acted to rewrite the law. The Legislature could have amended Section 330
to say that these games are merely listed as examples; this it has failed to do, in-
dicating that the lawmakers did, in fact, only intend to outlaw these specific games,
as well as bankingand percentage games. As the Supreme Court of California stated:

"Section 330, the principal statute on the subject, prohibits 12 specific games,
as well as any ‘banking or percentage’ game. If the legislature had intended
to regulate the play of any game which is ordinarily played for money or other
evidence of value, it would have been very simple to say just that. Not only

did the Legislature fail to use the all inclusive phrase, but by other legislation
it clearly indicated that it recognized the existence of other gambling games
not included in the prohibition of the code section." In re Hubbard, 62 Cal.2d
119, 126, 41 Cal.Rptr. 393, 396 P.2d 809 (1964).

Under a new state law, the Gaming Registration Act, and prior case law a local

government can license any card game not made illegal under the state Penal Code.
Since draw poker and other games are not illegal under the California Penal Code,
the question has arisen whether cities and counties in the state can regulate, or even
prohibit, these games. That question was decided in a series of California court cases,
some dealing with city and county ordinances that attempted to outlaw all “games
of chance," and others dealing with city ordinances creating licensed card clubs.

The leading Supreme Court cases are People v. Lim, 18 Cal.2d 872, 113 P.2d 472
(1941) and In re Hubbard, supra. Lim involved an attempt by the district attorney
of Monterey County to close down a poker club by means of a court order known
as an injunction. The Supreme Court held that it was not within the power of any
court to establish the standards for public morality; only the Legislature could decide
whether an activity was a public nuisance which could therefore be enjoined under
a court’s equity power. The Supreme Court explicitly held that even though a gam-
bling house may have been a nuisance under the common law there must be a statute
to prohibit this activity or no injunction would issue. There are no statutes prohibiting
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the playing of draw poker or making the playing of poker a nuisance. Being a poker
club is not enough. (In this particular case the district attorney alleged that the card
club was a danger to the public’s health and safety because it created traffic and fire

hazards, and the Court held those particular allegations were sufficient to get the
case to trial.)

This case was followed almost immediately by the case ofMonterey Club it Superior
Court ofLos Angeles, 48 Cal.App.2d 131, 119 P.2d 349 (1941). That same year, 1941,
in almost a replay of Lim, the district attorney of Los Angeles County attempted to
close down a licensed poker club in Gardena by means of a permanent injunction.
Gardens had a city ordinance that prohibited anyone from running a card club and
charging players a fee to play, unless the club owner had a permit and license for

each table. The defendants had the necessary license and had complied with the terms
of the city ordinance. Municipalities, such as the City of Gardena, are expressly
authorized “to license, for the purposes of revenue and regulation, all and every kind
of business authorized by law . . . and lawful games carried on therein." 119 P.2d

at 357. If draw poker is not unlawful the City of Gardena could license the game,
and being duly licensed it cannot be enjoined as a nuisance.

The Courts conclusion: “Neither playing draw poker nor maintaining a place where
it is played being an offense under our law, and therefore being lawful, it follows
that the city of Gardena was authorized to license and regulate the operations of such
pastime within its corporate limits." 119 P.2d at 357. “Gambling is neither unlawful

per se nor a public nuisance per se in California . . . it does not lie within the power
of the courts to impose their views as to what is moral or immoral, or what is beneficial

or deleterious to public welfare, upon the residents ofa community who have legalized
the playing of a game not outlawed by statute.” 119 P.2d at 358.

Cities and counties are free to license and regulate draw poker and other gambling
games that are not outlawed by the state statutes. A question remained for a number

of years whether a city or county could completely prohibit a game not included
in the list in Penal Code Section 330. The argument by the club operators was that
the state had preempted the entire field of gambling, leaving no room for local govern-
ments to prohibit a game the state finds unobjectionable.

The Supreme Court resolved the issue in 1964 in the case of In re Hubbard, supra.
The case involved a Long Beach city ordinance that prohibited the playing of any
“game of chance.” The game involved was panguingue, which is not prohibited by
Penal Code Section 330, but could, conceivably, be a “game of chance” and thus
prohibited under the city ordinance. The Supreme Court held that the regulation of
gambling is within the police power of a local government, unless in conflict with
the general law of the state. The Court held that there was no conflict because the

state Legislature had not intended to occupy the entire field of gambling nor the en-

tire field of gaming (all games played with cards, dice or other devices). A local
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government is free to supplement the state law; Long Beach can outlaw games of
chance within its city's boundaries. If panguingue. is a game of chance and if it is

played within the Long Beach city boundaries it is illegal under the city ordinance,
though not illegal under state law.

A city can thus regulate or even prohibit any game within its city boundaries. It
cannot make legal a game that is on the prohibited list of Penal Code Section 330.
A city cannot tell another city what to do. if the city of Bell Gardens, for example,
wishes to make draw poker legal only the state Legislattire can prevent it from doing so.

Any lingering confusion over the status of licensed card rooms should be dissolved
by the Gaming Registration Act, which took effect July 1, 1984. Poker is clearly now
a legal, regulated industry, authorized by the state Legislature and pursuant to local
ordinance. The Gaming Registration Act takes up 26 sections of the Business and
Professions Code, beginning with Section 19800. The Act sets up investigative and

registration procedures with the state Attorney General. The Legislature intended
that local governments could continue to regulate gaming as well. The new registra-
tion scheme applies to "legal gambling or gaming."

“Section 19802. (Operative July 1. 1984)Def'1nitions. As used in this chapter:
(a) ‘Legal gambling or gaming’ means any card game played for currency, check,
credit or other thing of value which is not prohibited and made unlawful by

Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 3l9—[Lotteries]) or Chapter 10 (com-
mencing with Section 330) of Title 9 of Part 1 of the Penal Code or by local
ordinance. (b) ‘Gaming club’ means any establishment where legal gambling
is conducted and regulated pursuant to local ordinance." Cal.Bus.&Prof.Code

Section 19802 (Deering 1984).

“Stud-horse poker" and “hokey-pokey“ are the only forms of poker that are il-

legal under the state Penal Code. So what‘s the fuss about hold ‘em?
A trial judge in the city of Norwalk has decided, preliminarily, that hold ‘em poker

cannot be played in the Huntington Park Casino, a licensed card club in California.
The card club decided it could not afford the costs of an appeal. Other cases are

being prepared, and the California Court of Appeal and possibly eventually the Califor-
nia Supreme Court will have to decide whether hold ‘em is legal.

Unfortunately, the legal issues have become clouded. The court in the Huntington
Park case was not deciding directly whether hold ‘em is legal under state law, but
rather whether hold ‘cm was a form of draw poker under the Huntington Park city

municipal code.

Every city and county in California is given what is known as a local option to
decide whether it wishes to license legal card games. The city of Huntington Park

had not chosen to license all forms of legal gambling; the city’s municipal code listed

the games that could be licensed and stated that all other forms were illegal. The
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short list of legal games in Huntington Park included draw poker but not hold ‘em,
and the card club was faced with the problem of trying to prove that hold ‘cm is
a form of draw poker.

The wording of the Huntington Park city ordinances has created an unfortunate

situation for the entire card club industry in California. Card clubs should not be

faced with the difficult task of trying to convince a court that hold ‘em is a form

of draw poker; rather. they should only have to make the easy case that hold ‘em
is not a form of “stud—horse poker," nor “hokey-pokey," the only forms of poker
prohibited by the state Penal Code. The question for the courts should thus be “Is

hold ‘em a form of stud—horse poker, as the Attorney General claims?" If it is a form

of stud—horse poker it is illegal under state law; if it is not then it is legal.
Assuming that the licensed card club industry can get the legal issues back on track,

can it prove that hold ‘em is not a form of the prohibited stud—horse poker?
The first question is, obviously, what is stud—horse poker?
It is important to understand how the law looks at the question. We are not in-

terested in what the Legislature intends today. You could ask every member of the
"state Senate and Assembly whether they think stud—horse poker includes hold ‘em
and the answers would be of absolutely no legal significance. From the law's point
of view the question should properly be framed. “What did the state Legislature mean
when it included the term ‘stud—horse poker‘ in the list of prohibited games?” Even
if there were any legislators still alive from 1885 they are not allowed to testify as
to what they meant when they cast their votes. We are only allowed to look at the
plain meaning of the words used, and any cases and legislative history that will help
detennine the Legislature’s intent.

Unlinrtunately, there are no cases interpreting the term stud—horse poker, other than
the recent non-binding trial court decision in the Huntington Park case. And state

legislatures did not keep records of debates, or practically anything else, in 1885,
that would help us know what they meant by the term. The Attorney General’s office
believes that the Legislature meant to outlaw all forms of stud poker. They further
believe that hold ‘em is a form of stud poker and therefore is also illegal. They base
their conclusions on some hasty research on stud—horse poker and some faulty and
speculative reasoning about hold ‘cm.

In 1947 the District Attorney of Redding asked the Attorney General‘s office for

an opinion as to the definitions of “stud—horse poker" and “hokey-pokey" as used
in the California Penal Code- In a short, two—page Opinion a deputy Attorney General
wrote that “[I]t is our conclusion that ‘stud-horse poker’ is identical with ‘stud-poker”
and that hokey—pokey “[l]s in substance ‘stud-poker‘ played with four instead of five-
card hands." The deputy Attorney General admitted that neither game can be found
in any standard reference. He backed up his opinion about stud—horse by referring
to undated dictionaries. Stud-horse, he stated, “[I]s defined in Funk & Wagnall‘s
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dictionary as a variant of the term ‘stud—poker‘ and by the Oxford English dictionary

as synonymous with the term ‘stud-poker?" He further referred to what he understood

to be common usage in 1947.

This I947 Attorney General's Opinion is of great importance. No licensed card

club in the state today deals any form of stud poker.

In I983 Nancy Sweet of the Attorney General’s office, now an attorney for the state

lottery. issued a Memorandum regarding a game that she called “Five-Card Hold

'Em." The Memorandum contained a number of factual statements that are ques-

tionable at best and indicate Ms. Sweet has never played poker. (For example, she

calls the common cards ”rhe flap.” The correct term is the flop, and it applies only

to the first three cards turned face up, not to all five community cards.)

Of much greater importance is the completely erroneous legal reasoning she uses

to conclude that hold ‘em is a form of stud. She thought the legal issue is whether

a particular game is one of skill or chance. That simply is not the law in California.

Whether a game is predominantly skill or chance has no bearing whatsoever on

whether a game is prohibited by the state Penal Code.

Whether a game is one of skill or luck may be the standard for determining whether

a machine is a gambling device, like a slot machine, or whether a game is gambling

for some other purpose, such as a city or county ordinance that outlaws all “games

of chance." But that is not the standard under the California Penal Code. A5 I showed,

and as all California courts agree, if a game falls within Section 330 it is illegal,

otherwise it is not prohibited by state law, even if it is completely a game of luck.

As early as 1895 the Supreme Court of California recognized that this is the law

in a case involving two types of gambling houses, one in which the game of faro

(a popular game of the time) was played and the other involving draw poker. The

Court stated in unequivocal terms:

“The difference between the two places is just exactly as broad as the dif-

ference between legality and illegality, or, in other words, since we have none

but statutory crimes, it is as broad as the difference between guilt and innocence.

Pam is a game prohibited under heavy penalties . . . Poker, played for money,

. . is, in the eyes of the law, as innocent as chess, or any game played for

simple recreation; and its votaries, and the places where it is played, are not

criminal." Ex Parte Meyer, 5 Cal.Unrep. 64, 40 P. 953, 954 (1895).

It is my contention, supported by legal analysis, that the Legislature did exactly

what it looks like it did: the lawmakers outlawed one form of poker and one form only.

Stud-horse poker was apparently a variation of 5-card stud with the complicated

betting schemes common to poker in the late 19th century. The game's name derives

from the legend behind its creation.

During a game of draw poker, so the story goes, a pot was opened by a player
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holding three kings. Betting escalated until the opener was out of cash. He flung
his hand down and rushed outside to the hitching post, bringing back a spirited stallion.

Realizing that during his absence the other players had probably seen his three
kings he made a proposition:

"You fellows know damned well what I’m betting on,” he said, “and I've got all
my money up on it. Now I propose that to make it fair all around each man turns

three of his cards face up—discards two—and draws two more faced down. I'll gam-
ble this here thoroughbred stud-horse on my chances."

None of the standard reference works, like Hoyles of 1886, list the game of stud-
horse poker. My research indicates that the game was a variation of 5—card stud,

and the Attorney General is correct in prohibiting 5-card stud games. It is more ques-
tionable whether the Attorney General should be outlawing 7—card stud. There is,
in fact, evidence to indicate that the state Legislature in 1885 intended to keep games
like hold ’em legal, even though hold ‘em was not invented until 80 years later.

The Legislature named the single form of poker it found objectionable. Legal
analysis, in the form of statutory construction, requires a finding that any other form
of poker that was played in 1885 and known to the Legislature was meant to be kept
legal.

It is clear that the Legislature knew about draw poker and did not mean to outlaw
that game. Draw poker was invented years before any form of stud and both forms
of poker were played throughout California in 1885. There has never been a doubt

in the courts or elsewhere that draw poker is legal, because only stud—horse poker
is illegal.

What other forms of poker did the Legislature intend to be kept legal when it out-
lawed “stud—horse poker?“ Stud—horse poker is a 5-card game. There is evidence
in the statute itself that the Legislature did not intend to outlaw other forms of stud.

“I-1okey—pokey" was not added to the list of prohibited games until 1891. As the At-
torney General's office stated in its official Opinion, hokey-pokey is simply 4-card
stud. Apparently the San Francisco card sharks switched from 5—card stud to 4—card

stud after the Legislature acted.

Why was it necessa.ry to list 4-card stud if the term “stud—horse poker“ had outlawed
all forms of stud? And if the Legislature intended to outlaw all forms of stud poker,
why didn't it say so instead of listing two specific forms? By the rules of statutory
construction, particularly since this is a criminal statute, a court should hold that

7-card stud is not illegal under state law.

What about hold ‘em? If hold ‘em is a form of 7-card stud, as the Attorney General
believes, it is obviously not illegal if all forms of 7-card stud are legal.

But I do not believe that hold ‘em is a form of stud, nor is it a form of draw. It

is a third form of poker and legal under state law.

Hold ‘cm is legal for two reasons. The first is simply that it is not illegal. Any
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form of poker is legal in California unless it is specifically listed in the Penal Code
as a prohibited game. Of course the Legislature could not list hold ‘em in 1885, since
the game had not been invented at that time. But it was invented later, and it is dif-
ferent enough from “stud-horse poker“ and “hokey—pokey“ on its face that it is legal
until the Legislature makes it illegal.

The second reason is more interesting. Hold ‘em is legal because the state
Legislature, in 1885, intended that the game be made legal, decades before the game
was invented.

How do I know?

What is unique to hold ‘em, what makes it different from stud or draw? Obviously,
the fact that only in hold ‘cm are there community cards.

Well. notjust in hold ‘em. Some of the ancient French and Italian games that con-
tributed to the modern game of poker had community cards. And good old spit-in-
the—ocean has a community card. In spit—in-the—ocean each player receives four cards
face down and there is one card dealt face up which is wild and is part of each player's
hand.

It was the San Francisco poker boom of the 1870's and l880’s that led to the outlawing
of stud-horse poker. During that boom, all varieties of poker then in existence were
played, including spit-in—the-ocean. The state legislature knew this game was played
and did not move to outlaw it.

The California Legislature knew that a form of poker involving a community card
was being played in the card rooms of the state and intentionally left the game alone
while outlawing a 5—card stud game known as stud—horse poker. The Legislature in-
tended that this other form of poker continue to be played in legal card clubs throughout
California.

The lawmakers of California acted with careful purpose in l885 when they outlawed
stud—horse poker—they intended that that game and that game alone be illegal, and
that other games, including spit—in-the—ocean, continue to be legal. And after all,
isn't spit—in-the-ocean simply a form of one-card hold ‘em?
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Take your mind back to a simpler time, a time of horsedrawn carriages and candlelit

dinners. Back to the time of the American Revolution; a time of adventure and

discovery. It was also a time of experimentation: great men were attempting to unlock

the secrets of electricity and the elements. Others were experimenting with a radical

idea: democracy. Was it possible to create a government that was both strong and
free, flexible yet consistent? Could 13 independent states retain their rights as in-

dependent sovereigns, yet give up some of their rights to a new federal government

that would be the supreme law of the land?

The very idea of the United States Constitution and our federal system of govem-

ment is so impossible that it is amazing that it even was accepted. let alone that it

retained much of its vitality for almost 200 years. The rights and the systems we

take for granted simply do not exist, and can hardly be conceived of. in most of the

rest of the world. We all know about the lack of personal freedoms in Iran, the Arab

countries, Africa and the Communist world. But imagine trying to explain a concept

like a dual federal fstate court system, or the idea that the central federal government
cannot do something because the states have not given it the power.

Even Americans sometimes forget that our federal government is a government

of limited power; limited not only by the Bill of Rights, but also because the people

have not authorized the power in the Constitution. One reason we forget is because

many of the limitations on the federal government have been eroded away. by the

actions of Presidents since Franklin Delano Roosevelt, by Congress in passing laws

and creating a massive federal bureaucracy. and by the United States Supreme Court.

In the last 80 years. the U.S. Supreme Court has greatly expanded the scope of

federal jurisdiction, the fundamental power of the federal government. far beyond
the visions of our colonial patriot fathers.

The Ninth and Tenth Amendments. parts of the original Bill of Rights. explicitly
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state that powers not given to the federal government are reserved to the people and
the states. The U.S. Constitution places what appears to be rather severe limits on

federal jurisdiction, usually through silence. For example, Congress is explicitly given

the power to regulate “interstate commerce;" therefore, Congress and all of the rest
of the federal government do not have the power to regulate intrastate commerce.

One of the U.S. Supreme Court's most important cases, the first to greatly expand

the meaning of the phrase “interstate commerce," was the “Lottery Case,“ decided
in 1903. The Supreme Court ruled that the federal government had the power to

regulate legal state lotteries, because the lottery tickets were shipped from one state
to another. Prior to this case the interstate commerce clause had acted as a severe

restriction on the federal government‘s power to become involved in any legitimate
business, or even to control criminal activity. The general perception had been the

federal government was limited to dealings with foreign countries and “neal" interstate
commerce, such as interstate waterways and railroads.

The Lottery Case was the first of a large number ofcourt decisions, each one pushing
the limits of “interstate commerce" further away from a1ayman‘s view of the term.

The high court has gone so far as to hold that the federal government has jurisdiction
so long as there would be an impact on interstate commerce, even if the individuals
or businesses involved never leave their state.

Whether or not the expansion of the federal government’s power has been justified,

or possibly even necessary, is beyond the scope of this book. I will note in passing
that I have been unable to use a legal term, “state’s rights," to describe the relation-
ship between the states and the federal government because that term has taken on
a completely different meaning in the popular press: segregation. If a state govern-
ment can use its “state's rights" to discriminate against its own citizens, perhaps the

Supreme Court was justified in expanding the federal government's power to protect
those citizens. But one evil has lead to another. The law is warped when a state

discriminates against its own citizens, but it is just as warped when the Court finds
there is “interstate commerce" because a segregated motel buys its hot dogs from
another state.

For gamblers the expansion of federal jurisdiction means that the use of a means
of interstate communication, such as a telephone line, gives the feds the power to

intervene. Most of the fugitives on the FBI‘s (the Federal Bureau of Investigation)
Ten Most Wanted list have never committed a federal crime, except one: crossing

a state line to avoid prosecution for a state crime. And the federal courts can be even

more creative than that in finding federal jurisdiction.

It is a federal crime for five or more individuals to operate a gambling business
that is illegal under state law. This law allows federal _prosecutors to make a violation

of a state gambling law into a federal offense. No direct interstate commerce need
be involved, yet the courts have held that there is federal jurisdiction. The theory
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supporting the exercise of federal power is that an organized gambling ring must,
by its very nature, have a significant impact on interstate commerce.

It would be interesting to see if a defense attorney would be allowed to raise the

issue that no interstate commerce was actually involved, and therefore, the federal
government has no jurisdiction over this offense.

I was able to raise a similar defense in a case involving a defendant charged with
the federal crime of being an ex-convict in possession of a gun. I was able to show
that the defendant had not carried the gun across a state line, and therefore the federal

government had no power to make his more possession of the gun a crime. The federal
judge dismissed the charges. (The defense should not succeed today; the United States
Supreme Court has ruled that interstate commerce is involved so long as the gun
has ever been shipped across a state line.)

There is no such thing as “federal common law" in terms of judge-made law, the
way there is common law in the state courts. In deciding what is a state‘s common

law, courts are free to decide what they think the law should be. An activist court,
like the California Supreme Court, can make and change the law at will, unless limited
by statute or constitution. In theory, federal law is quite different. Every federal law
must be based on either the United States Constitution or an Act of Congress. Of
course, as can be seen by the expansion of the term “interstate commerce“ the federal

courts can be pretty free in interpreting federal statutes and even the Constitution.

There are two major restrictions on federal power today, one legal and the other
practical. The legal restriction is the United States Constitution itself. The practical
restriction is the limits faced by Congress due to a lack of time, interest and politics.

Federal laws are the supreme law of the land, in a direct conflict between a valid

act of Congress and a state law the state law must give way. But even federal laws

are subject to the restrictions imposed by the U.S. Constitution. Although the in-
terstate commerce clause of the Constitution may have lost all of its meaning, other
parts of the Constitution clearly still have great force. Congress cannot, for example.
violate an individual‘s free speech; the first amendment explicitly states that “Con-

gress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press.“ Of
course, it is up to the courts to decide whether free speech has, in fact, been violated.

The second limitation on the power of the federal government is much more prac-
tical. There is only a limited amount of time to deal with a tremendous number of

pressing problems. Even with the help of the federal bureaucracy not every matter

ofpotential federal interest can be studied and dealt with. In addition, there are political
pressures. Some issues seem best left to the states.

I have no doubt that Congress could completely outlaw virtually every form of
gambling overnight, simply by declaring every commercial bet illegal under its power
to regulate interstate commerce. Such a complete prohibition would not violate the
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Constitution; Congress would not be taking away a fundamental right like free speech,
it would only be taking away your right to gamble.

Think of imported cars. Congress may decide that imports hurt the American
economy by throwing off our balance of payments and throwing U.S. workers out
of jobs. It would be unconstitutional for Congress to pass a law making it a crime
for a car dealer to advertise foreign cars; that violates the constitutional protection
on free speech. But it would be perfectly legal for Congress to completely forbid
the importation of foreign cars. Only interstate commerce is involved; there is no
constitutional right to sell cars any more than there is a constitutional right to gamble.

The distinction is important because Congress has not attempted to prohibit legal
gambling, only to regulate and limit it, particularly through limits on advertising.

What follows is a complete list of the federal law of gambling. The statutes passed
by Congress that become law are compiled in a set known as the United States Code

(U.S.C.). I conducted a comprehensive law library and computer search of the federal
statutes and uncovered every federal law that mentions or is related to gambling.

7 U.S.C. Section l2a—A1lows the Commodity Futures Trading Commission to
refuse to issue a license to a broker, commodity investment advisor or anyone else
connected with the trading ofcommodity futures who has been convicted ofembezzle-

ment, theft, extortion, fraud, bribery or gambling. This is obviously not a biggie
in the world of gambling law. But it is interesting to note how the federal government
lumps “gambling” with serious felonies, while permitting the legal gambling of com-
modity trading to flourish on a grand scale. This is not simply my editorial opinion.
Trading on commodity exchanges rivals in size the billions of dollars bet each year
in casinos and at the track; and, commodity futures are a form of gambling. (See
15 U.S.C. Section 78bb, in this chapter.)

8 U.S.C. Sections 1101 and 1182-—The federal government can exclude aliens con-
victed of various crimes, including illegal gambling. The Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service uses these laws against individuals with a history of violations, particularly
those it suspects are entering the United States to engage in illegal commercial gam-
bling.

11 U.S.C. Appendix, Bankruptcy Rules, Form 7——Anyone filing for bankruptcy
must state whether he has lost anything gambling during the year, including "dates,
names, and places, and the amounts of money . . . lost."

12 U.S.C. Sections 2521, 339. 1730c, 1329a—States that national banks, state member
banks, federally insured savings and loans, and federally insured non-member banks
may not participate in any lotteries, and may not even “announce, advertise, or
publicize the existence of any lottery." The statute specifically allows banks to accept
money and otherwise act as banks for state lotteries.

15 U.S.C. Section 78bb—Exempts puts, calls, options and other securities traded
on a national exchange from being outlawed by‘ state laws. This federal law was
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necessary because some states. particularly in the South, passed laws against garn-
bling contracts and “bucket shops," brokerage houses that in effect bet with their

customers whether stocks would go up or down. Many of the forms of trading in

stocks and commodities that are now generally accepted in the financial community
would be outlawed under these state laws as illegal gambling. The state anti—gam-
bling laws required that the purchaser accept delivery of the product, clearly an im-
possibility for the speculator. The minimum size for one contract of pork bellies is
38,000 pounds. Imagine the fun of having 19 tons of raw bacon delivered to your

front door. Similarly, the new options on indexes, where you can bet on such things
as the New York Stock Exchange Index. do not involve real products: you cannot
ask for delivery of the actual stock.

15 U.S.C. Sections 1171-]178—The Johnson Act, created out of Senator Estes

Kefauver’s we1l—publicized investigation in 1950 of organized crime and gambling.
Makes it a federal crime to transport an illegal gambling device across a state line.
The law requires that even legal manufacturers must register with the Attorney General

and keep complete records of all buyers. The law applies to “any person engaged
in the business of manufacturing gambling devices, if the activities of such business

in any way affect interstate or foreign commerce." Section 1175 prohibits the use of

gambling devices in the District of Columbia, within Indian country, and within U.S.
territorial waters. Violations of the law result in confiscation and forfeiture, and up
to two years in prison and a $5,000 fine. Interestingly, parimutuel betting machines
are exempt, as are coin-operated pin-ball machines.

15 U.S.C. Sections 3001-3007—Federal regulation of interstate off-track betting.
Congress specifically found that “the States should have the primary responsibility
for determining what forms of gambling may legally take place within their borders;"

and, “the Federal Government should prevent interference by one State with the garn-
bling policies of another.” The federal government has no interest in horse racing
beyond regulating interstate bets. The statutes set up all sorts of requirements for
legal, interstate OTB. As a demonstration of the power of the tracks the law requires
that an OTB office obtain the prior consent of the “host" racing association (and
its horsernen’s group). the host racing commission, off-track racing commission, and
all currently operating tracks within 60 miles of the OTB office; and if there are

no currently operating tracks then the closest currently operating track in an adjoin-
ing state. In the West this could give a track hundreds of miles away veto power over
a neighboring states OTB. There are, however, no civil penalties for violating the
law, other than for the OTB to give the host state, racing association and horsemen's
group the money it illegally obtained.

18 U.S.C. Section 224—l\/lakes sports bribery a federal crime.

18 U.S.C. Sections 1081-1083-It is unlawful for a U.S. citizen, or anyone on an

American vessel, or anyone on any vessel inside U.S. waters, to set up a gambling
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ship. This is an American law with worldwide impact in the l980’s and l990’s; the
gambling ships that ply the Carribean cannot be American tlagships. It was passed
in 1948 for the much more limited purpose of outlawing casino ships that anchored

just outside the territorial waters of California.
18 U.S.C. Section 1084-11 is a crime if anyone “engaged in the business of bet-

ting or wagering knowingly uses a wire communication facility for the transmission
in interstate or foreign commerce of bets or wagers or information assisting in the

placing of bets or wagers on any sporting event or contest . . . " A Federal court
has held that this statute applies only to bets that are illegal under state law. It would

be unconstitutional for the federal government to prohibit a legal sports book from

using interstate wire facilities.
18 U.S.C. Sections 1301-1307—'I‘hese are the main federal anti—lottery laws. Sec-

tion l301 makes it a federal crime to carry or send a lottery ticket, or lottery infor-

mation, or a list of lottery prizes in interstate or foreign commerce; and, Section

1302 specifically prohibits the use of the mails for checks for the purchase of tickets,
and for “any newspaper, circular, pamphlet, or publication of any kind containing

any advertisement of any lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme of any kind offering prizes
dependent in whole or in part upon lot or chance . . . " Postal employees cannot

sell lottery tickets, Section 1303, and neither can other specified federal agencies,
Section 1306. The Postal Service seems to limit its enforcement powers mainly to

illegal lottery—type schemes; although. few legal lotteries have had the courage to

attempt to use the interstate mails.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has not felt its power to be so

limited. Section 1304 makes it a federal crime to broadcast “any advertisement of

or information concerning any lottery, gift enterprise or similar scheme," etc. The

FCC has promulgated a formal rule stating that radio and television stations cannot

carry lottery information. Informally, the FCC has interpreted the prohibition to apply
to virtually every form of gambling, including all legal games such as bingo, and

all casino advertising. Horse racing was exempted as a game of skill or a sport. Some
casinos have taken to cable television since the FCC seems to define “broadcast”

as not covering cable.

The federal anti—lottery laws were so pervasive that Congress found it necessary

to pass two special statutes, Section 1305 exempts fishing contests and Section 1307

makes limited exemption for legal state lotteries. State lotteries can advertise in adja-

cent states, but only if that adjacent state also has a state lottery.
18 U.S.C. Section l5l1—Makes it a federal crime for an elected or appointed state

official to conspire to obstruct the enforcement of the criminal laws of a state, with

the intent to facilitate a large-scale, illegal gambling business. There are additional
tests that must be met before the state official goes to federal prison, such as the

illegal business must have five or more people managing or owning the operation
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and the business has to be in substantially continuous operation for over 30 days or
have a gross revenue of $2,000 in any single day.

18 U.S.C. Sections 1951-1955-—The Raclceteering statutes, including the Hobbs Act
(Section 1951) and the Travel Act (Section 1952). Makes it a federal offense to travel

or use any facility in interstate or foreign commerce, including the mail, with intent

to promote or carry on any unlawful activity. “Unlawful activity" is specifically de-
fined to include “any business enterprise involving gambling,” as well as alcohol

and drugs. Section 1953 covers the interstate transportation of illegal wagering
paraphernalia. Section 1955, part of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, makes

it a federal crime to conduct or own a gambling business outlawed under state law.

This new federal crime is limited, like Section 1511, to large-scale operations. The
law also gives the federal government the right to seize and keep all money and pro-
perty used in the illegal business. These laws have been effective in closing down
open illegal casinos and bookmakers with interstate layoff business, but are less suc-

cessful with smaller, more clandestine operations.

18 U.S.C. Sections 1961-]968—Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations,
commonly known as RICO. This is the new darling of the federal prosecutors, mak-

ing it a new federal crime if you commit two other specified crimes within the last
ten years. One plus one equals three. The other crimes may be state or federal and

include Section 1955, listed above, or the use of threats to collect illegal gambling
debts, the Hobbs Act (Section 1951). Courts have held there is no violation of double

jeopardy: you can be convicted and serve time for the two crimes and be convicted

and serve additional time for RICO. The penalties are stiff, including prison sentences
and the forfeiture of all property associated with the illegal organization, and con-
victions are relatively easy to obtain.

RICO also creates a new civil cause of action, and private companies have been
suing each other charging RICO for such things as violations of the federal securities

laws. RICO was intended to give federal prosecutors the power to reach organized
crime bosses, the men who gave the orders but never dirtied their hands. And it has

been successful, to some extent, in convicting the higher-ups. But the law is so broad
in its reach that it has been used against such “raclteteer influenced corrupt organiza-
tions” as IBM. Under RICO the prosecutor (or plaintiff in a civil suit) need only
charge that the other two crimes have been committed, it is not necessary for the
defendant to have been convicted of those crimes.

18 U.S.C. Section 2516—Al1ows the Federal Bureau of Investigation to apply to
a federal judge for a wiretap for a suspected bomber, assassin, child molester or

violator of the federal gambling laws.

19 U.S.C. Section l305—Prohibits the importation into the United States of “im-

moral articles,” including lottery tickets and advertisements. If found in a package,
the entire contents of the package are subject to seizure and forfeiture.
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20 U.S.C. Section l0’7a—Allows the blind, only, to sell lottery tickets on federal land.

25 U.S.C. Section l747—The Florida criminal laws, including Florida's anti—gam-
bling laws, will apply to land transferred from Florida to the United States govem-
ment for the use and benefit of the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians. This and similar

laws may seem silly and unimportant, but they are very important indeed—to the
Indians, gamblers and charities running competitive bingo games. The federal courts
have ruled that a state can make gambling a crime both on and off the reservation,
but once the game is not “criminal“ the state laws do not apply.

26 U.S.C. Section 6l—The bane of a gambler's (and every other taxpayer's) ex-
istence. This Section of the Internal Revenue Code provides the basis for taxation

of all income, including gambling winnings. Since literally every winning bet is sup-
posed to be reported, I suspect more people violate this tax law than any other law
ever made. Non—reported tips are probably a close second. See Chapters Nine and Ten.

26 U.S.C. Section 103-—The Internal Revenue Code. Industrial development bonds
(a relatively new idea where a local area raises tax-free money to aid a developing
business) cannot be used to build any facility used for gambling. This means a city
can pass a bond issue to get in a plant that makes napalm but not for a casino or
a jai alai fronton.

26 U.S.C. Section l65(d)—The only break for garnblers—losses are deductible up
to the amounts won during the year. More on this in the Case Study in Chapter Ten
on taking gambling losses off your taxes.

26 U.S.C. Sections l68(h)(l) and 48(a)(6)—Gives a big tax break for breeders
of race horses. Run of the mil_l horses must be over 12 years old to depreciate over
a three year schedule; race horses need be only two years old to gain this superfast
write-off.

26 U.S.C. Section l83—Another tax break for the race horse industry. Only those
taxpayers involved in the breeding, training, showing, or racing of horses have a
presumption that they are engaged in a business for profit, and can thus take all their

expenses off their taxes, even though they only made money in two out of seven years.
26 U.S.C. Section 5l3—Allows charities to run for-profit bingo games without losing

their status as tax—exempt charities.

26 U.S.C. Section 123l—A last tax break for horse breeders. Horses held for

breeding or sporting purposes are given special treaternent for capital gains and losses.
26 U.S.C. Section l44l——Requires 30% withholding of income paid to nonresi-

dent aliens, including gambling winnings. See Chapter Ten.

26 U.S.C. Section 3402(q)-—The tax code, continued. The federal government
withholds 20% of certain gambling winnings for tax purposes, not trusting big win-
ners to pay. Withholding is generally required on proceeds from state lotteries ex-

ceeding $5,000 and on proceeds from sweepstakes and other lotteries exceeding $1,000.
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Proceeds exceeding $1,000 from parimutuel pools are subject to withholding only
when the amount won is over 300 times the amount bet. Winnings from slot machines,
keno and bingo are specifically exempted; however, the winner is required to supply
information for a tax form (a W-2G), which states, under penalty of perjury, the name,
address and taxpayer identification number of the winner. For more on federal

withholding see Chapters Nine and Ten.

26 U.S.C. Sections 4401-4424, 4901, 4902, 49044906, 6419, ’n62—Sections 4401

to 4424 are Chapter 35 of the Internal Revenue Code, entitled “Taxes on Wagering.“
This chapter sets up special taxes on gambling, both on bets placed and on the business
side of the operation. There is an excise tax imposed on wagers: one-quarter of one
percent of the amount bet legally and two percent of illegal bets. The operator who
runs the gambling game is liable for the tax, much the way a store owner acts as
the tax collector on sales tax. In addition, gambling operators must pay an occupa-
tional tax of $500 per year for illegal games and $50 per year for legal operators.

Every person required to pay these special taxes must register with the Internal

Revenue Service and keep a daily record showing the gross amount of all wagers.
This registration requirement used to be the “silver platter" doctrine: if you were
an illegal gambler who failed to pay the tax you could be arrested for tax evasion;

if you paid the tax the I.R.S. would hand you over on a silver platter to state pros-
secutors for illegal gambling. The United States Supreme Court stopped that self-
incrimination nonsense in 1968, and the information as to who has paid these taxes
is now not available to law enforcement, except for investigation of evasion of the
taxes themselves.

The excise and occupational taxes apply to everyone who is engaged in the business
of accepting wagers, except licensed parimutuels, coin-operated devices, and state
lotteries. Games such as craps and poker are exempt under the strict definitions con-

tained in Section 4421, which defines “wager" and “lottery." The law is mainly con-
cerned with bookies and the numbers game, and even these get something of a break.
Section 6419 allows a credit for wagers laid—off to another; this prevents double taxa-
tion; even illegal bookies have their rights.

The other sections deal with procedures for collecting the taxes, including penalties
for failing to register.

For more on the special taxes on wagering see the chapters on taxes.

26 U.S.C. Section 5723—Makes it illegal to attach a lottery ticket to a package
of tobacco products (also indecent or immoral pictures, in case you were thinking
of trying).

29 U.S.C. Section l8l3—The Secretary of Agriculture can refuse to issue a cer-

tificate to a farm labor contractor who has been convicted of any crime involving
gambling.
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39 U.S.C. Section 3005—This is the main mail fraud statute, but it also gives the

Postal Service the authority to intercept and return lottery mail. Although only state

lotteries are exempted by the language of the statute, the Postal Service seems to be

concerned primarily with illegal schemes, and not other forms of legal gambling.

The government is greatly restricted, under the constitution. from opening private
mail.

43 U.S.C. Section l353—Allows the federal government to conduct a lottery to

sell its oil by means of a lottery. Although this is not a gambling statute it is interesting

to compare the federal govemrnenfs open support for lotteries when it serves its own

purposes. The federal government sees nothing wrong in using a lottery to distribute

broadcast licenses, or land, or that most famous lottery of all—the draft. Compare

this with the strict restrictions on lotteries run by private citizens or other govern-

ments, such as in 19 U.S.C. Section 1305, 39 U.S.C. Section 3005, Title 12 dealing

with banks, and the broad prohibitions in the anti-lottery acts, 18 U.S.C. 1301-1307.

This may seem like a long list, and the impact of the federal government can be

great when it chooses to act. But compared to the thousands of laws considered by

Congress every year, the federal intervention in virtually every other part of American

life, and the active control of gambling by the states, Congress has not been active

in controlling either legal or illegal gambling.

Congress has also created a number of federal administrative bodies, each with

the power in specific areas to make rules and regulations, conduct hearings, and even

impose penalties. Often the violation of an administrative regulation is in itself a

federal crime. And the federal bureaucracies have tremendous power in granting and

revoking licenses, and simply making life complicated.

The Internal Revenue Service, for example, has formal Regulations that are four

times as long as the Internal Revenue Code, and taxes are an area where Congress

has been active. In an area like radio and television broadcasting, Congress has let

the Federal Communications Commission make practically all of the law, with very

little guidance from above. The FCC prohibits the broadcasting of information related

to lotteries, and has interpreted the term “lottery" to include virtually every form

of gambling, both legal and illegal.

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has the responsibility for enforce-

ment of the wagering occupational tax and the excise tax on wagers.

Other federal regulators are important for gambling. The Federal Trade Commis-

sion, which has a broad mandate to prevent “unfair trade practices,“ once actively

restricted advertisements, including gas station game cards, as forms of gambling,

and ruling, by inference, that gambling is an “unfair trade practice.” The FTC still

imposes strict rules on commercial sweepstakes. The United States Postal Service,

has the power, which it uses only sporadically, to prosecute mail frauds and to pro-
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hibit lottery information from the U.S. mails. The United States Treasury. which in-
cludes the lntemal Revenue Service and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tbbacco and Firearms,

has imposed a regulation that requires casinos to keep detailed records and file reports
with the identity of every player involved in a cash transaction of over $10,000. The

Securities and Exchange Commission has extensive power over publicly traded stocks

and bonds, including the securities of companies involved in gambling. The Depart-
ment of Justice, which includes the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the United
States Attorneys, prosecutes federal offenses.

Special forms of gambling have to face special federal agencies. The Department
of Defense changes its rules every few years on whether and where slot machines

will be allowed on military bases. Sometimes the Department of the Army says yes

while the Department of the Navy says no; other times Europe is okay but Asia is
not. The Department of the Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) plays an im-
portant role in gambling on Indian reservations: the BIA said yes to Indian Bingo,
but no to Indian prostitution. (Indian tribes are not necessarily limited by state laws.)

Federal regulatory agencies have great independence, and are not consistent in the

way they make their regulatory decisions. Most issue formal rules and regulations,
adopted after public hearing. Most also conduct hearings, for such things as license
applications. Some will even give you formal or informal opinions through the mail
or by phone, in advance, so you will know if what you plan is legal. All have infor-

mai procedures, which can only be learned by contacting an attorney who handles
cases in front of that particular agency on a regular basis.

Although the federal agencies are extremely powerful, if the stakes are big enough
they can be challenged. Agencies have to follow their own procedures and the general
rules of procedure set down by Congress. Often an agency decision can be overturned
because the agency failed to follow its own rules, which is understandable because

there are so many rules, and they are usually written in a form of legal bureaucratese
that no living human being can understand. Lower level decisions by hearing officers
can be appealed to higher levels within the agency. If the case is worth the cost and

trouble, you can appeal to the courts.

The federal courts have been known to reverse agency decisions, although this does
not happen all that often. The point of creating administrative agencies is to free
the courts from dealing with problems that are either routine or require expertise.
If every case could be appealed successfully to the courts there would be no reason

to have the agencies in the first place.

However, there are limits to how much the courts will let the agencies get away
with. Federal agencies were created by Congress; they cannot exercise more power
than Congress has given them; this is known as the “delegation doctrine.” And the

federal bureaucracy certainly cannot do something that Congress itself could not do.

Congress cannot violate a citizen’s right to free speech, and the administrative agen-
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cies cannot violate that right either.

Or can they? The Federal Communications Commission has repeatedly denied legal

gambling the right to broadcast its ads over radio or television. A subcommittee of
the United States Senate said that was an unconstitutional invasion of free speech.

and so did the United States Department of Justice. Can a legal casino be prevented

from advertising? That is our next case study.
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to Advertise
 

One of the hottest issues of the 19805 in the field of legal gambling is the fight
over the right to advertise. The present situation is confused and the “law,” when

we can find it, is irrational and contradictory.

State lotteries advertise on television, radio and in the newspaper; yet, legal chari-
ty bingo games cannot even announce when a game is cancelled on account of rain.

Racetracks blanket the airwaves with commercials and entire races are broadcast on

television, including the betting odds; yet, licensed card clubs cannot even broadcast

their business hours over the air. Casinos advertise only on cable television; if you
see an ad for Las Vegas or Atlantic City on regular TV you will notice they only
mention their restaurants, hotel rooms and shows.

The situation has gotten to the point where a game like blackjack cannot be adver-

tised, because one branch of the federal government considers it a “lottery," unless
it is played in a tourrament, then it becomes a game of skill. And a casino owner

cannot answer requests for information through the mail, other than to send a four-

color brochure of the golf course and spa.

The right to advertise can make the difference between success and bankruptcy '
for a business that requires large public attendance. A major motion picture, for ex-

ample, may spend $20 million in advertising, just to get the customers through the
theater doors. How did it come about that legal gambling is the only legal business
in the United States that is not generally allowed to advertise?

The main culprit has been the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which

regulates and licenses all broadcasters in the United States, and a set of federal anti-

lottery laws passed before the turn of the century. State lotteries are allowed to run

commercials under special rules. But as for other forms of legal gambling—the FCC
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has instituted what can only be regarded as a reign of terror, deciding without rhyme

or reason what forms of gambling can advertise over radio and television and what

forms cannot. A federal statute prohibits the broadcasting of information relating to

lotteries, and the FCC staff, the non—elected bureaucrats who interpret FCC policy,

have let radio and television stations know, informally, that virtually every form of

gambling is a “lottery.”

The FCC also has the power to regulate cable TV, but has apparently decided that
casinos can advertise on cable, since cable ads are not “broadcast."

The FCC does not have the power to regulate the U.S. mails, but the U.S. Postal

Service and the U.S. Department of Justice do. There are additional federal laws

prohibiting the transmission of lottery information through the U.S. mail. Fortunate-

ly, the Postal Service has better things to do, although it will intercept commercial

advertisements and lottery tickets, particularly if the game is an illegal lottery scheme.

The Department of Justice, which is, after all, the law enforcement arm of the federal

government, questions the constitutionality of all these laws. The U. S. Attorneys and

the other lawyers in the Department of Justice limit their enforcement of the anti-

lotteries laws to illegal enterprises since they feel it is a violation of the constitutional

right to free speech to prevent a legal business from advertising.

At the moment, no federal agency regulates newspapers or the content of billboards.

probably because neither involves interstate commerce. Casinos and other legal games

spend large sums posting signs and taking out ads in newspapers that are hand delivered

(mailed newspapers are prohibited).

All attempts to control the FCC or get the law changed in Congress have so far
been unsuccessful.

The federal law is the main obstacle to open advertising. A lawyer may, in addi-

tion, have to interpret and possibly overcome state and local laws. The only way to

know whether a particular game can advertise in a particular way is to study the

specific laws involved, including everything from the United States Constitution and

the federal statutes and regulations, through the state constitution and statutes, down

to the local city and county ordinances, regulations and licenses.

As an example, a licensed card club in California found that every radio and televi-

sion station in its market area refused to broadcast any information about the club's
legal poker games, including paid commercials. The club retained me to help it win

the right to advertise. After considerable legal research I issued a lengthy formal

Legal Opinion explaining why, in this particular case, the legal game involved could

advertise. The Federal Communications Commission disagrees; however, my Legal

Opinion convinced at least two popular radio stations to run the club's commercials.

The federal law of gambling begins with the United States Constitution. The Con-

stitution both empowers Congress to make laws in designated areas while it protects

the rights of individuals against Congressional action. Congress, in turn, has passed
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statutes in some areas of gambling law but has been inactive in others. Congress
has also passed other laws creating the federal bureaucracy and delegating to those
administrative agencies the power to regulate certain areas of our life.

The Federal Communications Commission was given the power to enforce the anti-
lottery broadcast law, along with general power over the airwaves. In the law we call

that delegated power; the elected representatives in Congress found they did not have

the time to debate every radio license or broadcast regulation that might be made.
Congress delegated all of its power to the FCC and now the FCC has the same power
Congress has.

Clearly, Congress had the power under the Constitution to make the anti—lottery
laws. 01' did it? Interstate commerce is definitely involved, and the Constitution ex-

plicitly gives Congress the power to regulate the U.S. mail. But Congress cannot
violate the other sections of the Constitution. Since the Constitution prohibits restric-

tions on free speech, the question becomes whether a complete prohibition on the
free speech of a legal lottery violates that organizatioifs constitutional rights and the

constitutional right of citizens to hear what the legal game has to say.

The question has not been decided, but the United States Supreme Court has ruled

that it is unconstitutional for the government to completely suppress the advertising
of a legal enterprise. Since Congress cannot violate a legal gambling game’s right
to free speech, the FCC, which has only delegated power, also cannot restrict the
legal gambling games right to advertise. Thus, in a conflict between a federal law

or regulation and the U.S. Constitution, the federal law must give way; the court
should declare the ban on lottery advertisements as unconstitutional.

Actually, there is no need to deal with tough constitutional questions. The FCC

staff has interpreted the term “lottery" to include all forms of gambling, including
card games such as poker and blackjack; charity bingo, beano and similar games;
and all casino games, including craps, roulette and slot machines. No station has
had its license revoked for running a “lottery” commercial, but very few ads have

ever been run since stations have been unwilling to buck their regulators.
The FCC allows information about betting on horse racing by interpreting handi-

capping as involving skill. or because horse racing is a sport. Of course, if horse
racing were merely a sport like football there would be no need to broadcast infor~

mation as to the odds and pay-offs. Tournaments have also been informally exempted
as requiring skill, even slot machine tournaments.

The short answer is the FCC is wrong.

Card games like poker, pan, blackjack and gin, are clearly not lotteries under any
definition of the term and are not prohibited from advertising under the language
of the statute.

Casino games like craps, slot machines and roulette are a little more difficult to

distinguish. In many ways they are like lotteries in that money is pooled from all
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the players and an individual player has no control over the outcome. However, in

many ways they are different, the most important being that the player has to be

physically present to play. The Nevada Supreme Court, for example, specifically ruled

that slot machines were not lotteries; lotteries are prohibited under the Nevada
Constitution.

Bingo, keno. beam and the like are the most difficult to distinguish from tradi-

tional lotteries. One federal court ruled that keno is a lottery; although, keno and

bingo are legal in Nevada. The difference may lie in the specific language used in

the laws. The federal law prohibits the advertising of any “lottery, gift enterprise,

or similar scheme, offering prizes dependent in whole or in part upon lot or chance."

The Nevada Constitution states “No lottery shall be authorized by this State, nor

shall the sale of lottery tickets be allowed." It is thus possible that keno and bingo

are not lotteries under the specific Nevada law but are “similar schemes" under the

language used in the federal law.

As you can see by the above analysis, the first step in any legal analysis of a law

or regulation is to see whether it applies to the specific set of facts under considera-

tion. The actual language of the statute or other government activity is scrutinized

to see what exactly is prohibited and what is allowed.

When dealing with supposed restrictions on any form of speech (and advertising

is a form of speech) a second step is required. The prohibition is tested against stan-

dards established by the United States Supreme Court to see whether the govern-

mental action is an unconstitutional infringement of free speech.

In other words, the tests are what exactly is the government action and does it ap-

ply in this specific case; and second, is the government action constitutional.

The starting point of our legal analysis are the actual words used by Congress.

It turns out there are very few federal laws that purport to restrict the dissemination

of information about gambling in the United States. The United States Criminal Code
sections entitled “Lotteries,” 18 U.S.C. c. 61, Sections 1301 to 1307, the Postal statute,

39 U.S.C. Section 3005, and other federal statutes dealing with federally insured finan-

cial institutions, 12 U.S.C. Sections 339, 18293, 1730c, contain some broad language

relating to lotteries.

The principal limit on broadcasting is found in Title 18 Section 1304 of the United
States Code, which states:

“Whoever broadcasts by means of any radio station for which a license is

required by any law of the United States, or whoever, operating any such sta-

tion, knowingly permits the broadcasting of, any advertisement of or informa-

tion concerning any lottery, gift enterprise, or similar scheme, offering prizes

dependent in whole or in part upon lot or chance . . . (shall be subject to

punishment)
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The federal statutes were changed by Congress in 1975 to create some limited ex-

emptions for state lotteries. State lotteries alone can advertise and use the mails, though
they are permitted to advertise only in ways, such as broadcast advertisements

within their own states, or in neighboring states, but only if the neighboring state
also has a state lottery.

The original anti-lottery mail statutes were passed in 1890 in response to the Loui-

siana Lottery scandal. Congress had tried for 24 years to stem the tide of lottery
schemes, which the individual states seemed unable to control. Lotteries continued,

however, and pressure grew on Congress to act. President Benjamin Harrison sent
a special message to Congress asking them to pass legislation to eliminate the Loui-
siana Lottery.

The legislative history of the statutes indicates Congress meant to limit lotteries.
whether legal or illegal, but lotteries only.

The federal governments prohibition on the use of the mails by lotteries was ex-
panded to include broadcasting of lottery—related information as part of the Com-
munications Act of 1934. It is important to note the date, 1934, and the fact that Con-

gress again used the word “lottery.” It is impossible to believe that Congress did
not know that many other forms of gambling were legal in 1934—Nevada had legalized
all forms of casino gambling, to national publicity, just three years earlier.

The broadcasting statute used the exact same language contained in the mail anti-

lottery statutes. There is no indication that Congress intended the phrase, “lottery,
gift enterprise, or similar scheme offering prizes dependent in whole or in part upon
lot or chance," in the regulation of broadcasting by the FCC to mean anything dif-
ferent from the identical phrase used in the mail statutes. In both cases Congress
was attempting to limit the dissemination of information relating to lotteries, and not
to other forms of gambling.

Congress consistently used the word “lottery” despite the fact that there are many
other forms of gambling and games of chance, including forms that are clearly not
lotteries. It is clear through the other laws Congress has passed that it recognizes
that lotteries are simply one form of gambling. If Congress had meant to prohibit
the broadcasting of information relating to all forms of gambling and not just lot-
teries it could have easily done so; Congress used the appropriate language in other
statutes. Title 18 Section 1082(a) of the United States Code makes it unlawful for

an American citizen to operate “any gambling establishment on any gambling ship"
or “to conduct or deal any gambling game" on an American vessel. A number of

other federal statutes speak of “gambling devices,” 18 U.S.C. Section 1953, “bars

or wagers," 18 U.S.C. Section 1034, and “any business enterprise involving gam-
bling." 18 U.S.C. Section 1952. In no other statute and with no other regulation is
the term “lottery” presumed to mean “all forms of gambling.”

Other forms ofgambling were legal at the time the anti—lot1ery statutes were enacted,
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and under the rules of statutory construction the courts must find the intent of Con-

gress was to keep legal those games not included in the definition of the specific

term “lottery." Draw poker, for example, has been legal in California since at least

1860. Poker and other gambling games were legal in the New Mexico and Arizona

territories until 1908, when the territories outlawed gambling in their drives to become

states. In Nevada casino gambling was made legal in 1869 and not outlawed until

1909, long after Congress passed the first anti-lottery statutes. Poker was also legal

in Nevada, Colorado, Oregon and Washington at the time Congress was worried about

“lotteries." It is interesting to note that all of the states that allowed (and still allow)

poker to be played have some constitutional prohibitions on lotteries.

The United States Supreme Court has consistently limited the definition of “lot-

tery” and acknowledges that “1ottery" is not equivalent to “gambling." The Supreme

Court in Stone v. Mississippi, l0l_ U.S. 814 (1880), reaffirmed a definition that sounds

strange today, but is still the law. A lottery is defined “a widespread pestilence." If

a form of gambling isn’t a widespread pestilence it isn’t a lottery.

“Experience has shown that the common forms of gambling are comparatively

innocuous when placed in contrast with the wide-spread pestilence of lotteries.

The former are confined to a few persons and places, but the latter infests the

whole community; it enters every dwelling; it reaches every class; it preys upon

the hard earnings of the poor; and it plunders the ignorant and simple." 10]

U.S. 814, 25 L. Ed. 1079, 1080, quoting Phalen v. Virginia, 8 How. 163, 168,

12 L. Ed. 1030 (1849).

Stone is particularly important because it was decided during the years of debate

in Congress on the anti—lottery bills. Congress knew, when it passed the anti-lottery

statutes, that the Supreme Court had construed the word lottery to exclude common

forms of gambling. As Stone reminds us, Congress knew what lotteries were because

the federal government had run lotteries itself. "

The courts have caused some unnecessary confusion by defining a lottery in terms

of its three elements: consideration (payment), chance and prize. Unfortunately, these

same three elements can be said to apply to all forms of gambling. In practice, no

one has had any trouble determining whether a particular game is a lottery, except

for the FCC. The United States Supreme Court has focused on one major distinc-

tion: a lottery is a “widespread pestilence" while other common fonns of gambling

are limited in time, place and types of players. Some state supreme courts have adopted
this distinction.

The Supreme Court of Oregon rejected the “widespread pestilence" definition as

being too restrictive. “It is the character of the gambling plan or scheme which deter-

mines whether it constitutes a lottery. rather than its widespread evil consequences
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or the number of persons who participate therein." State v. Coats, 158 Or. I22, 74
P.2d 1102, 1105 (1938). It is important to note that even under this test there is a distinc-

tion drawn between lotteries and card games, such as poker.

“If any substantial degree of skill or judgment is involved, it is not a lottery.
Of course, all forms of gambling involved prize, chance, and consideration,

but not all forms of gaming are lotteries. A lottery is a scheme or plan, as
distinguished from a game where some substantial element of skill or judg-
ment is involved. Poker, when played for money, is a gambling game, but, since

it involves a substantial amount of skill and judgment, it cannot reasonably
be contended that it is a lottery." 74 P.2d at 1106.

I have conducted an extensive computer and law library search and have not found

a single case upholding the claim that any card game falls within any local, state
or federal anti-lottery law. Poker, for example, has been prohibited as a “game of
chance," but never as a “lottery, gift enterprise, or similar scheme” or any other

such language. Although there are no cases defining poker within anti-lottery laws,
there are numerous cases holding that poker and other gambling games are not sub-
ject to the restrictions on lotteries. As the Colorado Supreme Court put it:

“In Colorado a ‘lottery’ or ‘gift enterprise’ cannot be authorized by law.
However, there is no prohibition in our Constitution which prevents the
legislature, or the people, from authorizing certain forms of gambling. It un-

questionably is true that all lotteries and gift enterprises are forms of gam-
bling, but it does not follow that all gambling is a ‘lottery’ or ‘gift enterprise,’
as those terms are defined in law. No one would contend that a game of poker,
in which money is bet upon the relative value of the cards held by the par-
ticipants, constitutes a lottery, but it most certainly is a form of gambling.”
Ginsberg v. Centennial Turf Club, 126 Colo. 471, 251 P.2d 926, 929 (1952).

The Colorado Supreme Court has never talked to the staff of the Federal Com-

munications Commission; the FCC believes that poker is a lottery.

It may seem silly to have to prove that a card game like poker is not a lottery,
but you can never take anything for granted with the law. After all, the FCC, the

government agency charged with enforcing the law, claims that every casino game
is a lottery. So the burden is on us to analyze the two forms of gambling and find
the elements of each that are different.

A major difference between a lottery and a casino game is the requirement in the

casino that the player remain physically present to play and win. With a lottery or
similar scheme a player can buy a ticket and leave, the drawing will take place whether
or not any individual ticket holder is present. A card or dice game requires that the
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player participate in all stages of the game; there can be no play or outcome without

the active participation of the players.

Similarly, in criminal law a person who “aids and abets" another is as guilty as

the actual perpetrator of the crime. A poker player might be found guilty of the crime

of running an illegal game; however, the purchaser of a lottery ticket cannot be held

liable for the acts of the lottery organizers.

The amount of control a player has on the outcome distinguishes poker and other

games from lotteries. In a card game the player can make choices based on factors

within the player’s own control: his knowledge of statistics, strategy and psychology

come into play. The player’s actions, in turn, affect other players. A card player can

directly affect the outcome of any individual game, and can certainly affect the out-

come of an extended session of a number of games. In a lottery the player has no

control. other than to decide which random numbers to buy. The player’s decision

to buy a lottery ticket or not, or to buy thousands of dollars worth of tickets, has

no effect on the actions of other players or on the eventual outcome.

In a lottery players pay a valuable consideration to play. The payments of all of

the players are pooled together. This pool becomes the. source of the prizes. which
are distributed by lot. In a card game players play against other players. There is

no drawing of prizes, and the winning is not determined by a drawing of lots.

Bookmakers have beaten the anti-lottery laws by proving that the bettors are betting

against the bookie; there is no prize decided by drawing lots.

In the eyes of the law, a person who buys -a lottery tickets creates a contract. Whether

the contract is enforceable will depend on local law; however, the United States

Supreme Court has defined what is and is not such a contract under the federal anti-

lottery statutes. “A ticket, of course, is a thing which is the holder's means of makv _
ing good his rights. The essence of it is that it is in the hands of the other party to
the contract with the lottery as a document of title." Fnzmcis v. (LS1, 138 U.S. 375

(1903); Lottery Case. 188 U.S. 321 (1903).

There is nothing that corresponds in a casino game to this contract. Lotteries sell

chances to win a relatively large amount for a relatively small consideration. The

ratio of price, prize and chance are set and cannot be changed by the player. Card

games do not have set ratios, prices or prizes. Large wagers are often made to win
a relatively small amount. While a lottery player is free to buy as many tickets as

he wants at a set price a card player is limited by both the rules of the game and

the willingness of other players to match the wager.

The amount of luck or skill involved in any game has always been important in

determining whether or not the game is a form of gambling. Some courts have gone
further and looked at the amount of skill and luck to determine whether the game

was a lottery. The English rule, the “pure chance" doctrine, states that a lottery in-

volves pure chance and that any element of skill will take the game out of the pro-
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hibition on lotteries. This doctrine has been accepted by a federal court of appeals

interpreting the federal anti—lottery language. “Gambling schemes where winning
depends on skill or judgment are not like a lottery in which success is determined

by pure chance and is thus specially attractive to the inexperienced and the ignorant
Boasberg v. 1.1.5., 60 F.2d 185, 186 (5th Cir. I932).

The FCC itself has ruled that betting on horse races is not a lottery because it

involves skill. It is inconceivable that a fact finder would say that betting on a horse

race involves skill but playing poker or blackjack does not. As one judge put it:

“The State argues that poker is not a game of skill but is a game of pure
chance or luck. This allegation is a canard. Anyone familiar with even the barest

rudiments of the game knows better. Pure luck? Send a neophyte player to a
Saturday night poker game with seasoned players and he will leave his clothes

behind and walk home in a barrel. Pure luck? This is true of bingo or lottery.

But it cannot be said of poker. The court should take judicial notice that poker
is a game of skill. It cannot be gainsaid, of course, that there is an element

of luck in poker. Of course there is. There is an element of luck in everything
in life. Even the prosecution of a lawsuit contains an element of luck. But

everything that contains an element of luck is not gambling." People 12. Mt’:-

chell, lll l11.App.3d 1026. 444 N.E.2d 1153, 1157 (Heiple, J., dissenting).

Criminal laws, those laws that are “penal" because they can lead to punishment,

are traditionally strictly construed; this means if there is any doubt as to the meaning
of a criminal statute the law is to be interpreted in as narrow a way as possible. The
United States Supreme Court has ruled that the federal statute dealing with the broad-
casting of lottery information and the corresponding regulations of the FCC must

be strictly construed.

Clearly not all forms of gambling are “1otteries." In addition, there is a second

major weakness to the FCC‘s position prohibiting legal gambling games from adver-
tising: if the anti-lottery laws apply to licensed casinos they are unconstitutional.

Statutes and regulations must be construed in such a way as to avoid any conflicts
with the United States Constitution. The present interpretation of the anti-lottery
statutes and regulations leads to a number of constitutional problems.

The federal anti-lottery statutes are not just prohibitions on advertising. They pro-
hibit “any advertisement of or information concerning any lottery . . . " 18 U.S.C.
Section 1304. If a licensed casino falls within the definition of a lottery a broadcaster

could not run a commercial, or carry news about Casino's opening or closing, or
even carry a political debate as to whether the legal game should be outlawed. Such

a broad prohibition is unconstitutional under any definition of free speech.
We are not dealing with what are called “time, place and manner regulations,"

preventing X-rated TV shows from being broadcast at 4 p.m. when the kiddies can
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see them. The federal laws on lotteries are a complete ban of advertising and other

information over the broadcast media and through the mails. Under the interpreta-

tion of federal law by the FCC a licensed casino would be the only form of legal

enterprise in the United States that would be subject to complete censorship.

Advertisements for a legal game are commercial speech, a form of expression that
is given partial, although not complete, protection under the First Amendment. The

states and federal government have the right to prohibit the dissemination of infor-

mation promoting illegal activities, such as illegal gambling. Government cannot com-

pletely prohibit the dissemination of information relating to a legal activity such as

a licensed game.

The First Amendment of the United States Constitution guarantees “Congress shall

make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press.” In a series of

cases beginning in 1975 the U. S. Supreme Court stated that speech that was designed

solely as an advertisement was entitled to at least some of the protections of the First
Amendment.

The Supreme Court has given the reasons it expanded the protections of the First

Amendment to cover commercial speech. The court “rejected the ‘highly paternalistic’

view that government has complete power to suppress or regulate commercial speech.

People will perceive their own best interests if only they are well enough informed,

and the best means to that end is to open the channels of communication, rather than

to close them." Central Hudson Gas 12. Public Service Commit. 447 U.S. 557, 562

(1980).

The Supreme Court’s latest word (apparently meant to be definitive) is a four—part

test set forth in Hudson for measuring whether a government regulation of commer-

cial speech is constitutional, 447 U.S- at 564. The test requires the following analysis:

1) Is the subject matter lawful and not misleading;

2) Is the asserted governmental interest substantial;

3) Does the regulation directly advance the governmental interest; and,

4) Is the regulation no more extensive than necessary to serve that interest.

It is beyond the scope of this book to go into these tests for commercial free speech
in detail. But as a quick glance will indicate, it would be very hard to prove a case
for the complete censorship of a legal game. After all, almost all states have chosen

to make one or more forms of legal gambling available and more than 20 states spend
millions of dollars each year promoting their state lotteries. It is difficult to see what

interest the federal government has in preventing a licensed casino from advertising
on local radio stations in Nevada. Congress itself has amended the anti—Iottery statutes

to allow state lotteries to advertise. The Supreme Court has stated that the govern-
ment's interest in restricting information about an activity that is legal is minimal
at best.

The Supreme Court has decided a case in which a government attempted to com-
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pletely eliminate a form of commercial speech, Virginia State Board of Pharmacy

v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748 (1976). A Virginia statute pro-
hibited pharmacists from advertising prices for prescription drugs. The Court ruled

that such a blanket prohibition on a form of legal commerce violates the First Amend-

ment. The Court summed up its feelings in the last paragraph of the opinion:

“What is at issue is whether a State may completely suppress the dissemina-

tion of concededly truthful information about entirely lawful activity. fearful

of that information’s effect upon its disseminators and its recipients. Reserving

other questions, we conclude that the answer to this one is in the negative."
425 U.S. at 773.

The Constitution also prohibits governmental action that denies a citizen equal pro-

tection of the laws or takes their property without due process. Of all legal businesses,

only legal gambling has been prohibited from telling the public about its goods and
services. The discrimination is more blatant in those states that advertise their own

state lotteries, which are exempt by statute. The current interpretation by the FCC

staff allows horse and dog racing and tournaments to advertise. Businesses run give-
away drawings that are clearly lotteries under any definition. The law should not allow

one competitor to promote its business while making it a crime for other competitors

to do exactly the same thing.

It also appears likely that the FCC interpretations would be struck down as being

arbitrary and capricious. The FCC staff previously declared poker a game of skill

and allowed legal poker games to advertise; a few years later the FCC staff changed
its mind, for no reason.

There are very few federal, state or other government prohibitions on advertising

legal gambling. Most of the statutes that do exist are aimed specifically at lotteries,

and even those are of questionable validity given the recent expansion of constitu-

tional protection for commercial free speech. There is one great fly in the ointment:

the FCC. So long as the anti-lottery statutes remain on the books, or the FCC chooses

to believe that “1ottery" includes every fonn of gambling, radio and television sta-

tions will be fearful of running gambling commercials. Legal gambling will remain
the only legal business in the United States that cannot advertise.

What can be done?

There are a number of options, all of which entail some risk and require some
expense.

The first would be to change the laws, amend the statutes so that only illegal lot-

teries are prevented from advertising. Three bills introduced in Congress last year
attempted to do just that. Senator Laxalt and Representative Reid of Nevada introduced

legislation to amend the anti-lottery statutes to make explicit that the prohibition on

advertising does not apply to lotteries that are legal under the laws of a state. A separate
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bill by Representative Sensenbrenner of Wisconsin would add a new section to the

anti-lottery statutes, allowing lotteries run by nonprofit organizations to advertise.

The bills are somewhat disturbing because they seem to concede to the FCC's argu-
ment that all forms of gambling are lotteries. The bill exempting only charitable lot-
teries would obviously not solve the problem. However, the other two bills would

get the job done: legal gambling would not have to fight for the right to advertise

if these bills were passed. Unfortunately, legal gambling first has to fight to get the
bills passed.

The bills found considerable support from the legal gaming community. including
those areas, such as horse racing, that are exempt under the FCC's own rulings. Also
in support were Congressmen who believe in free speech and freedom of the press.
The most interesting support came from the Department of Justice, which doubted
the constitutionality of the present anti-lottery laws. Even the FCC said it wished
it did not have this burden on its back.

And yet, Representative Reid's bill was defeated by the Administrative Law Sub-

committee of the House Judiciary Committee on June 28, 1984; and, Senator Lax-

alt’s bill, although approved by the Criminal Law Subcommittee and the Judiciary
Committee of the Senate, does not appear headed for early approval by the full Senate.
Religious conservatives are blocking what they see as an expansion of gambling and
all its accompanying evils.

The fight in Congress is certainly not over; but, it will be a long battle fought
through various committees and subcommittees and eventually both houses, and on
to the President. The bills would also simply exempt legal games from the federal

laws; they would not guarantee that the various states will not act to prohibit
advertising.

A second route to get the law changed would be to get the FCC to see the error

of its ways. A request for a declaratory ruling can be made. Given the statutory
language preventing lottery ads from being broadcast, the best a casino could hope
for is a ruling that its non—lottery games, like poker, could advertise. The FCC can-

not refuse to enforce a statute passed by Congress, even if it wanted to. A ruling
by the FCC could set up a court challenge. which is the third route open to legal
gambling.

Even without a declaratory ruling by the FCC legal gambling may ultimately have
to file suit in court. The test case should be carefully chosen. A lawsuit over the

right to advertise blackjack, for example, might result in a ruling that the anti-lottery
statutes simply do not apply, because blackjack is not a lottery. Only blackjack would
then be exempt, the laws and FCC regulations would remain on the books.

The perfect test case would be one involving a small, local radio station in Nevada,
broadcasting a tasteful, honest ad for keno at two o’clock in the morning. The station
will be a party to the lawsuit, since it faces sanctions from the FCC for running the
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commercial. Other possible parties include the casino that wants to advertise and

possibly even an individual gambler, who wants to know what games are available.
The station should be heard only in Nevada (possibly an FM station will be necessary)
so that the federal government will have to justify restricting the flow of information

within a state that has chosen to make gambling legal.

The game advertised should be keno because if keno is not a form of lottery then
no game played in a casino is a lottery, which would be a victory in itself.

Lastly, the ad must be within the guidelines of the Nevada regulations, must be
non—offensive, and must be broadcast at a time that small children will not be in-

advertently exposed. Running the ad at two o'clock in the afiernoon would be riskier,

since the court might decide there is a need for restrictions on broadcasting to pro-
tect childten. On the other hand, the early morning commercial forces the court to
face the complete prohibition on broadcasting laid down in the statute and FCC
regulations.

Who will fight the test case? It will take a number of years and at least $100,000

to fight a case like this all the way to the United States Supreme Court. All the time

there remains the small, but real worry that the radio station's license might be in
jeopardy.

Legalized gambling operations have always been extremely reluctant to rock the

boat, since they can theoretically be outlawed with a flick of a legislative pen. Who
will fight the test case? Whether anyone is willing to come forward remains to be seen.
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To understand the law of gambling in the United States in the 19805 and 19905

you have to understand what the law was in England in the Middle Ages. Much of
current American law developed between the time of the Battle of Hastings in 1066

and our split with the mother country during the American Revolution. This is true
of most areas of the law, but none more than gambling.

Our views of what the law is have changed dramatically over the past few hundred

years. In medieval England and even into the 19th Century legal philosophers be-
lieved that “The Law“ actually existed somewhere, like a great book floating in the

sky. All we had to do was think things through and eventually we would all know
“The Law.” This legal philosophy had a religious tinge to it. Once we all knew “The
Law” there would be no further need for courts or law makers; it would be sort of

a lawyers‘ counterpoint to the Messianic Age.

Since “The Law" could be found through pure reasoning, no one was entirely bound

by anything that had gone before. Prior legal decisions, what we call precedents,

were considered to be very good indicators of what “The Law" is, but were not bind-

ing. If a judge thought previous judges were incorrect in their reasoning he could
make a ruling completely in opposition to what had gone before. However, that did

not happen very ofien, partly because the judge would have to explain his own reason-
ing on why his vision of “The Law” was true and his predecessors false.

Over the centuries a great body of legal doctrines developed, which we today call

the common law. Parliament and judges added to the laws as new legal questions arose.

Although our legal philosophy has changed we still find the common law not only

extremely usefiil, but extremely powerful. Most legal issues involving gambling law,

or almost anything else that goes on in the United States today, are decided on the
basis of common law.

Some things have changed. at least in theory. Judges today feel themselves bound
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by precedent, not because we believe in “The Law," floating in the air, but because

it is considered unfair to change a legal decision that everyone has been relying upon.
However, it is easy for a judge to distinguish between two cases, finding that the
facts before him are sufficiently different from the older cases that he is not bound

by precedent. In fact, in practice, it is fairly easy to find both precedents and legal
theories that will support almost any outcome that a lawyer or judge wishes to make.

Courts are also more free in deciding that the common law was Simply wrong,
or was right for its time but wrong for post-industrial America. One of the criticisms

directed at Rose Bird, Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court, is her tenden-
cy to change the common law to fit her personal ideological beliefs. In a typical re-

cent case the Bird Court held that a company could be liable for allowing its truck
to be stolen. The thief accidentally ran over someone; in the Court's view of social

engineering, the deep-pocket company should pay.

Another big change has been the increased role of the legislature. In ancient times

a legislature like Parliament could change the law only with the greatest of effort,

after all, it was not up to Man to change "The Law.” Prior to 1700 it was generally
accepted that a legislature could not modify the basic principles of the common law.
Today, any legislature can pass a statute and modify the common law by a simple
majority vote. This is done often in direct response to a ruling by a judge that is
unpopular.

The common law is still developing today, from both court decisions and statutes

passed by legislatures. Each state is free to experiment and develop its common law
as it sees fit, within the limits of our constitutional government. One state, like New

Jersey, may say that gambling debts are collectible; a neighboring state, like Virginia,
may say just the opposite. The only way to know the common law in any particular
case is to study the statutes and court decisions of the jurisdiction in which the case
is being heard.

It is possible to describe the common law of gambling, at least in general terms.
If you know what the general common law is you will have some idea of the law

of your own state. Most states still have the common law, unchanged from what we
call the date of reception. When a state creates its state constitution it includes a

clause stating that it has “received" the common law as of a certain date, usually
the year it became a state. Many state legislatures also become busy passing laws
that codify, that is put into the statute books. the common law. Because the common

law has‘ proved itself over the years and because it usually takes a positive act by
the highest court of the state or the state legislature to get the law changed most states

have kept at least the general concepts of the common law unchanged.
One interesting little footnote to all this history. What we Americans thought was

the common law of England, wasn't necessarily so. Lawyers during colonial times
could not afford to have or carry around sets of all the cases and acts of Parliament,
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even if they had been available. Instead, most colonial lawyers relied upon a single
volume summary of the common law, Blackstone's Commentaries. The book became

so popular and widespread in its usage that lawyers in America for over a hundred

years after the Revolution relied upon the Commentaries to tell them what was the

common law. The fact that Blackstone had been wrong in some of his summaries
was of little consequence; pretty soon, through court decisions, his book became
the common law.

So what is the common law of gambling?

In the earliest days of the common law all games were legal, and a loser had to
pay off his debts. Under the common law, however, the courts could close down as

a public nuisance any activity that ran the risk of a breach of the peace or of public
morals.

The law is often a good reflection of the society in which it is formed. The first

English statute to directly affect gambling arose from the needs of the time. King
Richard H in 1388 had a statute passed directing all laborers and serving men to secure
bows and arrows and to abandon the pursuit of “tennis, football, coits, dice, casting
of stone kaileg, and other such importune games.”

Telling working stiffs to knock off the dice and practice archery is not a mere relic
of the past. The laws against gambling grew because the games, and in particular
the rowdy houses where the games were played, were seen as sapping the strength
of the country, both in the colonies and Great Britain. Preparation for war was the

major focus of the early statutes. Later laws were concerned with laborers missing
work and causing even more poverty in the early days of the Industrial Revolution.

Of course, preparation for war remains important. Louisiana still enforces wagers
and gambling contracts that promote horse racing, shooting matches, and foot races.
These activities are not even considered gambling because they are “skills of war,"
and considered vital to military preparedness.

Horse racing, besides being the “Sport of Kings,” was supposed to “improve the
breed,” and was thus encouraged, or at least tolerated. Before the train or automobile,

society was built around the working horse. Horses run in races were not bred specially
for running, and races were more tests of endurance than speed. On the other hand
“gaming," gambling games which were played indoors in taverns, was seen as pro-
moting idleness and violated the rising Puritan ethic. Gaming was fought against with
every weapon the government had at its disposal.

The intent of the common law, to ban rowdy houses while encouraging the skills
of war, was carried over into the United States. The first race track was set up in
New York in 1666. Horse racing was a privilege reserved to gentlemen; in fact, prior
to the American Revolution only gentlemen could race horses in the Commonwealth

of Virginia. (After the Revolution anyone could race horses). Feelings against gam-
bling games, on the other hand, ran so strong that the Massachusetts Bay Colony
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outlawed the possession of cards, dice. or gaming tables, even in private homes.
The professional bookmaker did not appear until the 13703. Bets were then recorded

in books by hand. The invention of the telephone, telegraph and ticker tape freed
the bettors, and the bookies, from having to be physically present at the track.
“Poolrooms," illegal off-track betting parlors, opened in every major city to take bets
from across the nation.

The horseowners had occasionally pooled their money, with the winner of the race
winning the pool. The average spectators were left to make bets with whoever would

bet against them. Bookies operated by taking those bets. The bookie arranged his
odds so that he could not lose, if the players bet equal amounts on the various horses
in a race. Since the bets did not often equalize out, the bookies would often limit

the amount that could be bet on a particular horse. Another invention, the parimutuel
machine, introduced into America in the 18705, allowed the players to pool their bets
and bet on any horse they wished.

The expanded interest in horse racing lead to a wave of reform. State legislatures
began passing criminal laws prohibiting bookmaking since it was not illegal under
the common law, which saw nothing wrong in horse races.

After King Richard I! broke ground with the first anti—gambling law, prohibitions
grew quickly over the next 150 years. Henry VIJI brought all the gambling statutes
together in 1541. In addition he made it unlawful to maintain a house or place of
dicing, table or carding, or other gambling. This was a strong statement against what
was termed common gambling houses, which we would today call casinos. This statute,
which has never been overturned, became an important part of the common law, and
is still the law today, over 440 years later.

Technically, Nevada casinos are not 100% lawful enterprises the way barber shops
or food stores are. Rather, the casino owners and operators have only been given
a license that protects them from criminal penalties for gambling. Even when the
state shares in the profit dirough taxes and regulates the games, all the casino has

is a license. As the Supreme Court of Nevada put it, “[T]he licensing of gambling
is merely permissive, and serves to give immunity from criminal prosecution and
nothing more." West Indies, Inc. v. First Nat. Bank ofhlevado, 67 Nev. 13, 214 P.2d
144, 149 (1950).

A case was decided in 1603 that is still of interest to gamblers. The court held
that the common law did not prohibit the playing of games, although immoderate
play could be unlawful under the common law. Most importantly, the decision prevents
a court from defining what is an illegal game; only a statute passed by the legislature
can state which games are prohibited and which are allowed. If the legislature does
not include a particular game in the prohibited list the game is legal under the com-
mon law.

Forcing the legislature to decide on a case—by-case basis what games are illegal
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has caused untold headaches, usually for law enforcement, for the last four centuries.

The gamesters are much more inventive than the lawmakers; as soon as one game

has been outlawed the gaming operators come up with small variations in the rules

and a new name for a similar game. The whole idea is made a further exercise in

futility given the natural variations that exist in the games from town to town and

region to region. At a time when it was considered vulgar to even speak of gaming

in public, let alone publish rule books, it became impossible for the lawmakers to

cover all the gambling games they wanted to outlaw.

The problem still exists today. The California Penal Code lists 12 specific games

that are illegal in the state, most of which have not been played anywhere in the world

for over 100 years. In 1885 the State Legislature added "stud~horse poker” to the

list, and no one alive today knows what that game is. It was probably 5 card stud,

and when that game was outlawed the poker rooms switched to 4 card stud. The

Legislature was then forced to outlaw 4 card stud. For some reason, they never chose

to outlaw draw poker. Everyone agrees that whatever stud-horse poker is, draw poker

is still legal in California.

It has only been in the last 20 or 30 years that state legislatures began to rewrite

their anti-gambling laws to gambling games in general, rather than try and list the

specific games. This is not as easy as it sounds. Try and write a statute that will

outlaw craps and blackjack but not Monopoly and bridge; and keep poker legal only

when it is played in a friendly game.

In 1710 lotteries were declared common nuisances. Lotteries are a third form of

gambling, different from both horse racing and gambling games. Until the advent

of the professional bookmaker, betting on a horse race was a fairly private affair,

usually between the wealthy owners and only occasionally the spectators. Gambling

games require the players to go to some special place, like a tavern. and participate

in the play. lotteries, on the other hand, are both public and require no player par-
ticipation. A lottery, as the Supreme Court reminds us, is a “pestilence . . . infests

the whole community; it enters every dwelling; it reaches every class . . . " Stone

v. Mississippi, 10] U.S. 814, 25 L.Ed. 1079, 1080 (1880).

A lottery craze swept the United States from the Colonial period until near the

Civil War. However, there were a number of scandals, and the states reacted by lock-

ing in, or so they thought, strong anti-lottery laws. Lotteries were often the only form

of gambling prohibited by the constitutions of the various states.

Other laws followed the prohibitions of Kings Richard II and Henry VIII, but the

most important for present—day gamblers was the Statute of Anne, which was enacted

to enforce all the other anti-gambling statutes.

The Statute of Anne was the last major addition to the common law of gambling,

and is unquestionably the most important development in English gambling law prior

to the American Revolution. In the following half century a few more specific games
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were added to the list of outlawed games, including pharaoh (faro), basset, all games
involving dice except backgammon. and roulette. A half-hearted effort was made to

suppress gaming houses in a statute with a title that was typical of the age: “An Act

for the better preventing Thefts and Robberies, and for regulating Places of publick
Entertainment, and punishing Persons Keeping disorderly Houses." 25 Geo. II, c.

36, Section 5 (1752). But it was the Statute of Anne that set the standard principles
of gambling law in place for the next three centuries.

The law on gambling debts. for example, has been fairly well settled since Queen

Anne of England signed the Statute of Anne. So is the question of whether a gam-
bling contract is enforceable. Crooked gamblers became subject to criminal and civil
penalties. Professional gamblers were subject to special sanctions.

This 275 year old English statute is of great importance to gamblers in modern
America because the Statute of Anne is part of the common law of every state. The
Nevada Supreme Court, for example, ruled in 1950 that “Those portions of the Statute
of Anne are in force which are applicable to our conditions and not in conflict with

statutory law.” West Indies, Inc. v. First Nat. Bank of Nevada, 67 Nev. 13, 214 P.2d
[44, 152 (1950).

State legislators can change the common law by passing an Act signed by the Gover-
nor, but very few states have so acted. In fact, it was only within the last two years
that the Nevada Legislature repealed that part of the Statute of Anne that made gam-
bling debts uncollectible.

The Statute of Anne has a number of interesting provisions, all of which could
conceivably be the law of your state:

1) Anyone who loses while gambling can get his money back, if the loser sues

the winner within three months. If the loser does not want to sue, anyone else can
sue the winner and get three times the amount of the original loss. (This is in fact

still the law in such states as Massachusetts for illegal bets, but imagine going up
to a Las Vegas pit boss and asking for your money back.)

2) Any person winning by fraud is subject to corporal punishment, which in old
England meant flogging, imprisonment or death.

3) Gambling is legal only within His Majesty‘s Royal Places.

4) “All notes, bills, bonds, judgments, mortgages, or other securities or conveyances
. . . given . . . for any money, or other valuable thing whatsoever, won by gaming
or playing at cards, dice, tables, tennis, bowls, or other game or games whatsoever,

or by betting . . . or for repaying any money knowingly lent . . . shall be utterly void,
frustrate, and of none effect to all intents and purposes whatsoever."

Wealth in England in 1710 was based on ownership of land and gambling was disrupt-
ing the country‘s society by causing large transfers out of the hands of the aristocracy.
The Statute of Anne was passed to protect the landed gentry from the consequences
of their own folly.
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For over 200 years the'StatI.1te of Anne has been enthusiastically accepted by the

courts of the United States. Gambling debts, in fact all contracts having anything

to do with gambling, are not only void, not only illegal, but are treated as somehow
unclean, and the courts will not sully their hands with even considering the merits

of the claims. A gambling debt is treated exactly the same as a contract for prostitu-
tion; the courts will “leave the parties where it finds them” and will automatically

dismiss every claim.
Thus the common law came to attack gambling on all levels. There were direct

attacks on the games, the players, the operators, professional gamblers, fraudulent

gamblers, and the places where the games were played. To the common law were
added indirect attacks: losers could sue to get back their winnings, contracts that

promoted gambling were unenforceable, securities used to pay gambling debts were
void. And so the law has stood over the centuries.

The effect of the common law has been astonishing at times. There is nothing in

these ancient cases and statutes that distinguishes between legal and illegal games.

All illegal bets, from a debt owed to a bookie to a check written at a friendly poker
game, are void and unenforceable. But so were legal bets under the Statute of Anne.

If a player stopped payment on a check to a Nevada casino the casino could not use

the court system to collect.

And since debts can run both ways, players who thought they were owed money

by a casino were consistently thrown out of court. Gambling debts were simply not
collectible, whether the claim was based on a player’s marker or a winning bet at
a licensed casino.

The common law remains the law of every state until it is changed. State legislatures

have been reluctant to make any changes in gambling law; even if the law no longer

makes sense there are few politicians who are willing to cast public votes for such

things as making gambling debts collectible.
The result is a general confusion and conflict when one jurisdiction, such as New

Jersey, does vote to change the common law. That part of the Statute of Anne making

gambling debts uncollectible was repealed by the voters and legislators of New Jersey.

So gambling debts are collectible in that state. Virginia has not chosen to repeal the

Statute of Anne. Are casino debts. legal in New Jersey, collectible in a court in

Virginia? One Virginia court said yes, another, no.

The law becomes even more self-contradictory, and subject to ridicule, when a

state changes part of the common law. Nevada for 50 years made casino gambling

legal but still refuses to repeal the Statute of Anne, except in bits and pieces. A casino

can now sue a player but a player cannot sue a casino. Virginia allows charity bingo.
But the Supreme Court of Virginia told a winner who had been stiffed that she was

out of luck: the courts of the state are closed to gamblers.

Obviously, it is of great importance, even today, to know just what is, and what
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is not “gambling." Unfortunately, the answer is not always as clear as it should be.

I mentioned in Chapter Three that I am involved in a long—term fight to bring Texas
Hold ‘em poker to California. When I told one of my fellow law professors about

this controversy, he responded, “I thought all forms of gambling were illegal in Califor-
nia. I guess draw poker is a game of skill and stud poker is a game of luck." My
colleague has been a practicing attorney, a consultant to some of the largest corpora-
tions in the world, and is now a professor of law at a distinguished, accredited law
school. Yet, almost everything he said is dead wrong.

But I cannot be too hard on my colleague. Even lawyers who have some lcnowledge
of the field, including the Attorney General’s office, jump to conclusions too quickly
when dealing with gambling law. It is safe to say that there is no field of law in the

United States today that is as complex and outdated, and as little studied, as the law
of gambling.

Even the name of the specialty is subject to dispute. Most attorneys who practice
in the field say they are involved in “gaming law;” the professional group for practi-
tioners is “The International Association of Gaming Attomeys." “Gaming" is the
heading used by most of the legal encyclopedias. The legal encyclopedias developed
their systems of headings and divisions of subject matter in the 19th century, these
same encyclopedias used to list cases involving marijuana under the heading, “Poison?

But one encyclopedia has a completely separate listing for “Lotteries." And Gam-

ing Business magazine had to change its name to Gaming and Wagering Business,
since many of its subscribers insisted that they were not in the “gaming” business.
Race tracks are particularly offended with being lumped in with either “gaming"
or “gambling.“ The California State Lottery Commission has announced that as of-

ficial policy the lottery is not gambling. The problem has gotten so bad that a recent

trade show had to advertise itself as "The Second Annual Conference & Exposition
for Gaming, Wagering & Lottery Executives." I am sure that some charity bingo
operators would resist being included in any of these categories.

Technically, there are distinctions in the common law among gambling, gaming,
lotteries, and wagers, and the distinctions have important differences in the eyes of
the law. The entire field should properly be called “gambling," although it is
understandable why the more genteel word “gaming” is used. How many lawyers
would want to belong to an organization known as the “International Association

of Gambling Attorneys”?

Gambling is as old as man, and certainly as old as the common law. Gambling
is generally defined in terms of its three elements. Gambling, under the common
law, is any activity in which:

1) a person pays something of value, called consideration;

2) the outcome is determined at least in part by chance; and,
3) the winnings are something of value.
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Although the legal encyclopedias may call the entire field “gaIning," that term is

more properly limited to actual games requiring the player to put up some stake and

to participate in the play of a game against other players or the house. “Gaming”

can thus be seen as one special form of gambling.

Another special form of gambling is the “lottery." A lottery requires the players

to put their money into a pool for the chance to win a prize. The prize is drawn
by lots, hence the name.

“Betting” and “wagering" are words that can be used interchangeably. They should

be applied only to those forms of gambling that are not gaming or lotteries. In the

law they can be seen as a promise to give something of value upon the determination

of an uncertain event, whether or not skill is involved. Betting on a horse race falls

within wagering, but is not gaming, nor is it a lottery.

I personally think the terms “betting” and “wagering” are too imprecise to be

of much use, particularly since it is almost impossible to talk about any form of gam-

bling without using those words. You can say a player makes a bet at poker, a form

of gaming, but you also bet money on the lottery. If the racetraclcs want to say they

are in the parimutuel business and not the gambling business, on the theory that they

do not bet against the punters, they certainly have the right to do so. And they are

probably correct in the technical legal definitions of the words, even if no one will
understand what the fuss is all about.

The differences between the various definitions can be quite significant under the

law. For example, the California Constitution originally prohibited all forms of lot-

teries. Yet, poker has been legally played for money in poker rooms in the state for

at least one hundred years. Poker is not a lottery, although it is certainly a game

of mixed luck and skill. Poker is, in fact, gaming, a form of gambling, technically

a gambling game.

To allow a state lottery, the Constitution of California had to be amended to

specifically exempt the state lottery from the complete prohibition on lotteries. No

one would dispute that a state lottery is a lottery, but what about horse racing? To

allow parimutuel betting at the tracks the state Constitution had to be amended, again

to specifically allow betting on the horses. Parimutuel betting was felt to be a form

of lottery, not wagering. In any case, it is certainly a form of gambling.

The ultimate example is the state of Nevada. The Nevada Constitution explicitly

prohibits lotteries. The ban is stated in clear, strong language. When the Nevada

legislature instituted casino gambling in 1931 it did not amend the Constitution. To

this day Nevada has legal gaming, but does not have a legal lottery-casino games

of chance, including slot machines and keno, are not lotteries, under Nevada state

law, and are therefore legal.

The Nevada Supreme Court was faced with the question of whether slot machines

were legal, given the constitutional ban on lotteries. The Court held that a lottery
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is a "widespread pestilence." Since a slot machine is a device that must be located

in a fixed spot it must not be a lottery. This narrow definition of what is a lottery

may not hold up in other states, but it is the definition the United States Supreme
Court has used without exception since 1849.

Unfortunately, the United States Supreme Court has also held that a lottery" is any
activity having consideration, chance and prize. I say this is unfortunate because this

is also the definition of all forms of gambling. Every form of gambling requires con-
sideration; that is, the payment of something of value. Every form of gambling re-

quires that the outcome depend, at least in part, on chance. And every form of gam-
bling requires that the winner receives something of value, a prize. But not all forms

of gambling are lotteries, although all forms of lotteries are gambling. The card game

of poker is not a lottery, nor is speculating on the stock exchange. Under the Supreme
Court's definition such “legitimate" enterprises as farming would be considered a
lottery.

The three elements of gambling, consideration, chance and prize, have been the
subject of literally thousands of court cases. If even one of the elements can be dis-

proved the activity is not gambling under the common law. In a criminal prosecution
for gambling the state has the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt the ex-

istence of all three elements. A criminal defendant does not have to disprove anything;
all he has to do to be found not guilty is to raise a reasonable doubt as to any one
of the three elements. In a civil suit, such as a local government attempting to close
down a game or a private party suing for a gambling debt, the burden is usually
on the plaintiff, the party bringing the suit, to prove the existence of the three elements

by a mere preponderance of the evidence, 50% plus one. If the jury cannot decide,
the plaintiff loses.

Of the three elements the first, consideration, is the easiest to see. It is pretty clear
that when a person bets money they are putting up something of value. But what
about a postage stamp? Clearly twenty cents is twenty cents, whether it is in the form

of two dimes or one stamp. For this reason mail-in sweepstakes, the “You May Already
Be A Winner“ type, are a form of gambling, specifically a lottery.

Some sweepstakes have argued that they are not lotteries because they do not get

the stamp, the post office does. This argument will not fly; there is nothing in the
common law definition of gambling that requires that the promoter take the considera-

tion, only that the bettor put up something of value.

Some states, like Washington, have gone even further in defining “consideration

In a case involving a supermarket giveaway the Washington Supreme Court held that

consideration was present so long as the player gives up anything of value, including
his own time and effort, or the game promoter received anything of value, including
increased patronage. The supermarket was prohibited from running its game because
people were required to fill out cards, which took time, and the store had increased
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its number of potential customers because they had to walk into the store to drop

off the cards. Under that definition of consideration there would never be any store

promotions, because the whole point is to try and get people into the store.

There is a line of cases, beginning with the Alabama Supreme Court in 1390, that

holds there is no consideration if the ticketholders do not have to pay any money

to the organizer of the game for a chance to win. During the 19305 and 1940s “bank

nights" became popular, and a headache for the law. A theater would offer a free

set of dishes or other prizes to be given to the winning ticket, drawn by lot. Players

did not have to be physically present to win, although they had to be close by, and

they did not have to pay and see the movie. Most people did pay the admission price,

which was the purpose of the scheme. Most courts held these were not lotteries.

The United States Supreme Court has not gone as far as the bank night decisions;

although, the Court has held that something more than a player's time and effort

is needed to find consideration, at least under the federal anti-lottery laws. The Federal

Communications Commission had tried to shut down radio and television giveaway

programs, “Stop the Music" and others, where the home contestants are called to

answer questions about what was being aired. The Court stated,

"To be eligible for a prize on the ‘give-away‘ programs involved here, not

a single home contestant is required to purchase anything or pay an admission

price or leave his home to visit the promoter's place of business; the only ef-

fort required for participation is listening. We believe that it would be stretch-

ing the statute to the breaking point to give it an interpretation that would make

such programs a crime.“ federal Communications Comm 5:. V. American Broad-

casting Company, 347 US. 284, 294 (1954).

Even under this definition television game shows are gambling because the con-

testants have to travel to a studio and expend great amounts of time and effort to par-

ticipate in the game. The FCC has apparently interpreted the Supreme Court's deci-

sion in a broad way and will only close down a TV or radio show if the contestant

is required to put up some money.

Usually it is not difficult to find there is consideration. Disneyland, to celebrate

its 30th anniversary, offered prizes for the 30th, 300th, 3000th, etc., visitors, rang-

ing from free tickets to new cars. At first Disneyland required anyone wishing to
enter the contest to pay for admission into the park. This was a classic lottery: the

only way you could win was to pay an admission charge (consideration), winning

is entirely by chance. and the prizes are certainly things of value. It was not legal

under the bank night cases because customers were required to pay for admission

into the park in order to participate; in the bank night cases a contestant could still

win without paying to see the movie. The fact that the customer's money also paid
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for an admission into the park, getting something else of value besides a chance to

win a prize, does not prevent this from being a lottery.

Disneyland almost immediately changed its advertisements to state that no pur-
chase was necessary. Anyone who wanted to enter the contest need merely show up
at the entrance to Disneyland and sign up. No one challenged these new rules; but

under the law of such states as Washington this is still clearly a lottery. If you have

ever been to Disneyland you know that you either have to pay to park or be willing
to walk a long distance to get to the entrance. If time and effort count for considera~

tion, Disneyland was still running a lottery. There is the additional fact that Disneyland

attracted additional paying customers through this promotion. Again it is not signifi-
cant in the eyes of the law that the consideration was expended only by one side (the
potential customer) and did not necessarily result in a direct financial benefit to the
other side (Disneyland).

Disneyland did not now violate the California law against lotteries because the

California courts do not follow the line of cases finding consideration whenever there

is effort or benefit; California courts follow the separate line of cases requiring the
player to make a cash payment for there to be consideration.

McDonalds and other fast food restaurants often have contests with rub-off prize
cards. If the restaurant requires you to buy something, or even to enter the store to

pick up the card (under the Washington State ruling) it is an illegal lottery. Radio
contests that require you to be the 10th caller are lotteries because listeners have to

spend time, effort and money, the cost of the phone call. They may be allowed by
the FCC under the federal anti-lottery laws but they would be declared illegal under
the criminal laws of many states, if anybody bothered to prosecute them.

And, of course, there are those mailed promotions, like Publishers Clearinghouse,
which even advertises over the air.

The reason sweepstakes are so widespread is simply that the government does not
choose to bust them. Many are illegal under federal law as a lottery and should be
subject to the same controls as casinos, which means, at present, banned from the
mails and airwaves. They are also illegal under the laws of virtually every state. Some
states do, in fact, prohibit them. That is why you will see notices like “Void in the

State of Washington" on some of these commercial promotions.

The power of the large marketing corporations is shown through their flaunting
of the criminal laws against gambling. Can you imagine a con man selling watered
stock issuing a disclaimer, “Void where prohibited by law"? Even attempting or con-
spiring to commit a crime, like illegal gambling, is a crime.

The second element, chance, has caused the most problems in the courts. Part
of the problem is that if every human activity is mixed skill and chance, the question
is simply where do you draw the line. The two extremes can be seen in common

games. Chess is considered entirely a game of skill because it is completely open;
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roulette, on the other hand, is considered entirely a game of luck. However, if chess

were really just a matter of skill, the most skillful player should always win. And

the noted mathematician Dr. Edward O. Thorp showed that a skillful player can in-

crease his chances of winning at roulette, even with an honest wheel, because the

croupiers, being human, tend to spin the wheel with an identical amount of force,

spin after spin.

Courts have devised a number of tests for distinguishing a game of skill from a

game of chance, although the results are not always consistent. Both the facts and

the law of the specific case become very important. In England any skill at all takes

a game out of the prohibited lottery category. California outlaws slot machines if

any chance enters into the payoff, but then states that devices that are predominantly

skill are legal.

Guessing games may be either skill or luck, depending upon what you are asked

to guess; the number of pennies in a glass of water may be determined by skill (unless

the glass is too big) but no one could know in advance the exact number of votes

cast for President. The courts have held that it is a lottery to distribute prizes to those

holders of cigar bands making the nearest estimate of the number of cigars on which

the government would collect taxes in a month. But it is not a lottery to award prizes

based on the neatest solution to a puzzle.

The courts have had little trouble finding pyramid schemes illegal lotteries. Chain

letters and the gold and silver circle schemes are typical pyramids. Each new person

puts up some fixed sum, say $100, and tries to advance to higher levels by bringing

in others, who in turn have to pay and bring in others, and so on. The many people

at the bottom of the pyramid pay out, while only the few who teach the top receive

anything back. Since the population of the Earth is limited the scheme has to even-

tually fail; in fact, it ends much quicker than that after the promoters, whose names

are on the top, have skipped out and the people on the bottom find out there are

a limited number of new suckers available. Since the entire scheme depends on chance

to make it to the top before the pyramid comes tumbling down it has all of the

characteristics of a lottery.

A more modern version of the pyramid is the franchising scheme. An investor pays

$1000 to join. $500 to the person who sold him a distributorship and $500 to the

top member of the club, seven tiers above. The investor now has to sell additional

distributorships to get back his money through “finders fees" and to rise in the

pyramid. Like chain mail letters, the whole scheme falls apart when no new investors

can be found. It too is a lottery; getting money out depends entirely on chance.

I have developed from the cases the criteria the courts use for determining whether

a game is one of skill or luck. Some of the major characteristics of a game of skill
are as follows:

1) A skillful player can continue to play until he has won all that is at risk. In
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all card games there is more or less an element of skill. The Oregon Supreme Court
gave an example:

“Take, for instance. the great American game of poker; we have no doubt,

if a couple of gamblers sat down to play this game against a couple of ministers,
who presumably do not indulge in it, that the ministers would soon be destitute

of ‘chips’ and the gamblers’ pile augment accordingly." State v. Randall. 256
P. 393, 394 (Or. 1927).

2) Skill can be learned from experience, from real or mock play. Play improves
with experience. All the experience in the world cannot help a slot machine or lot-
tery player.

3) Skill games require a knowledge of mathematics. This is particularly true of
games played with cards and dice, but applies to almost all other games. Backgam-
mon has been a consistently difficult game to categorize since a skillful player will
win over time, but a lucky player may win in the shortrun.

4) Skill games require psychological skill. This is obviously limited to games in-
volving play against human beings. A player must know how to read people and how
to influence the actions of others. “When poker is played with cards and with com-

petitors, it would be helpful to the player if he or she possessed a skill such as an

ability to count cards or a knowledge of psychology." 66 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 276
(1983). The Attorney General of California distinguished video poker machines. stating
“a bluff or a poker face is not likely to change the outcome of a game when the
opponent is a computer.“

5) Player participation changes the result. The Ohio Legislature created separate
statutory prohibitions on “games of chance" and “scheme of chance,” explicitly in-
cluding a lottery. The Ohio Supreme Court analyzed the difference in terms of the

control, however nebulous. the participant has.

6) Skill can be learned from reading. In determining that the card game of bridge
was a game of skill and not a game of chance the Supreme Court of California pointed
to the large body of books and periodicals discussing strategy for playing the game.
“The existence of such a large amount of literature designed to increase the player’s
skill is a persuasive indication that bridge is not predominantly a game of chance."
In re Allen, 27 Cal.Rptr. 168, 53 Cal.2d 5, 377 P.2d 280 (1962).

7) The opinion of the community. Common sense tells us that poker requires skill.
Someone who knows virtually nothing about the game might be willing to buy lot-
tery tickets every day for a year, and no one would criticize him for his poor plays.
But we would all think that same person was crazy if he took an identical amount

of money and without knowing the game played against a professional poker player.
The last element, prize, has not been of much trouble to the courts. If the prize

is not worth winning the game soon ceases to attract customers. The only real con-
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troversy has been in the field of “free replays." If a gambling device operator pays
out in coins he is clearly giving something of value and will be busted for having
illegal slot machines. But what if he gives free replays instead? True amusement
machines, “Space Invaders" and the like, may give free replays, but nobody would
say they are gambling devices. Or are they? That is our next case study.
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Slot machines have come a long way since Charles Fey invented the first nickel

three—reeler in a small machine shop in San Francisco in 1895. Today there are still
three—reelers, but there are also machines with four, five, six and more reels; machines

with flashing electronic displays for progressive jackpots; machines that link together
for bigger payouts; machines that read the reels from left to right, right to left and
from one corner to another; and machines that take everything from pennies (ex-
tremely rare) to dollar bills and solid silver $25.00 game tokens. There are slot

machines that have eliminated the handle, requiring only the pressing of a button
to set the wheels spinning. Some slot machines don't even have slots; the number

of times a player can pull the handle (or press the button) is displayed as replays
in a window of the machine.

Charles Fey, if he were alive today, would recognize all of these machines as
refinements of his invention. Fey's original nickel slot machine. which he named the

Liberty Bell, was startlingly similar to the mechanical slots of today: the machine
was only slightly smaller, did not have a jackpot payout, and carried only ten pic-
tures on each of its three wheels, but it was otherwise identical. Fey, by the way,
chose pictures of fruits, bars and bells because many gamblers of his time were
illiterate.

The slot machines of today with their spinning reels, whether real reels or video

images of reels, are also identical in the eyes of the law. But what about the slot

machines that are not quite like the others?

The casinos of the 19805 offer a wide variety of mechanical devices for the gambler,
some of which might surprise Mr. Fey. There are keno machines with video screens

and light pencils, and others with spinning wheels and flying numbered balls; there
are video and mechanical card games in which the gambler can play head-on black-

jack and poker against the machine; and there are even more exotic inventions. My
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personal favorite is the horse race machine. The old version had little mechanical

horses that ran around a track to determine the winner, the newest models feature

a video screen which plays tapes of actual races. The odds for each horse and its

name and number are given. All you have to do is pick the horse you think will win,

drop in a quarter and watch the replay, complete with announcer (who is usually
listed in the credits, just like in a movie). Of course it is very embarrassing to start

shouting for your horse to win in a posh casino, but it does give you a lot of enter-
tainment for 25 cents.

The latest inventions, currently undergoing the licensing process, are a credit card
slot machine and a video craps game that is almost beyond belief. The credit card

slot would allow players to buy special cards from the slot cashier and record their

winnings and losses electronically on the card itself. When a player wins, the machine
plays the pre- recorded sound of coins dropping into a metal basin, since the machine

cannot pay out in coins. The manufacturers and casinos hope these will catch on

because the major mechanical problem with slot machines is the handling of coins.

It is possible the credit card slots will prove popular, at least with one select group
of players. There are now slot machine high rollers, who travel to Atlantic City or

Las Vegas with $5000~to play the slots. They would probably enjoy the extra privacy

and convenience of buying a credit card rather than having to get change all the time.
But I doubt the average player will want to give up her coins.

The video craps is the first of a new generation of slot machines. Invented by Status

Game Corporation the machine combines laser disc technology with a video screen
and computer. The result is a crap game on a video screen with all of the sights
and sounds of the real game, including interacting with the player. I played the machine

at the International Gaming Business Exposition in February 1985 and it was the

first time I really understood the term “future shock.” I put a token into the slot,

after the dealer on the screen became impatient, pressed the “Roll" button and played
craps with a group of people for about ten minutes, only I was the only one on this
side of the screen.

The casinos are not the only places where a player can find the new styled slot

machines. Many states have machines for issuance of lottery tickets, and there is

a movement across the country to go to instant lottery winners on electronic machines.

If you wanted to bet on a growth area in the field of legal gambling put your money
on video lotteries. Given the inevitable decline in lottery revenue many states are

looking to the video machines to make up for lost sales. Nebraska had them already
and Illinois is operating them on a trial basis.

The state of Illinois is running a six-month test, since extended to nine—months,

placing 300 electronic video lottery machines in taverns. The coin machines allow

a player to choose a three number combination and will have immediate cash payouts
of up to $600; bigger winners will have to wait for their money, to avoid placing
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too big a burden on the tavern owners. If the test is successful and these machines

spread nationwide, a player would be able to walk into a drugstore or supermarket,
pay the machine with cash or possibly a cash transfer card, choose a number, and

find out immediately if he has hit the jackpot.

The stakes are very high. There are currently about 80,000 slot machines in Nevada.

It is estimated that if everything goes well with the test marketing, Illinois alone in
the next four years could buy between 40,000 and 80,000 of these electronic video

lottery machines.

The machines are obviously gambling, because they have the three elements of

consideration, chance and prize. Are they lotteries? Not in the strictest, historical

meaning, where a player could purchase a ticket almost anywhere (the “widespread

pestilence" idea), the ticket was the representation of a contract between the player
and the lottery operators, the ticket ‘could be sold to another, and the player need

not be present at the drawing. In fact, all instant winner prize cards are not lotteries

in this traditional sense. But instant winners have become so much a part of the
business of state lotteries that it would be almost impossible to attack these gimmicks
as not being “true" lotteries at this late date.

Are these devices slot machines? A traditional, three reel slot machine determines

the winner through the chance arrangement of symbols on the reels. A video lottery
uses a computer to create a mini-pool of numbers for each play. The two would seem

to be different, in theory. In practice, and in the eyes of the law, they are identical.
Both are devices designed to take the player’s money (consideration), determine the

outcome by chance, and pay out something of value. If a video lottery is not a slot
machine then neither are the video three reel machines you see throughout the casinos
in Nevada and Atlantic City.

Even the paper instant winner cards are what are called in the law “paper slot
machines." Gambling devices need not be mechanical; in the past the country was
blanketed by pull—tabs and punchboards, which you bought at the local store in the

hopes of winning a prize. Today's version of the pull-tab is the rub-off card, given
out by fast—food restaurants, and paper bingo pull-tabs, available for a dollar each

at most charity bingo games. Only the most backwards states would require a machine
to have a slot to be a gambling device.

In fact, under any definition, the current batch of video lotteries are nothing else
but slot machines. The player has to put money directly into a slot on the machine

and some set amount, up to say $600, is paid directly to winners on the spot. The
fact that winnings larger than $600 require a trip to the lottery office does not make
the devices non—slot machines.

There is one difference between slot machines and video lotteries; it is a difference

that is not significant under the law but should be to any player. Both slot machines
and video lotteries can be set for any pay-back. Traditionally slots are usually set
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to take about 15% of the amount bet; over time they will pay back 85%. Lotteries
on the other hand often pay out less than 50% of the amount bet. Nebraska had chosen

to set its video lotteries at payouts close to those of traditional slot machines, but
there is no guarantee that other states will be so generous to the players. The high
roller slot player may not be so foolish after all: it is a much better investment to

gamble $5,000 in a slot machine than to bet the same amount on any state lottery.
The other big movement is in video poker: machines can be found in bars and

arcades from New York to Hawaii. The Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
of the United States Senate estimated that illegal gambling through “gray area“ video
devices ran to $15 billion a year. As Eugene Christiansen, one the nation's foremost

experts on legal gambling, demonstrated the Senate's estimate is clearly far too high;
all U.S. coin-operated amusement machines (like Pac—Man) grossed only $5.5 billion
in their best year and all U.S. movie theaters sell only $4 billion in tickets each year.
Still, the fact that the Senate is investigating and considering legislation and a figure
like $15 billion can stand unchallenged in the popular press shows how widespread
these machines have become. Raids are reported in the press regularly. Video poker
has become so popular outside of licensed casinos that an episode of the popular
television show “Hill Street Blues" featured a bar being closed down for having the
machines, without having to explain what the machines were all about.

A video poker machine looks somewhat like other video arcade games. They have
a video screen and a coin slot. When you put in a quarter the screen displays five
playing cards. There are buttons under each card so the player can keep those he
likes and discard the rest in the hope of a better hand on the draw. The machines

can be set for any payout, for casino machines usually a pair or jacks or better are
needed. Payouts vary from one coin for a pair to hundreds of coins for a royal flush.
In non—casino games the payouts are in credits instead of coins.

One new and legally untested variation allows the machines to be switched from

one computer program to another. The gambling program pays out varying amounts
for winning hands. However, another program can be installed with a flip of a switch.
This second program eliminates the possibility of winning free replays and thus is
not a gambling device: there is no prize. There must be a lot of switches flipped
when the police arrive.

Since raids on video poker machines have become commonplace, the manufac—
turers have had to come up with ways of hiding the outward appearance of the games
while maintaining the way the game is played. In a transparent ruse to appear to
be a non—gambling video arcade game, poker is now being played with images of
dwarfs, balloons and castles instead of cards.

“Dwarfs Den," for example, flashes the image of five dwarfs on the screen, in-
stead of five cards. Dwarfs come in flour different colors and are numbered from
I to 13- You can “Zap" a dwarf exactly the same way you can discard a card on
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a regular video poker machine. Winning combinations are the same as in poker: “Thin

Twins" is a pair of aces; all of the same color, “Green Brothers," “Lavender Gang,"
is a flush; a “Generation" is a straight; and, a ‘‘Family’‘ is a full house, and so on.

Changing the images does not change the legal characteristics of the game, unless

the anti—video law is so poorly written that it only outlaws the specific game of poker
when played with the images of playing cards.

The legal question is whether or not these latest inventions are gambling devices-is
a video poker machine a slot machine in the eyes of the law?

Although there is no hard and fast rule for defining what is and what is not a gam-
bling device, the courts of the United States are in complete agreement about at least

one coin operated machine: the traditional coin-in-the-slot, three reel, one-armed

mechanical bandit, if operational and played for money, is a gambling device.
But inventors are creating new devices all the time; how is a court going to be

able to tell if a particular machine is a gambling device or not?

Like much of the law in general, the law of gambling is built on at least two levels:

1) When the law is first made, usually by the legislature or the courts, the lawmakers

have a specific example in mind. I like to call this the paradigm case. The lawmakers

may not be able to think of every possibility but usually they don't even try. They
are faced with what they think is some potential harm to society: a rise in 18 year

old drunk drivers, a government budget that is way out of whack, widespread por-
nography. And so they react: they raise the drinking age to 21, propose a constitu-

tional amendment requiring a balanced budget, outlaw pornography. In gambling law
the paradigm case is the traditional slot machine; like pornography, the lawmakers
may not know exactly what gambling is but they know it when they see it.

The troubles begin when the law starts to be applied in cases that are not exactly
like the paradigm. What you may call pornography I may call great art, or at least

free speech. Is the movie “Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom" pornographic
because of its graphic violence? Ask a devout pacifist. Is Playboy pornographic because
of its nudity? Ask someone in Times Square in New York and you‘ll get a different
answer than if you ask a farmwife in Kansas.

Take a three reel slot machine and add a candy dispenser, have the pay—outs in

free plays, add an element of skill as well as luck and maybe you don't have a gam-
bling device anymore. Is a Space Invaders game a gambling device? The farther away
you get from the paradigm case, the less likely it is that a court will apply the law
to you.

2) The law also works on a second level: courts look at each law and analyze it
in terms of its elements. What is there about one—anned bandits that make them dif-

ferent fnom, say, pay telephones? In both you put your money in and do something
to the machine, expecting something to happen as a result. But clearly a pay phone
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is not a gambling device that has to be regulated by law (the price of a phone call

may have to be regulated, they’ve raised them to twenty cents in California, but there

is no perceived harm to society from the pay phones themselves as there is a perceived

harm with gambling devices).

Courts have found that every gambling device has three things in common with

every other gambling device: the player pays something of value (consideration) to

use the machine; if he wins he receives something of value. usually considerably
more than the amount bet; and the outcome depends on chance. If all three of these

elements are present the machine is a gambling device; if any one is missing it is

not a gambling device.

The major difference between a legal vending machine and an illegal slot machine

is that the vending machine does only two things: it takes your money and delivers

something of equal value each time, the payout of the gambling device will vary ac-

cording to chance. Of course, there are an awful lot of vending machines that take

your money and deliver nothing, or hot coffee without the cup, or even give you

change when you don’t deserve it, but the machine is not designed, at least in theory,

to have the payout depend on chance.

Currently popular in supermarkets and drug stores are vending machines that

dispense little plastic eggs. The eggs are transparent so the customer can see what

goodies are hiding inside. For a quarter anyone, even a small child, can win an egg

containing a watch or possibly even a $5 bill; or some worthless candy. The machines

are classic slot machines. I do not know why the operators have gone unscathed for

so long, except that the police and prosecutors have never been anxious to bust small

time gambling. I suppose that even if they suspect the machines are illegal gambling

devices they fear the adverse publicity involved in fighting such a law suit when violent

crime demands their immediate attention. It would be interesting to know who runs

these machines and how many millions of dollars in cash they take in each year in

a city the size of Los Angeles.

Pay phones and cigarette vending machines are different from a one-armed ban-

dit: although all take in coins and pay out something of value, only the payout from

the traditional slot machine depends on luck. Notice that the thing of value can be

something as intangible as a phone call or of such questionable value as a cigarette.

What if the thing of value is a free game, the entertainment of playing the machine
itself another time?

Some courts have held that free replays are not of any value, so the machines con-

tinue to operate. Many courts have ruled that free replays are things of value, which

has had the side effect of wreaking havoc on legitimate pinball arcades. The law often

seems to have no common sense. It is not difficult for anyone to see the difference

between a legitimate amusement device that gives a free replay and agambling device
that gives what properly -should be termed “credits” in the hundreds.
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The free replay is actually a not very subtle subterfuge for a gambling device that
pays out in cash. A gambling device, like the gambling pinballs where you line up
balls in holes like bingo to win, pay off in free replays in the hundreds. The bartender

or store owner will pay off the winner and knock the free replays off the machine

with a knockoff switch. 01'‘ course, if a cop is standing in the bar, the poor winner
is going to have to play those free replays. No true amusement device offers free

replays in the hundreds; who would want to play for days? But a gambling device
disguises the payout by displaying “free replays" rather than cash prizes.

The free replay is typical of the way gambling operators have worked around the

law. Some fairly smart operators saw how the courts were interpreting the law and
figured out ways to disguise their gambling devices. Every little variation in a machine

had to be fought through the courts before it was declared to be a gambling device.
At the very least the machines would be in operation and making money until the
end of the court case.

Of the three elements (consideration, chance and pay—out) the paying out of
something of value was the easiest to hide. Slot machines were invented that dis-

pensed almost worthless mints with every nickel played so the operator could say
that the customer always received something for his money. The early courts were

split on whether this converted the slot machine into a legitimate vending machine,

until it was pointed out that players continued to put in their nickeis long after the
mints had run out.

The Mills Novelty Co. fought a series of cases in the early 1930s trying to prove
that putting a mint vending device on the side of a slot machine took the entire con-

traption out of the prohibition on gambling devices. Actually, Mills probably never

thought it would win. But what it did achieve was repeated court orders allowing
its machines to remain in operation until the final appellate decision had been rendered.

Other machines dispensed tokens good for free plays. Each token was conspicuously
stamped "for amusement only” and “not redeemable." You still see these around.

Again the early courts were split on whether the player was able to win “something
of value" when all he got was a seemingly worthless token; until the courts held

that a free play was in and of itselfa thing of value. Of course sometimes the pros-
ecutiou was able to prove that the tokens were being redeemed for cash. No one
disputes that cash is something of value.

When the police and courts started closing in on the traditional slot machines, in-

genious variations were tried. Some models issued tickets with different payoff values
printed on them. Even the mint and gum dispensed by these early machines were

marked with various colors or had marked wrappers that were keyed to payoffs. The
operators argued that the paper itself was a mere scrap and not a thing of value. But
the papers, like the tokens, could be redeemed for cash.

Machines were. created that dispensed fortune—telling or humorous cards at the drop
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of a coin, allowing the slot operator to color key the payoff directly to the cards.

A few machines tried to confuse the law enforcement authorities and courts by pos-
ing as vending machines. Slot machines dispensed cigarettes. cigars, golf balls, and,
during World War II, ration tokens.

Since the laws were written to eliminate the traditional three reel slot machines,

they often contained language specifically prohibiting those gambling devices that
operated by the insertion of a coin. The smart operators quickly modified their
machines to eliminate the slot. Payment for playing was made directly to the bartender

or store owner who pressed a remote control button setting up the machine for play.
For at least a short while these devices flourished because they did not fall within

the specific language of the statute, and the courts had no power to declare other
gambling devices as illegal.

If the courts have had trouble determining when a winning was a “thing of value."
imagine the problems they faced when machines came out that challenged the sec-
ond required element: chance. If the winnings are based on skill and not luck it simply
is not a gambling device.

A machine was invented that showed the guaranteed payoff of the next nickel played.
All the player had to do was drop in his coin to win. if the display showed that it
would pay off on the next play. The operators argued that no “chance" was involved

since the win was guaranteed. If the machine did not Show the future guaranteed
payoff, the player could keep putting in nickels until the indicator again registered

a future win. It did not take the courts long to see through this subterfuge.
Other machines had buttons under each reel. The argument was made that a player

having the right amount of skill could beat the machine by stopping the reels at win-

ning combinations. Prosecutors were able to prove that the reels spun so fast that
no one on the face of the Earth had the requisite amount of skill.

The “crane" or “digging type" machines that are still seen in some amusement

areas were ruled to be illegal gambling slot machines in New York. The court found

that the smooth teeth of the crane and the short time allowed its operation made it
impossible to retrieve the valuables buried deep in the candy without a great deal
of luck.

One of the most important developments in the world of gambling in recent years
has been the spread of video poker machines. As a footnote for future historians.

it is interesting to note that the rise of the video poker machine occurred at the same

time as a renewed interest in poker swept the country.

The card game of poker received a big boost in 1970 when Binion’s Horseshoe
in downtown Las Vegas initiated the first World Series of Poker tournament. Color-

ful tournament winners like Texas Dolly Brunson and Amarillo Slim kept the game
of poker in front of the public’s eye. Within ten years the number of licensed poker
tables in Nevada went from 85 to over 430.
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Other jurisdictions noted Nevada's success. There have been hundreds of licensed

poker clubs throughout California for decades, but until recently only the city of
Gardena had a number of large clubs, each club having up to 35 tables. Nearby cities,
sometimes hit hard by the need to generate income in the face of a public tax revolt,
have begun experimenting with poker, often to great success. A massive club opened
on August 1, 1933, in the City of Commerce with 100 card tables. This was soon

surpassed by a true giant.

The largest card casino in the world opened on November 30, 1984, in Bell Gardens,

a small suburb of Los Angeles. The Bell Gardens Bicycle Club has 120 card tables.

With 80,000 square feet of floor space the Bicycle Club could well be the largest
casino, of any type, in the world: the MGM Grand is close, but by comparison Caesar‘s
Palace in Las Vegas and Resorm International in Atlantic City are 20% smaller, each
with casino floor space of 60,000 square feet. And the Bicycle Club is limited to
draw poker, lowball, panguingue, and pai gow.

Other states, particularly those in the west, have made poker legal, even when the

game is played in a club that runs the game for a profit. So the simplest question
should be: is video poker, poker?

The highest courts of two states have decided exactly that question. In a pair of
decisions that gladden the heart of a law school professor the Supreme Court of Mon-
tana and the Supreme Court of Ohio looked at identical draw poker video machines
and came up with completely contradictory results. The Ohio Court declared that

draw poker machines are poker and are therefore illegal. The Montana Court declared

that draw poker machines are not poker and are therefore illegal.
How could two courts faced with exactly the same question and set of facts come

up with results that not only are opposite but are contradictory on many levels? Both

Courts ruled poker machines illegal; one because it found they were poker games
and the other because it found they were not.

The Ohio case was decided first. The case was entitled Mills-Jennings of Ohio,

Inc. v. Department‘ ofLiquor Control, 435 N.E.2d 407 (1982), and involved a ques-
tion of whether video poker machines were “gambling devices" per se. If something
is a gambling device per se it is illegal as a manor of law and can be confiscated

and destroyed as contraband, even if it is never actually used for gambling. A regular
three reel one—arrned bandit is a gambling device per Se because it can be used for

no other purpose but gambling. A deck of cards is not because, although it can be
used for gambling, it can also be used for games of skill and amusement.

The Supreme Court of Ohio discussed the history of gambling laws in that state
at considerable length, but dismissed the question of whether video poker machines
are poker with just a few sentences. The Court stated simply, “Whether the game
being played is on a video screen or a card table makes no real difference. In whatever

way the game is played the object is the same and that is to win by obtaining the
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best hand possible. Therefore the game being played on the machine is a game of

‘poker’ . . . “ Having found the machines are “poker" it was easy for the Court to
point to two laws that specifically make poker a “game of chance" and which outlaw
an apparatus designed for use in connection with a game of chance.

The Montana case, Gallatin County v. D & R Music and lending, Inc. , 676 P.2d

779 (1984), decided the same question, but under a different set of laws. Under the

Montana Card Games Act poker is legal in that state. If video poker is poker and

poker is legal then the machines could not be illegal; you could say they would be
legal per se.

The Montana Court, in a 4 to 3 decision, struggled hard to find video poker is

not within the definition of real poker. The Court said that "No variation of poker

involves only one player," and that “It is a game played with playing cards, not with
electronic images displayed on a screen.“ 676 P.2d at 784. Since it is not poker, the
Court reasoned, it must be a slot machine and therefore illegal.

The three justices who dissented pointed out that this same Montana Court had
held video keno machines were legal since keno was legal, regardless of the fact
that the machines had a video screen instead of paper sheets and numbered balls.

In one of the most unusual court decisions ever written Justice Sheehy took the

majority to task—in a 57 line poem. I cannot reprint the entire decision, but the
highlights are:

“ . . . Well, I have looked at Hoyle, and to tell you no lies.

There are as many kinds of poker as it has entered into the heart of man
to devise. . . ..

But putting fences around what poker means is as preposterous

As arguing how many angels can stand on the point of a rhinoceros.

Finally, if there is anything that a Draw—Poker machine can be thought to mean
It is not a slot machine.

A chimp can be taught to play mindlessly on a one—armed bandit
But most humans won’t learn not to discard aces or not to draw to an inside

straight, if we are the least bit candid. . . .

Poker players of Montana, unite! Come out of the closet, or at least turn
on the closet light.”

—6'?'6 P.2d 786, (Sheehy, .l., dissenting).

What should have been an easy question for the law to decide—“ls video poker

a type of poker game or is it something else'.7"‘—tums out itself to be something else.
The two leading cases came to exactly the opposite conclusion, although the bottom

line for the operators was the same. To recap: The Montana Supreme Court ruled
that video draw poker machines were not a type of poker and were therefore illegal;
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the Ohio Supreme Court ruled the identical machines were a type of poker and were
therefore illegal.

In a third interesting decision the Appellate Court of Illinois was faced with an

almost, but not quite, identical question. The case was entitled litsin v. Byrne, 121
lll.App.3d 167, 76 Ill.Dec. 683, 459 N.E.2d 320 (1984). and involved a demand that

the city of Chicago (the “Byrne" in the case name refers to former mayor Jane Byme)

issue tax emblems so that Yasin could install the machines in public places in the city.
The two machines in question were “Monte Carlo Blackjack" and “Draw 5." The

trial court held that the two machines were programmed to simulate exactly the card
games of blackjack and draw poker. The trial court went on to hold that the black-

jack video machine was a game requiring skill and therefore was legal; so the city

was ordered to issue the tax emblem. The trial court's ruling on the draw poker
machine was another matter: it held that “Draw 5" was a game of chance and was
therefore illegal as a slot machine.

The appeal on “Monte Carlo Blackjack” was not pursued, which means the prosecu-
tion conceded that the video blackjack machine was legal. The city attorney of
Chicago, or any other city, county or state prosecutor could still start a fight over
video blackjack since the trial court's decision is not binding on any other court;
but it is interesting that the city attorney in this case thought he had no chance of
winning on appeal.

The issue of whether video poker is legal was fought on appeal. The Appellate
Court reviewed all the evidence and decided that the trial court was wrong: the Ap-
pellate Court ruled, in a statement that should be of interest to all poker players,
"The evidence shows that ‘Draw 5’ exactly simulates the card game of draw poker,
and that draw poker is a game requiring skill . . . " 459 N.E.2d at 323. Since the

law of Illinois specifically excludes coin-operated devices which depend in part upon
skill the Appellate Court reversed the trial court. “Draw 5" machines are legal in
Chicago.

Notice that I said “Draw 5" machines and not video poker machines, and that
I said "legal in Chicago” and not “legal in Illinois." The effect of this decision on

the rest of the state is not clear; remember this was not the Supreme Court of Illinois.
It apparently is the law, unless overruled by the state's highest Court.

But one fact that is very important, for players and operators, is the distinction
inherent in the Appellate Court's decision between “Draw 5“ machines and other

video poker machines. The “Draw 5" machines do not return cash or tokens that

can be exchanged for cash, and they cannot be altered or modified to do so. The

machines do not even give free replays to winners, nor do they store point totals that
can be knocked off by the operator for cash. In other words, it is impossible to win
anything other than amusement off of these machines.

The lack of a money payout, or anything that can be redeemed for cash. is fun-
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damental to the Court‘s decision that these machines are not illegal. Although this

court ruled that video poker was a game of skill and not purely chance (the second
element of gambling), it also made clear that these machines were legal because they
did not pay out money, property or the right to receive money or property (the third
element).

Would a video poker machine be legal in Chicago if it paid out winnings in cash?
Probably not; the law in Illinois is clear that the amusement machine exception to
the ban on gambling devices requires not only that there be skill but also that the
player cannot win money or property.

l~lowever——and there is always a “however" in the law—-Illinois law also specifically
allows amusement machines to give free replays.

Say you find a video poker machine in a bar that gives free replays. To the casual
observer a free replay is just another chance to play the same machine; but regular
customers know that the bartender will pay off the free replays won in cash. Free

replays thus become “the right to receive money or property," 459 N.E.2d at 323,
and the machine becomes an illegal gambling device—if the police can catch the
bartender in the act of paying off in cash. .

1 am willing to bet that Chicago, and probably almost every other city and town
in Illinois, will soon have video poker and blackjack machines giving free replays-
for amusement only, of course.

Is video poker a game of skill? The Illinois Court thought so, but other courts
have not been so charitable. Trial courts have given mixed results, with the majority

finding video poker is not a game of skill. Although only a few cases have been taken
up on appeal and reported, except for the Illinois case the courts of appeal have been
unanimous in finding that video poker is a game of luck.

Pennsylvania is typical of the confusion over these machines. Various trial courts
in the state came to various decisions; some finding video draw poker machines were

gambling devices per se, other courts holding that they were games of skill. If the
machines required skill then they could not be confiscated and destroyed unless players
were caught in the act of betting on the results.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania finally had to resolve the issue. The Court
first found that the machines did not exactly simulate the game of poker, because

it eliminated some of the skill elements in raising, calling, etc. The Justices went

on to state, without much conviction, “[W]e believe that the element of chance

predominates and the outcome is largely determined by chance. While skill, in the
form of knowledge of probabilities, can improve a playcr’s chancesof winning and
can maximize the size of the winnings, chance ultimately determines the outcome
because chance determines the cards dealt and the cards from which one can d1aw—in

short, a large random element is always present." Commonwealth in Two Electronic
Poker Game Machines, 502 Pa. 186, 465 A.2d 973 (1983).
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All of these cases dealt with the question of whether a video poker machine was

a gambling device per 5.9, that is, that it was designed to be used for gambling alone

and can therefore be destroyed. Other courts have had to face the question of whether

video poker was a gambling device not because it had no other use. but because

it was actually being used for gambling.

Think of a coin. A coin is not a gambling device per se because it is designed

to, and does have, non—gambling uses. However, a coin can become a gambling device

when it is flipped in the air and bets are made as to which side will land face up.

Used in such a way a coin becomes a gambling device and is subject to forfeiture
to the state.

The state of Kansas is one of those jurisdictions that finds that a free replay is
not “something of value.“ In 1983, when faced with a video poker machine that only
offered free replays, the Supreme Court of Kansas ruled that the machines were not

gambling devices per se and cannot be seized and destroyed wherever found. The

Court did find that they were games of chance and therefore gambling devices if
something of value is received as a prize.

The police and prosecutors in Kansas got the message. The next case involved two

plain clothes Kansas City police officers who entered a tavern and began playing
poker on two video poker machines. One officer won twenty free games on one

machine. while the second won eight games on the other. The tavern employee paid

the officers cash, $5.00 for the twenty games and $2 for the eight games. After receiv-
ing the payoffs, the officers made their arrests and seized the machines.

Although the cops had learned how to make gambling arrests in Kansas, the ques
tion for the Supreme Court is what happens to the machines. The Court's answer

was that even though the machines had been used for gambling. that did not turn

them into gambling devices per se. A machine that is a gambling device per se can

be destroyed automatically, on sight. A machine that is used for gambling, but is
not a gambling device per se can also be destroyed. but only after a full hearing.
The state cannot permanently deprive a person of his property without notice and

an opportunity to be heard.

ll would be interesting to know what arguments the tavern owner will make to prove
these machines were not being used as gambling devices. But. at least he will have
his day in court.
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What is it exactly that lawyers do? Maybe more pertinent (or impertinent), how

do they get off charging so much for whatever it is they do do?

Say you used to have a friendly, neighborhood poker game with the boys about

once a week. Although the games were just for fun the play sometimes got pretty

wild; and, at a dollar ante, the big loser could sometimes be in the hole two or three

hundred dollars. Your next door neighbor, Jim, got on a real losing streak and started

writing checks. He asked you to hold them for a while since he was temporarily short

of cash. You took the checks, figuring he would make them good.

One day you realized the checks totalled over $2,000.00, and you asked Jim when

he was going to pay. He became very upset and wanted to know if you thought he

was going to welch out. Well, one word led to another, until you two almost came

to blows. Your family and his have now not spoken in over two years.

A few days ago there was another incident: his wife almost hit your wife's car.

Words were exchanged, again. This time you thought enough is enough. You dug

out those old checks that deadbeat had written and went to see your lawyer.

You tell the whole story to your lawyer and hand him the checks. He asks you

a few questions and takes notes on a lined yellow pad.

Finally, you ask him if you can sue.

The lawyer takes a book off a nearby bookcase and looks up something. He puts

the book down and takes up another book from the same set. He reads for about

a minute, turns to another page and reads for another 30 seconds. He then closes

the book and looks at you and says one word.
“No."

He then explains to you why you can’t sue, with a lot of legal mumbo—jumbo about

“statutes of limitations" and “voidahle actions in the nature of assumpsit."

This entire little exercise in futility is going to cost you $50.00 or more. Not only
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does that no—good chisler Jim get off scot—free, but you ’ve got to lay out an additional

fifty bucks for just a few minutes of your lawyer's time. Fifty bucks for nothing,
you think. What a racket. If you knew where to look you could have saved yourself
the time and aggravation, let alone the expense.

The first question to ask is why does it cost so much. If you ask your lawyer (a

dangerous practice, since the lawyer will charge you for the time it takes to answer)

he will tell you that he has overhead, expenses, etc., etc. This is true, in part.

Even in the best run law offices, over fifty percent of every dollar taken in goes

out in salaries for secretaries, rent, office supplies, and other essentials; overhead

in mismanaged offices can eat up ninety percent of the gross income. Ask your lawyer

to show you his office library, and for an estimate of the cost of any one book, in-

cluding periodic updates. Overhead can run even higher, if you include the salaries

for associates (new lawyers who are technically employees) and legal assistants. Of

course, associates and legal assistants charge you for their work, and you can be sure

that a young lawyer, right out of law school, is not making $100 an hour, even if

that is what you are charged for his time. Besides, overhead cannot eat up one hun-

dred percent of your fee, or the law firm would go out of business—there would be

nothing left for profit.

The lawyer, if pressed, might talk about the growing risks of malpractice suits.

Again, this is a real worry that does indeed increase the cost of legal services. Not

only are lawyers forced to pay large premiums for malpractice insurance, an expense

that simply did not exist fifty years ago, but every law office spends enormous amounts

of time in the practice known as C.Y.A.—“Cover Your Ass."

Some C.Y.A. practices may actually be beneficial, in the long run, to the lawyer

and his clients. Most lawyers will spend a part of every work week reading over cur-

rent developments in the law, finding out about the latest court rulings or procedural

changes. This continuing education can be as formal as week-long seminars (at $2,000

each) or as informal as lawyers gossiping about other lawyers or judges (don’t

underestimate the importance of gossip: the outcome of your case may depend on

what your lawyer knows about the lawyer on the other side).

But C.Y.A. can also be one of the greatest wastes of resources imaginable. A careful

lawyer will send a cover letter for every phone conversation of any importance. You
probably have seen, and maybe even been billed, for some of these: “This letter will

confirm our telephone conversation of Tuesday last in which you informed me that

your expert wimess will not be available until next July; and I informed you that

my expert witness would not be available until yours is made available . . . “ One

of the great unwritten truisms of the practice of law is that the one time a lawyer
fails to write a C.Y.A. letter will be the one time that he will need it to back up his
claim of what has happened.

But despite all the C.Y.A., including premiums for malpractice insurance, these
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costs are simply part. of the expenses of being a lawyer. The insurance costs and
seminar tuitions are included in overhead. The C.Y.A. letters and time spent on other

C.Y.A. activity are usually billed to the client, or simply written off. This time is

not really an expense, it simply is time that could have been used more productively
earning fees.

If you continue to press for an explanation of why legal fees are so high you may

get the answer that it costs three or four years of school and up to $40,000 to earn
the right to take the bar examination. law school is intellectually challenging and
emotionally draining; few who apply are admitted, fewer still graduate, and not

everyone who takes the bar passes by any means.
I believe this is the real reason for the high cost of legal services in the United

States. Not that the lawyer has to earn enough to pay back the cost of law school;
that cannot take more than two or three years. But rather, to become a lawyer re-

quires overcoming a number of barriers of time, money and personal crises. Despite
what you may have read about a glut of lawyers, American society has enough legal
work to keep every lawyer busy all of the time. For every law school graduate who

passes the bar there are literally hundreds of potential clients, from individuals, through
business partnerships and corporations, to government agencies, each one with a

myriad of problems that must be handled immediately.

And lawyers make work for other lawyers. The old story is that one lawyer in a
town will starve, two lawyers will grow rich. I have practiced in both Hawaii, where

there are less than 3,000 lawyers, and California, which has 85,000 members of the
bar. The number of frivolous lawsuits, and even of meritorious claims, is so much

greater in California as to be beyond comparison. In California almost every legal
issue imaginable has been litigated. There is a lawyer somewhere who will take the
case.

One of the best examples is Los Angeles feminist attorney Gloria Allred. Allred
has filed lawsuits over claims that her clients were discriminated against because:

1) a woman was asked not to breastfeed her infant in at Beverly Hills restaurant; 2)

an expensive restaurant gave a woman a menu without prices; 3) two lesbians were
denied a curtained “romance booth" in a third expensive restaurant. Each of these

lawsuits required the restaurant to pay for its own attorney to defend the claims. The
lesbian case went up to the Court of Appeal, and eventually to the California Supreme

Court; the trial court’s ruling was reversed, and the case was sent back to the trial
court for a new decision. The two lesbians eventually won $250 each and the right

to eat in the private curtained booths. The restaurant responded by eliminating all
of the booths, thus depriving all couples of this romantic setting. The restaurant was
forced to pay the lesbians‘ legal fees. For her work Ms. Allred received over $27,000.

The reason lawyers charge so much for their services is that they can get it. If
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you do not wish to pay $100 for someone to look in those books for you, someone
else is willing to pay.

I do not mean to imply that lawyers are selfish, inhumane creatures that are only

interested in making the most they can for themselves. Lawyers as a class compare
favorably with any other group in their desire to help their fellow man. Like doctors,

lawyers start out as students who are interested in being of service to others, and

that desire remains throughout their professional life. But also like doctors, lawyers
go through a rigorous educational process. in school and in practice, that forces the
practitioner to treat each case as part of a larger system. The process is dehumaniz-

ing: there is no time to treat each client as a friend, and in the eyes of the law much
of what the client has to say is simply irrelevant.

It is also a sad fact of modern legal practice that the lawyer has to spend most
of his time thinking of protecting himself. Even the work done on behalf of his clients

is often thought of as C.Y.A. efforts to avoid malpractice suits.

This is not to say that lawyers don’t care about their clients, any more than doctors

don't care about their patients. In fact, too many believe, at least subconsciously,
in a “win at any price" philosophy.

Often the lawyer is more concerned about fighting the case than is the client. The

most obvious example would be a lawyer whose income and reputation depends on
a single case, while the client is a large insurance company that has already put reserves

away in case of a loss. But the phenomenon can occur in all lawyers, particularly
those we call litigators, the ones who fight the courtroom battles. In a recent law

review article published in the Whittier law Review] described how lawyers sometimes
become emotionally convinced that their clients deserved to win. I labeled this

phenomenon “Litigator's Fallacy."

Of course, it is not only lawyers who have the mistaken belief that their clients

deserve to win. Most clients convince themselves that they are right, and the other
side is wrong, to the point where both sides in a lawsuit could pass lie detector tests.

When one side loses, as always happens, the client blames the judge, the jury, the
legal system. but most of all, he blames the lawyers.

Of course, one reason lawyers are so disliked is that in each lawsuit there is always
a losing side. Some efforts have been made in the last few years to encourage media-
tion and negotiation, but our legal system is still based on the adversary process.
lawsuits are a zero sum game, for every winner there is a loser. In fact, there are

often losers on all sides, since even the winner usually does not get the full amount
won~there are always those attorneys fees.

Non-lawyers underestimate the impact of the adversary process; they tend to think
that judges play a much more active role than is true. Lawyers do almost everything
in a lawsuit, the judge does not even come into the picture until the case is far along,
and then his role is usually limited to making a decision about a particular question
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posed by one of the lawyers. In the European system judges play a much more active

part, and some are even allowed to conduct their own investigations outside the court-

room. Our system rejects that notion completely; judges for the most part do not

even ask questions of witnesses in the courtroom. The American judicial system is

built on the fundamental belief that two interested parties, butting heads with the

help of their hired advocates, will arrive at justice and the truth.

What do you get for your money‘? Can you avoid going to a lawyer in the first

place? Why can't you go to a public library and look in those books for yourself?

The answer is yes, you can represent yourself. If yes are involved in a major lawsuit,

outside of sending a letter to the other side admitting everything was entirely your

fault, representing yourself is probably the single worst thing you can do. Even the

most experienced trial attorneys will hire another lawyer to represent them in a ma-

jor case. They know they cannot evaluate their own case objectively and deal without

emotion with the opposing side. If you are not a lawyer you have the additional hand-

icap of trying to learn how to use your weapons in the middle of the battle.

This does not mean that ignorance is bliss and you should completely rely on your

lawyer to do everything for you. First of all, that is a terribly expensive way to run

your life; even law firms hire non-lawyers to do their routine billings and collec-

tions. Most of the time it simply does not pay to hire an attorney. In California, claims

under $1500 must be heard in small claims court and the law does not even allow

you to have a lawyer represent you. If you can, you should certainly talk to a lawyer

before going to small claims court, just as you should before signing any contract
or filing any form with the government. But sometimes we all have to muddle through

on our own. I hope this book helps you muddle.

Second, bringing lawyers into a dispute tends to force the issue and may break

down whatever tenuous relationship you still had with the other side. Lawyers are

an extremely useful tool, when used in the right way and at the right time. I have

had a number of business clients who would have me send my nasty collection letter,

on legal stationery, when every other attempt at getting payment had failed. My lawyer

letter almost always worked, even if the other side had been avoiding payment for

months. However, lawyers see the worst in people and may go too far in trying to

protect their clients’ rights. Many deals, and amiable divorces, have broken down

when lawyers became involved.

Third, and I am reluctant to put this in print, but it is true, there are an awful

lot of incompetent lawyers out there. How will you know one is incompetent? You

could wait until after you have lost your case. Or, you can try to understand what

your lawyer is doing.

One of the major purposes of this book is to teach you to ask the right questions.

You must at least speak the same language as your lawyer.

The law is extremely complicated, but I feel that a lawyer should always be able
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to explain to his client the basic problems, procedures and arguments involved in

every case. This is also a good test of the lawyer’s competence. To be able to explain
the case to his non-lawyer client the lawyer must have a complete understanding
himself. And the case might just end up in front of ajury. If the lawyer cannot ex-
plain the case to the client, who certainly knows something about what is going on,
how will the lawyer convince twelve strangers?

One of the things I want to try and do is demystify the law. I cannot teach you
to be a lawyer, or even how to do legal research. But I can show you how lawyers
think, how the law works, and what some of those funny abbreviations mean.

Doctors have scalpels, but the lawyer's major tool is language. Lawyers do almost
everything in writing, for some very good reasons. A written document is the easiest

way to record information in a form that is permanent, quickly understood by others,
and able to be distributed to large numbers of people at the same time. None of the
other alternatives work as well.

People speak faster than they write, so lawyers often dictate their work, but people
hear slower than they read. An entire half-hour news show, if transcribed, would

fit on the front page of the New lbrk Times. You may be able to reach more people
with a speech on radio or television, but lawyers normally do not have to communicate
to more than a handful of people at any one time. And what the electronic media

gains in public access it loses in content. If you want to convey large amounts of
information quickly you use written rather than oral media.

Paper lasts longer than stone, because it can be copied. Preserving information
by words on paper makes that information available to anyone anywhere at any time.

The electronic media has made some small inroads into the lawyer‘s world of papers.
Videotaped depositions can have a tremendous impact on juries, although they are
still difficult to use to store detailed information. It is difficult to quickly scan an
audio or video tape, the way you can flip through a printed book. Laser discs and
computerized transcripts may ease the problem of quick access to specific pieces
of infonnation, but the processes at present are expensive and, more important, are
not readily and universally available.

The computer revolution has hit law firms. Now, instead of photocopying forms
out of form books, lawyers call up the forms on their word processors and fill in
the blanks- Hard copies are then created and sent out. Direct linkages between law
firms and the outside world, say, to communicate directly with opposing counsel
or the courts, is still practically non-existent.

Computer assisted research can be impressive. It is fairly easy to find every reported
case ever decided by a particular judge, or to uncover cases involving only Puerto
Rican casinos trying to collect on bad checks in Utah.

It is important to understand the lawyers’ dependence on the written word to under-

stand how the law works. One of the reasons legal documents are so deadly dull to
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read is that lawyers have to be extremely careful with each word put down on paper.

There is a wonderful, true story about a law passed by the federal government that
was meant to tax “fruit and trees." Because of a typographical error the law came

out “fruit trees," and the result was a loss in millions of dollars of potential revenue.

If a contract to sell slot machines calls the machines ‘‘machines'' in one part and

“devices" in another it is conceivable that a court might rule that the contract was

talking about two different items; and perhaps it was.
In normal English we have all sorts of devices for making our writing more in-

teresting, like metaphors and synonymns and showy illustrations and amusing ex-

amples. Lawyers feel, usually correcfly, that none of this is allowed in legal documents.

If craps is listed as an example of games that are outlawed a court might find that
craps is the only game that is outlawed, or that the law applies only to games played
with dice on a table, or only to games in which the house acts as the bank.

This does not excuse lawyers for their poor use of the English language. Lawyers

use legalese because they are lazy, or because they want to appear important. Also,
it may be difficult to charge someone $200 for a will that says, “I leave everything
to mother." Better to have the will run five pages with a blue back and start out.

“Know All Ye Men By These Presents."

At one point lawyers were paid by the word, so there is a tradition of adding

superfluous language. lawyers also try to cover all possible contingencies, which
is sometimes to the good. I have found that people starting a new business always
think about how they are going to split their profits; they never consider what will

happen if there are losses. On the other hand, lawyers are noted for having an over-
abundance of caution. A will might say, “I leave, give, devise and bequeath . . . "
because some courts have ruled that “devise" only applies to real property like land,

and the lawyer feels he might as well throw in an extra similar term or two, just
to make sure.

Form books have been a boon for lawyers but a bane for clear understanding. The

books contain model language for all common legal situations, and many uncom-

mon ones as well. The forms are created out of the language of actual cases, using

court decisions determining what certain language means. This is unfortunate because

it perpetuates poorly drafted language. Why did a judge have to decide what some
particular language means? Because the language was so vague and ambiguous that
no one knew exactly what was intended and a lawsuit resulted. Form books can thus

be seen as the worst, not the best, language available for any possible situation.

Here’s new loan books work. Suppose you have a video arcade that includes, among

the Space Invaders and Pac People, a video poker machine that pays off only in free
replays. You read in the newspaper that the City Council has passed an ordinance
prohibiting gambling apparatus and has ordered the Chief of Police to close down

every video parlor in the city. You do not know whether the new ordinance will apply
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to your business, so you go to a lawyer. The lawyer tells you, quite rightly, that it
is better to be the plaintiff in a civil suit than the defendant to a criminal charge.

So you agree to file a lawsuit to prevent the police from closing you down. To start

the lawsuit your lawyer will file a complaint. The specific relief he requests from

the court is an injunction, that is a court order, enjoining the enforcement of this
new ordinance.

It turns out that what you are trying to do is not that rare. There is a form com-

plaint that covers your situation, in fact, one publisher alone has produced three forms
that apply. The first is entitled “Complaint, petition, or declaration——To enjoin en-
forcement of ordinance prohibiting, as gambling, games which are actually games

of skill." The other two forms are a petition and an order for an injunction against
destruction of the devices.

Your attorney photocopies the forms, fills in the blanks, and hands it to his secretary

to type up and tile. If you are lucky he will have an experienced legal secretary, who

will catch any mistakes. If not, you may find yourself paying for repeated lawyers

bills over extended fights with the City. Every legal jurisdiction has its own peculiar

procedures that must be followed or you may find yourself with a winning case on
the merits, that loses on a technicality.

The forms are designed to cover a wide general category of problems and have
to be modified to take into account the facts and law of each specific case and jurisdic-

tion. The fonn books themselves tell the lawyer where to start in doing the necessary

research. Unfortunately, lawyers are often too lazy, or ignorant, to do what is re-

quired. The problem is not with the form, which can be very helpful and is perfectly
okay for the general case. But you are not dealing with the general case, you have
a specific ordinance that must be analyzed and a unique set of facts that may, or

may not, fit the blanks provided in the form.

There are form complaints for the loser to recover his gambling losses from the
winner, for recovery by the wife of the loser. by a casual bettor against a professional

gambler, and for recovery from a stakeholder. For the defendant there are form answers

denying that the defendant won, and others alleging that the contract being sued upon

was one for illegal gambling and therefore not enforceable. There are even such

special ized forms as an answer that a contract being sued upon was actually a wager
on future commodity prices and is therefore unenforceable; and a complaint to recover

money given in payment of a gambling debt to cheaters.

Form books can be helpful, but the lawyer should be doing his own research to
discover what the law is. That is where all those abbreviations come in. We call them

citations, and they allow a lawyer to find the law.
What we call the law does not spring out of the air. It comes down. in the form

of written documents from three main sources: the legislatures (Congress and the

various state legislatures), courts (both federal and state) and administrative bodies
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(federal, state and local). There -are additional sources of the law (such as the United
Nations Charter and the World Court for international law) but we can ignore those.

For gambling law we are primarily concerned with statutes passed by legislatures,
the common law decisions and interpretations of constitutions and statutes made by

courts, and the regulations and rulings of administrative agencies.

We have already discussed one set of statutes: the federal laws passed by Congress.
The statutes passed by Congress that become law are compiled in two kinds of col-
lections: Statutes at large (abbreviated “Stat."), which contain the statutes in

chronological order, and the United States Code (U.S.C.). So when you see a cita-
tion to Stat. you know it refers to a federal statute and the numbers will tell you where

to find a copy of the law.

Citations in the law often give you alternative sources for finding the same law.
All statutes passed by Congress will be listed in the Statutes at Large, and should
also end up eventually in the set known as the United States Code.

The U.S.C. is much easier to use because it is set up by subject matter, not

chronological order. The U.S.C. is divided into 50 “Titles," each title dealing with
a separate subject matter. Title 18, for example, contains the federal laws dealing with
crimes and criminal procedure, while Title 26 is the Internal Revenue Code.

Statutes are given standard citation forms, to make them easy to Find. For example
“7 U. S.C. Section 12a" refers to a specific part of an Act passed by Congress. You

need not know that Title 7 deals with Agriculture; you can find the law by picking

up Title 7 of the United States Code and flipping through until you find Section 12a.
Each state also has its own set of statutory law. California has statutes on everything

and divides them by topics: “Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code Section 12a” means the Califor-
nia Business and Professions Code, Section 1221; “Civ. Proc." means Civil Procedure.

Sometimes there are rival systems of citations. Califc-rnia’s Code of Civil Procedure

can also be abbreviated “CCP.” Hawaii has simply one set of statutes: the Hawaii
Revised Statutes, abbreviated “HRS" or “Haw.Rev.Stat." The most useful editions

of statutes are called annotated codes because they contain in addition to the exact

language passed by the legislature, the prior history of the law, and summaries of
all cases interpreting the law.

You haveto be careful sometimes in reading the citation. Section 12a is not the

same as Section l2(a). The numbering system is sometimes screwy. Section 12 may

have three subsections: 12(a), 12(b) and 12(c). Later on, the legislature may have

decided to add a new section, but there already was a Section 13. So they simply

created a new number, Section 12a, and squeezed it between the existing Section

12 and 13. Twenty years later the legislature may pass a new law, and decide, for
some reason to number it Section 12.1.

Administrative rules are handled like statutes. Federal administrative rules are col-

lected in a chronological set known as the Federal Register (Fed. Reg.). They are
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ajso rearranged by topic in the Code of Federal Regulations (C.ER.). Decisions by
the federal agencies of cases that come before them may also be available in a set.

State administrative agencies are a mess, the only way you can find out what deci-

sions they have made is to contact them directly, and even then you may find yourself
out of luck.

I found the Nevada Gaming Commission and State Gaming Control Board to be

helpfill and cooperative. They responded quickly to my every request, and charged
nominal prices for their information. The New Jersey Attorney General‘s Office was
also helpful, sending me piles of information at no cost.

And then there is the New Jersey Casino Control Commission. I cannot even get
a response from them, despite repeated letters. When I visited them in person I was

informed that copies of their documents were available at $1.00 per page. Fortunate-
ly, the casino newsletters fill in many of the blanks caused by the Atlantic City
regulators.

Private publishers, like Commerce Clearing House (CCH) provide valuable, though
expensive services in special fields. There is no gambling law reporter. but there
are services covering statutory, administrative and case developments in virtually every
other field, from the Abortion Law Reporter to Workmen's Compensation Law
Reporter. These services are the best way to follow actions taken by administrative
agencies.

Most of the citations you see are to cases decided by courts. Students in law schools

spend most of their three years reading and analyzing cases. This is unfortunate in
one respect: it downplays the importance of statutes and administrative rulings. In
fact. I do not believe that any law school in the country requires students to take
a course in Administrative Law. Classes in statutory law are hit and miss; it is usual-

ly stressed in Criminal Law, but not always. Other classes where the study of statutes

is important—Tax, Corporations, and Securities Regulation—are also not required.
I have seen law students, and even lawyers, spend hours reading through dozens

of cases from all over the country trying to find some bit of law, when the legal ques-
tion had been settled by the state legislature. Take the example I gave at the begin-
ning of this chapter: the lawyer only spent a few minutes deciding that there was
no way to collect on the poker debt. He could have gone to his law library and spent
all day searching through the case reporters and digests, time that you would be billed,
looking for the answer. Instead, he picked up the index to his state statutes, found

a reference to gambling debts and looked up the statute. Perhaps the statute said gam-
bling debts, including checks written for home poker games, were not collectible
in a court of law; or that a lawsuit had to be filed within one year from the date
of the game. Of course, if the checks were for $10 million it might be worth doing
fitrther research, or trying to come up with a novel legal theory to invalidate the statute.

The series of numbers you see after a case name refers you to a particular “teporter,"
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a collection of cases. There are rival publishers, each reporter containing court deci-

sions in chronological order. The same case may be reported in three separate

reporters, besides the services described above. This results in what we call parallel

cites. Although it is a pain for lawyers, it makes it easy to find a case since you can

go to any one of the sets and find the identical text. It also tells you at a glance which
state and which court issued the decision.

The case abbreviations are easy to read once you know the system. The first number

is the volume number, the letters stand for the reporter, and the last number is the
page. Therefore, 198 US. 500 (1905) is volume 198 of the United States Reports (the
Official reports of the U. S. Supreme Court) and the case begins on page 500. (It was
decided in 1905). In Re Allen, 59 Cal.2d 5, 27 Cal.Rptr. 168, 377 P.2d 280 (1962)

was decided in 1962 by the highest court in California (the California Supreme Court).
The same identical case can be found at volume 59, page 5 of the set of cases known

as California Reports Second Series, and at volume 27, page 168 of the set called

California Reporter, and at volume 377, page 280 of the Pacific Reporter Second Series.

Cases from the federal courts of appeals are found in the Federal Reporter (F. and

F.2d). Federal district court cases are reported in Federal Supplement (F.Supp.).

State court cases are collected in separate reporters for each state, abbreviated by

the state name. The cases are also collected in regional reporters. All law libraries

have the regional reporters, because it eliminates having to buy the Separate sets for
each individual state. The Southern Reporter, for example, carries cases from

Alabama. Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi. The regional reporters are: Atlantic

(A.), North Eastern (N.E.), North Western (N .W.), Pacific (P.), South Eastern (S.E.),

South Western (S.W.) and Southern (So.).

There is much more to finding the law, but not that much more. If you have the

citation any law librarian can find the work. Cases are the easiest to find, because

the library will have at least one set of reporters, if only the regional reporters. Statutes

and secondary sources like services and law reviews are more scarce, but law libraries

are very helpful on inter—library loans.

The most important thing you have to do when you have finally found the law is

to read each and every word.

Many states have recently amended their criminal codes to allow collectors to keep

antique slot machines; without such a law the machines are gambling devices and

are subject to seizure and destruction, no matter what they are worth. California Penal

Code Section 330.‘? states. in part as follows:

“It shall be a defense to any prosecution under this chapter relating to slot

machines . . . if the defendant shows that the slot machine is an antique slot

machine and was not operated for gambling purposes while in the defendant's

possession. For the purposes of this section, a slot machine shall be conclusively

presumed an antique slot machine if it was manufactured prior to 1941."
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The law means what it says, but it takes a careful reading to understand it fully.
In every criminal case the prosecution has the burden of proving beyond a reasonable

doubt each and every element of the crime. Yet this statute seems to put the burden
on the defendant? Is that constitutional? Yes, because we are not dealing with an

element of the crime of possessing a slot machine, we are giving the defendant an

affirmative defense. Without this defense the collector would be guilty of the crime
of having a slot machine.

What does the defendant have to show? Not just that it is an antique. The burden

is on the defendant to also prove that the machine was not operated for gambling
purposes while he had it. How can he prove that? The collector can take the stand

and testify that he never let anyone use it. But if there are newly minted coins inside,

or someone says they used it at a party, or the jury simply does not believe the col-

lector he will be convicted and his antique destroyed. The language of the law prac-
tically requires the owner to plug up the slot, only then can he be sure he’ll meet

his burden of proof.

What about the antique part? Is the owner out of luck if the machine was manufac-

tured in 1942? Not at all. The language of the law is clear, if read carefully. If the
collector can prove it was manufactured before 1941 he has proved it is an antique,
the issue is “conclusively presumed," which would indicate the prosecution cannot
offer any evidence to show it is not an antique. If the machine was made after 1941

there is no automatic result, but the collector can still put on evidence to show that

it is an antique. What type of evidence? Normally, issues such as this require expert
witnesses, say an antique dealer, who can testify under oath that in his opinion the
machine is an antique.

Although the law was clear in theory, in practice it had been a mess. The problem
was that many slot machines have some parts manufactured before 1941, and some

parts after, while other machines are either reproductions of earlier models or are

considered antiques by traders, though manufactured after 1941. On September 18,
1985, the Governor of California signed a bill, changing Penal Code Section 330.7,

in an attempt to set up an objective standard of what is an antique slot machine:

“For the purposes of this section, the term ‘antique slot machine’ means a

slot machine manufactured in the United States of which two—thirds or more,

by count, of the visible exterior metal components (excluding fasteners) are
original equipment manufactured prior to 1956; provided, however, that if the

machine has a front or top casting, or both, the front casting or the top casting
must have been manufactured prior to 1956.”

Every law can be analyzed in the same way. What a lawyer does, or at least what

they are supposed to do, is to read, carefully, every word of the applicable law, analyze
it, and then apply the law to your particular fact situation, using the general prin-
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ciples they learned in law school. If you have a legal problem related to gambling

go to your lawyer. If you do not understand what your lawyer is saying, after you
have read this book, the chances are that the trouble is not one of communication,

the trouble is with your lawyer.
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Gambling, whether legal or illegal, has one characteristic that makes it stand out

from most other American businesses: the goods and services being “sold" are money.

This makes it uniquely subject to regulation by government tax authorities.

There is really nothing like gambling as an enterprise. On the legal side of cor-

porate America there are banks and other financial institutions that deal in cash.

However, these are highly regulated, and every business transaction creates a paper
record.

On the illegal side there is a large underground economy, estimated to be in the

billions of dollars. Floating around the United States today is nearly $80 billion in

cash, $30 billion in the form of $50 and $100 bills. Only five percent of the bigger

bills are in banks. Counting all other legitimate uses of big bills, at least $40 billion
remains unaccounted.

Much of this is illegal gambling. but almost anything else can be bought for cash

or swapped in unreported exchanges. Unreported cash transactions are not limited

to prostitutes and drug dealers; there are farmers, barbers and even lawyers who are

willing to sell you food, cut your hair or draw up your will for cash or a trade, no

questions asked. But most of this underground economy involves the supplying of

goods or services, even if there are no paper records. On the criminal side, besides

gambling, probably only usurious loans—loan shat-ks—have money itself as the

business commodity.

Since gambling's only commodity is cash, the government uses its taxing power

to generate income and, more importantly, to control the activity. In most other

businesses the paying and reporting "of taxes are used solely to raise revenue. When

it comes to gambling, raising revenue is often secondary to catching crooks.

It is always easy to impose or raise taxes on what is viewed as a vice, the so-called

sin taxes: alcohol, tobacco and gambling. The idea is that people shouldn't be doing
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these things anyway, although we can’t stop them, so the government might as well
make some money off of it. And by making the vice expensive the government can
control and limit it. No politician ever got votes by advocating that the sin taxes should
be lowered.

Sin taxes are not new. One of the first tests of the new United States government

after the Revolution, and the First tax revolt, was the Whiskey Rebellion in 1794. One

of the first taxes imposed by the new Congress was an excise duty on whiskey. The
problem was the remote farmers in western Pennsylvania refused to pay the tax since

they viewed whiskey as a medium of exchange, not as a vice (it cost too much to
ship grain so they converted the grain into whiskey for trading).

Since it is easy to impose sin taxes, every taxing authority does it. For an industry

like liquor the result is having to deal with 50 state laws, each one requiring different
size bottles.

Since it is easy to raise sin taxes, every taxing authority does that. too. Taxes can
be raised as if there were no limit; no one with any political clout will complain,

the way they would if income, sales or property taxes were raised. If the lawmakers

think at all about the impact of higher taxes they figure the consequences will be

positive: if the tax becomes too expensive people will just have to cut down on their
vices.

What the government does not realize is that even vice is subject to the laws of

economics. Maybe more so than “legitimate" businesses, since many of the sinners

are addicted and cannot quit, even if they wish. Raising the costs of a legalized vice

through taxes can drive customers into the arms of illegal entrepreneurs, who will

supply the public demand at a cheaper price. The laws of supply and demand are

not limited to respectable goods, or even to gambling. When the taxes on cigarettes

soared illegal operators hijacked trucks to cash in on the unfulfilled demand.
Government knows what it wants to do with the gambling tax laws: it wants to

raise money at the same time as it controls illegal gambling. An analogy can be made

to tariffs. The government puts a tax on certain imports not only to raise money but

to protect home industry against foreign competition. Sometimes, when local industry

is really in bad shape, the tariffs become walls to completely prevent foreign goods

from being imported.

The problem with using the tax code for other than raising revenue is twofold.

On a philosophical level the tax laws were not created for these ulterior purposes;

in effect it is a misuse of the law that can lead to further misuse. Was it proper to

bust Al Capone for tax evasion when the government could not convict him of anything

else? Would it be proper to use it similarly against others? The government once

closed down some newspaper publishers it didn’t like for non-payment of taxes.

On a practical level the government has always had trouble predicting the conse—

quences of using the tax code for non-tax purposes. One reason taxes are so com-
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plicated is that lawmakers immediately think about giving a tax incentive to every
program the government wants to implement, from day care centers to windmills.
In gambling, government messing with the tax laws has ramifications for millions

of people and goes far beyond the mere catching of crooks.

With gambling, the federal and state governments have, on occasion, used the tax

laws primarily for control, with raising revenue a secondary goal at best. To effect

control, the major weapons have been to require gambling operations to document
their cash transactions and to send reports to the regulatory officials. Economic con-

trols, taxing the illegal games out of business, has been rarely used, since this is

clearly a misuse of the power to tax. The power to tax is the power to destroy, but
not in this country.

In gambling money changes hands so quickly and with so little documentation that

the event is impossible to reconstruct without eye witnesses. For legal games this
means without documentation the regulators are nearly powerless to control the flow

of cash. Lack of control of the cash leads to all sorts of problems, including secret

criminal ownership, bribery, corruption, and evasion of taxes. For illegal games, by
definition, the entire enterprise exists because law enforcement is unable to stop the
exchange of money.

The legal games have fought against stiffer controls by the government of their

cash flow as long as there have been legal games. The lone exception is the state
lottery, which is the government.

In the past legal casinos may have fought against reporting requirements because
of secret criminal ownership. Today, the fight is over independence, the cost of record
keeping, and interference with the play of the games.

Imagine having to fill out the forms required for a cash deposit at your bank every
time you wanted to place a bet on a roll of the dice at craps. The technology does
exist for having players deposit money in advance and bet on computer consoles or
the like, but nobody is seriously advocating that type of control. The regulators are
for the most part satisfied with the cash documentation requirements they now have
in place.

Controversies continue to erupt over the tax regulation of legal games. The IRS
fought for years to get the casinos to withhold taxes on the tokes (tips) given casino
dealers. And the IRS has apparently never been successful in stationing agents in
the cash counting rooms of the casinos.

But the current controversy involves casinos in a somewhat bizarre way.
The Reagan Administration has imposed a regulation requiring casinos to file de-

tailed reports on their high rollers. In addition, the IRS will be able to inspect casino
credit files on a routine basis.

Pawn shops, stock and commodity brokers, travel agencies, and jewelers are already
required to file these forms. Yacht and car dealers are routinely reported to the govern-
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ment. If the Reagan Administration's idea is to track drug dealers through their cash

expenditures everybody could be made to report every cash deal: file a form with
the government everytime you buy or sell land, furniture, clothing or visit your doc-
tor or lawyer. In fact, there is a controversy brewing because the government is try-

ing to get lawyers who receive large cash payments to report the names of their clients.
The attempt to bring casinos under the Bank Secrecy Act reflects a current trend

to use the taxing power solely for control. In the past the government has flip—flopped
in its attitude toward the two uses of the tax code, raising money and control of

criminals, and some of these old laws are still on the books. Sometimes the goal

has been to raise tax revenue; at other times the government said it wanted to put

the illegal operators out of business. Usually the government said it could do both.
The result has been a mishmash of tax statutes, revenue rulings and court deci-

sions that are overlapping and confusing. Sometimes the law got thrown out com-

pletely. When the law is still on the books it often does not amount to much. To
borrow a term from accounting, the bottom line is that the tax laws on gambling

have obtained neither of their goals. But the laws are still a headache to all gamblers,

from bookies to lottery winners.

It is not really surprising that the gambling tax laws have neither raised large amounts

of money nor have they put the illegal games out of business. The goals are in direct
conflict with each other. If the goal is to raise money the illegal businesses should
be encouraged to expand; if the goal is to put them out of business no tax money
will be raised.

When the government tries to do both at once it fails. If the tax on gambling is

too high it will put the operators out of business. If the tax on gambling is too low
there is no incentive for the IRS to try and enforce the law.

An illegal game, by its very nature, is not much interested in obeying the laws.
The Treasury Department, which has a very small staff for enforcement relative to
the number of taxpayers, is more interested in going after big tax evaders. Why audit

a mom and pop operation when you can go after Exxon? The tax money involved
in illegal operations is not enough to excite the IRS; nor is the underlying crime.

Al Capone is one thing, neighborhood bookies are another. The IRS in enforcing

the gambling tax laws is subject to the same pressure as all law enforcement: the
public wants the anti-gambling laws on the books but does not really want them

vigorously enforced.

The federal government first imposed a stamp tax on slot machines in 1941. The
tax was $10 for devices designed for amusement only, and $50 for gambling machines.

The tax was raised to $100 in 1942, $150 in 1950, $250 in 1951.

The Gambling Device Stamp Tax Act was partially gutted by decisions of the United

States Supreme Court in 1968 and was repealed by an Act of Congress on November

6, 1978, effective July 1, 1980.
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Even before the law was thrown out it was virtually useless. The tax originally
applied only to “coin—operated gaming devices.” limiting the law to traditional slot

machines that operate by the insertion of a coin. Amusement devices were exempted
from the gambling tax. Gambling pinball machines, where a player rolled balls in

an attempt to line up a winning combination on a bingo card layout, were taxed only

if an IRS agent happened to observe an actual payoff being made, which did not hap-
pen very often. These loopholes were eventually closed, but the damage to the law
was irreversible.

In 1952 Congress enacted the Wagering Tax Act, which imposed a 10 percent ex-
cise tax on any wager made in the United States and required anyone engaged in

the business of accepting wagers to register and pay a special occupational tax of

$50 per year. Gambling operators were required to keep a daily record showing the
gross amount of bets taken, and the Act allowed inspection of the bet—taker’s books

"as frequently as may be needful to the enforcement" of this law. Payment of the
federal tax did not prevent the states from imposing their own, additional taxes.

The Wagering Tax Act had two exemptions: licensed parimutuels and coin-operated

devices; the first because the government was using its tax power to go after illegal
gamblers and the second because the federal Gaming Device Stamp Tax was sup-
posed to have already taken care of illegal machines.

The estimates of the possible revenue to be gained by taxing the gamblers have
been wildly optimistic. At the time the wagering taxes were enacted in 1952 it was

estimated the IRS would collect at least $400 million annually in additional revenue.
The actual results were about one-tenth that amount.

The U. S. Supreme Court declared the Wagering Tax Act constitutional as a revenue

measure in 1953. Fifteen years later the Court changed its mind.

At the height of the Warren Court’s expansion on the rights of the criminally ac-
cused, it was inevitable that the Court would find the gambling registration re—
quirements unconstitutional.

Despite the 1953 decision, it was clear the Act had been designed not as a revenue

measure, but rather to set up illegal gamblers as sitting ducks for prosecution. A
suspect was open to a gaming prosecution if he bought his stamp and paid his taxes--or
a tax case if he didn’t. When it appeared that the Court would not allow the IRS

to turn its records over to another arm of the federal government for prosecution,
the IRS contacted state and local lawmen instead. A suspect could be handed over

on a silver platter, with his own tax reports proving that he was involved in gambling
that was illegal under state law.

Justice John Harlan wrote for a 7 to l majority that setting up a suspect that way
violated the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrirnination. Buying a stamp was
a sort of forced admission in advance that targets a man for investigation and can

be used against him later in court. The convictions of two alleged gambling-tax evaders
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were overturned- Mm-chem‘ v. United States, 390 US. 39, Grossa v. United States,

390 U.S. 62 (1968).

The most interesting twist to the decision was that Chief Justice Earl Warren

dissented; in fact, he was the lone dissenter. The man who is remembered as the

architect who built the constitutional structure of rights for criminal defendants had

been a District Attorney, who once led a boarding party to shut down floating casinos

off Long Beach, California. “Gamblers? Warren wrote in dissent, “necessarily operate

furtively in the dark shadows of the underworld. Only by requiring that such in-

dividuals come forward . . . can Congress confidently expect that [their betting take]

. . . will be subject to the legitimate reach of the tax laws." 390 U.S. at 78 (Warren,

1., dissenting).

One fascinating result of the federal gambling taxes has been the disclosure of how

widespread illegal gambling has become. In 196?, the year before the stamp tax was

repealed, the [RS issued 22,396 stamps, one stamp for each location regardless of

the number of devices. Only 1,698 stamps were for locations having legal machines

in Nevada. Other states, where the machines were illegal, actually had more gam-

bling locations: Louisiana had 2,298 stamps and Tennessee 2,029. The total number

of gambling devices at all locations was 66,720, only one-third of which were legal
machines in Nevada.

It is impossible to know how many illegal machines ignored the stamp tax. But

the fact that there were 20,000 locations having illegal machines that voluntarily

reported their existence to the federal government gives some indication of what is

really going on in this country. This was in 1967, prior to the video poker craze and

at a time when operators could be turned over to local authorities for violating local

gambling laws.

A gambling machine cannot make money being hidden in a back room, they must

be kept in the open where the public can see them all of the time. The federal stamp
tax showed that local authorities could enforce their laws, when they wished. For

while West Virginia had 1,001 locations with illegal gambling devices and South

Carolina had 1,597; Maine, Connecticut and New York had none. For whatever reason,

local law enforcement was not always enforcing the law.

What is left of the gambling tax laws? A lot. The body of the law, registration and

raising revenue, still exists, even though the soul, setting up the gamblers as sitting

ducks, has been taken by the Court.

The excise tax on wagers, the occupational tax on gambling establishments, and

the registration requirements still exist, in reduced form. They can be found primarily

in Sections 4401 to 4424 of the Internal Revenue Code. These taxes on wagers used

to be administered exclusively by the Internal Revenue Service. On December 24,

I974, responsibility for enforcement was transferred to the Treasury Department's

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATP).
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Following the Supreme Court's decisions in 1968, holding the Fifth Amendment
right against self—incrirnination applies to wagering taxes, criminal investigations under
the wagering tax laws came to a virtual halt, with one major exception. Legal gam-
bling operations continued to file reports and were routinely audited and investigated
for skinuning. Reporting by illegal operations dropped dramatically; about the only
illegal gamblers investigated were those who filed false returns, and those unluclcy
enough to come to the attention of the ATP by being busted by other agencies for
other crimes.

The excise tax on wagers was reduced from ten percent to two percent in 1974.
The law was amended again in 1982 to lower the tax on legal bets only to one-quarter

of one percent (0.25%), illegal bets are still subject to a two percent (2 95) tax. The
changes are typical of the way the government manipulates gambling taxes for pur-
poses other than raising revenue. Lowering the tax would allow legal bookmakers
to be more competitive with their criminal counterparts, who do not pay the tax.
The change also reflects the new respectability of the legal gambling industry; it is
a breakthrough of sorts that Congress would care whether legal bookmakers were
driven out of business by the tax. Of course, it would have made more sense to

eliminate legal gambling from the tax completely, but as a vice legal gambling is
going to remain subject to discriminatory tax treatment. A legal bookmaker that passes
on the cost of these special taxes will continue to drive bettors to the criminal com-

petition; yet, a legal bookmaker who absorbs the taxes may drive himself out of
business.

Gambling operators must file a Form 730. Tax on Wagering, each month with the
IRS to pay and report the excise tax on wagers.

D|noI1maMo1t|I¢T!euI:ry—<IIlI¢l7flIRI1rInuISImGI

Tax on Wagering (Section 4401 0! the internal Revenue cm)
\‘our name and amrmtfium wvcurnunt)

OMB No 1555-0235
EIWII 9-1005

    

  
  

  
 

  
  

Farm 738
(Rev. June 1984) 
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aim in on «ma aulhumd undo llu In cl Inc min in shun: main mills of mu
Irnuuntsrn line 3} . . . . . . . . . _ . ._
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The excise tax is based on the total amount bet, including all charges. This is similar
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to a sales tax. If the gambling establishment wishes to, it can collect the two percent

or one-quarter of one percent separately.
Only people “engaged in the business of accepting wagers" are liable for the tax,

never the better. The tax applies to wagers accepted in the United States. Employees

are not liable, but only if they register with the IRS. See Form ll—C in this chapter.

Not every gambling operator has to pay this tax. Exempted by statute are licensed

parimutuels, state lotteries, and coin—operated or similiar devices. This last excep-
tion is a carry-over from the defunct Gaming Device Stamp Tax, and has been kept
in the law, for some reason. A bar with video slot machines would be exempt from

the excise tax because of this anachronism.

Other operators are also exempt. The definition of “wagers" is very limited. A
wager means a bet on a sports event or contest, but only if the bet is placed with
“a person engaged in the business of accepting such wagers,” in other words a bookie.
A wager can also be a bet placed in a sports pool, but only if the pool is conducted

for profit. These laws were meant to exempt bets between friends and office pools.
A bet on a lottery conducted for profit is also a wager, but lottery is also carefully

defined. A lottery includes the numbers game, policy, and similar types of wagering.

Charity raffles are excluded. But also explicitly excluded is “any game of a type in

which usually (i) the wagers are placed, (ii) the winners are determined, and (iii)

the distribution of prizes or other property is made, in the presence of all persons

placing wagers in such game.” This is Congress's way of saying there is no excise
tax on poker and craps.

The courts have held that gambling pinball machines and punchboards are lotteries

conducted for profit. Casual operators are subject to the tax, even if the individual
is only incidentally engaged in accepting bets.

The Supreme Court had no trouble finding the government had the power to tax

an activity that was illegal. As a small compensation, the Court found the illegal
operators were entitled to business tax breaks, including deducting the federal excise
tax as an ordinary and necessary business expense.

The law requires each person liable for the excise tax to keep a daily record show-

ing the gross amount of all wagers. The IRS has expanded that requirement to in-
clude just about every document created by a gambling game, declaring,

“Credit play memorandum often referred to as a serialized record, rim card,

pit card, table card, or master card containing the necessary data and the

signatures of the individuals giving the credit, individual game records such
as count cards, game sheets, shift sheets, stiff sheets, and shift summaries, credit

slips showing amount due gaming table, fill slips showing amounts furnished
gaming table, daily customer's I.0.U. records, individual credit records often
referred to as credit card, credit documents of any type prepared by cashiers

to record advance of cash or chips to players in return for I.O.U.’s or checks,
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and slot machine records including gross receipts, jackpot payouts, reel strip
settings, and meter readings for each machine, all constitute records for tax

purposes and must be retained as long as material in tax determination."
Rev. Rul. 7'2-554.

If the gambling operator does not pay the various taxes there are all sorts of criminal

penalties, as you would imagine. In those rare instances when an illegal operation
is busted the IRS can start a civil action to collect back taxes, which can be an addi-

tional extremely costly penalty. But how does the IRS determine how much to col-

lect, assuming the bookie doesn’t file a form?

In one case a bookie failed to file his returns. The court held the IRS could deter-

mine the tax using previous years returns. That is an easy case. The more difficult

case, where there are no previous returns, and the bookie does not keep records,
the IRS is allowed to use any reasonable method to reconstruct the action. The burden

is then on the taxpayer to try and disprove the IRS.

One taxpayer won his suit for a refund when he testified that, although he kept
no records, he did keep the wagers he accepted separate from other money. He swore

he took in about $100 per day. When the court opened the paper sack that had been
seized by the FBI on the day of the raid the judge found $101 in cash.

A completely separate occupational tax is imposed on anyone liable for the excise

tax. The occupational tax was raised from $50 to $500 per year in 1974, but was

lowered again to $50 for legal operators and their employees. Illegal gambling

operators, and their employees, still have to pay $500 per year. If you qualify, you
must file a Form II-C, and pay the occupational and excise taxes due.

You are required to give the IRS your name and residence. In addition, if you are

the boss, you must report each place of business where the gambling takes place,

and the name and residence of each person who is engaged in receiving wagers on
your behalf. If you are the employee, you must turn over the name and residence

of your boss. Companies must report the names and addresses of its individuals.

The IRS is free to require additional information. It is a felony to make a false state-
ment to any federal agency.

It is important for everyone associated with a gambling business that accepts wagers
(under the definition of "wagers”) to register and pay the occupational tax. This in-
cludes employees who deal with the public.

The penalties for non-registration can be severe. Willful refusal to pay is a crime.
An employee who is required to register and does not do so is liable for the excise

tax on all bets he takes in for his boss. For the boss, non-registration can result in

forfeiture of all cash used in the business as well as all other business property. One
bookie was able to save his new Cadillac El Dorado only by registering at the last
minute.
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Instructions
rsecrioii iererei-was are M the rnlerriarkevenue
Cour unless otherwise noted‘ l

Paperwork Reduction Act Notice.-
iriie asli loi this iriiorrnalion to carry out the
lnteinrii Revenue laws of lhe United States
WI! need it to ensure that taxpayers are
complying with these laws and to allow us to
Irgure and collect the right amount ol la:
Vou are required to give us this inlormation

I. llllho Mus‘! Flla-.—-ll you are liable for
the excise la: imposed by section 4401. or
it you are engaged In receivin wagers lor or
on behall of any person so he I9. you are
suhiecl to a special laii of $500 per year
imposed by section M-1]. and must file
Form 11 C The rate is 550 per year only it
atl wagers are authorized under the law or
the state in which accepted

In addition. you must tile Form 7.30. Tall.
on Wagering, each month to pay and reportthe Iaii on wagers

Section -142] delines the term "wager"
to mean (1) any wager with respect to a
sports event or a contest placed with it
person engaged in the business oi
accepting such wagers. {2} any wager
placed in .1 wagering pool with respect to a
sports event or a co ntesl. it such pool is
conducted for prolit, and (3) any wager
placed in a lottery conducted for proiil.

The term -'Ioriery" includesthe numbers
game. policy, punchboards. and similar
types at wagering The term does not
include (A) any game of a type in which
usually (1) the wagers are placed, (2) the
winners are determined. and :3) the
distribution of prizes or other property is
made. In the presence of all persons placing
wagers in such game, and (3) any drawing
conducted by an organization eiritnipt lrorn
teal under sections 501 and 521. if no partof the net proceeds derived from such
oraiinog inure: to the benefit of any privateshareholder or individual

It you are required to file Form 1 1-C. and
have not applied for an employer
ioenlilicalinn number. please complete
Form S3-4. Application for Employer
Identification Number. and attach it to your
return when you file It you have applied for
a number but have not received notice of it
by the time you must file. ptease viirile
"Number applied Ior" in the titocli on the
Tom! for the number

2, lililheii to File.-
ia} Flrst and Ronoiiial Returns and

Applications for llegIstry.~Foim 1l~G
serves two pur oses (A) a special tax return
and (B) an app icatiori tor registry You must
Iile the hint return and application loi
tflslslril ht-‘fail’-‘ engaging in the activity in
Wlllfih you become liable for the special tail
on wagering You must ill: renewal returns
and applications by July 1 of each year
thereafter during which taxable activity
continues Changes in ownership which
inquire a return and application for registry.
and which result in special tax liability.
include the following

tllifidmissiori or new members to a firm
or partnership

(2) Formation of a corporation to
continue the business ol a partnership.

til} Continuance oi the corporate
business by a stockliold er alter the
corporation is dissolved

{bl Supplemental Applications tor
Registry. ——-It you have a change ol place oi‘
bU5IflE5S 0! rd-slderice address. you must be
registered by filing a Form 1 1-5. checking
the block designated "SI.lppIe.i1-rental return
and application." and iving the new ad-
dress and the date or c ange beiore (1)
you engage in any wagering activity at the
new address. or (2) the termination ol a
30-day period which begins on the day after
the date oi such change. whichever occursfirst

Any other change must also be
registered within 30 days after such
change Examples oi other chan include
the follovvin (1 J continuance o the
operation it a Business iii a deceased
person. who has paid the special iaii. by the
surviving spouse or child. or exec ulor or
administrator. or other legal representative.
(2) continuance oi a business by a receiver
or trustee Il'I bankruptcy. (3) continuance of
a business by an assigned for the bcneiil ol
creditors, :4] withdrawal from a llrrn or
partnership ol one or more members, and
(Er) rnere change of corporate name Failure
to comply with those requirements will
result in additional tax and penalty The
tail payer's special in stamp nun!
accompany such supplemental
application tor proper notation.

Not later than 10 days after engaging a
new agent or employee to receive wagers,
an indiliid ual accepting wagers on his or her
own account shall registerthe name.
number appearing on the special tax stamp.
address. and social security number or each
such agent or employee by iilirig a Form
ll-C ties ignateo "Supplemental Return."

Likewise. an agent or ernfiiloyee receivingwagers on behalf of anot or must register
the name. address. and social security
number of each additional person by whom
he or she is engaged to receive wagers
within 10 clays after being so engaged.

3(a). Il'i‘h|rc to FlIa.--
It Iiir iiilnrlpalliiiulnim. Send your rnuni in

c in or agency. or last Ii-rtiinul ltnuriiiniruldanca In Ila can If! Silrvlu Cooler it tell
lndliililiiul. II Iiicand Ill aililmn

1' F

New Jersey. N!'Ifi:tJlI Citya co nI- .
?r'é.....'.'.i.?.i‘i..ii. §’.‘.l' H-iiw-Iii-Ni 0°50!lllleslchzsler
New Vb-‘Ii tlllditlhei
counties , Connecticut.Maine cliiiisctt . Andoicr. MI 05501
New itainpshiie 3Island. Verllioril
Delaware. District ol
Cnluirlbla. Maryland.Pennsylvania
Alabama, Florida.
Georgia. Mississippi.South Carolina
Mii:l'ii,giiri_ flhio
ifirhanim. ilansas.
Louisiana. liilvr Melisa.
Ulilahonii. feiiai.
Masha. Arizona. Colorado,Idaho. MiiIriirscta_ Montana.
Nebraska. Nevada. liliirtii

Diiliolri. DIILEDPI. SouthDaliola Lila _WasIilIig!oiiWyorriirig
Illinois. Iowa.
Missouri. \‘i'lscorisiri
California. Haiiiaii
Indiana. llcniucliy.liliirtti Carolina. Tciiiiouec
Virginie. West Virgrriid

Plil-llbdclllhla. P! 193.55

rltlania. EA 3 I [O1

Cinciriiillti. OH #5993

Austin. T! 13301

o[liIlll.UT aiizoi

  
Ilanisas city. M0 6-6999

Fiuno. Ell E3535 

Merripiiis. TN 31501
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It you have no legal residence. Drificlnal
place of Duslfifis or principal ollice or
agency in any Internal Revenue oistiici lile

éour return with the Internal Flevenueervice Center, Philadelphia. Pa 19255
(b) Hiiirid—Carrt|ld Re'tl.irns.— Returns

that are tiled by hand-carrying (as delirieij in
Regulations section 301 609] lit); shall
be rllocl with the District Director or with anypermanent post of duty within that Internal
Revenue district

I. Computation at the Special Tax on
Wagering. -'-SDECIEI tax liability is
computed lrom July 1 ol each year. or the
first day of the month during which you
began the business. to llio lolloiving June
30 For a renewal or lo: a business begun
during July. the tail is 5500 it you begin
business after the month ol July compute
the tint to be remitted by rnultiplying the
rrionthly rate ol Sill 66*: by the number oi
months remaining in the liscal year
Example ll you began the business in
November, compute liability as lollows
541.55% K 3 {the number at months.
remaining in the iiscal year} equals
$333.33. the amount to be remitted Enter
the amount ol tax in the designated blocli
on the return Since the tax is only $50
when wagering is authorized under state
Iaiiii. use 10% ol the above ligures to
illustrate the liability

5. PeI'I.I|lles.—i|l you do noi lile the
return betore engaging in the activity in
which you become liable tor the
occupational tax on wagering. you may
incur the penalties prescribed by sections
6651 and 6653 In Eld|1Illd|'I_ under the
provisions of section T252. ii‘ you perform
any act that ma lies you Iia ble loi the special
tax. without having paid such tax, you will
incur a line ol not less than 51.000 and not
more than 55.000 For iivilliul lailure Io III:
a return or pay the tax. the penalties under
sections IP20}. and '.l'2{_'i3 may be imposed
For making and subscribing a Ialse returnstatement or other document under the
penalties of periury. or aiding or advisingthe preparation ol such returns. statements
or other documents. the penalties under
sections l'206{.l.,land r'2tlEi(2} may beimposed

Under section 1001 or Title 18. U 5 C .
whoever knowingly makes any false or
iictitinus statement with respect to the
payment of the special laii. such as the
giving oi a lalse riarrle or address, shall be
fined not more than 510.000 or imprusoncd
not more than 5 years. or both

6. Disclosure ol wagering Tali
lntorII'Iallon.——No Treasury Department
ollicral or employee may disclose. eiicept inconnection with the administration or
enforcement oi‘ Internal Revenue tailes. any
oocumeht or record supplied by a taxpayer
In wriflection with such laiii-.5. or any
information obtained through any such
documents or records Additionally, certain
documents related to wagering laiies. and
information obtained through such
documents. may not be used against the
taxpayer in any criminal proceeding, exceptin cl:lrIi"iec1Ior'i with the administration or
eniorcemeni of Internal Revenue taxes See
section 4424 for more detailed inlorrriation
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It does not matter if you only accept bets a few months out of the year, you are

liable for the full $500 or $50.

Since state lotteries are exempt from the excise tax they are also exempt from the

occupational tax. The IRS has ruled that a store that has a coin-operated vending
machine to sell state lottery tickets does not have to register. Neither does an OTB
outlet.

There are still Fifth Amendment problems with this tax. The Fifth Amendment

right against self-incrimination applies to criminal proceedings; you have the right
to refuse to make a statement to the government if those statements can be used against

you in a criminal action. However, two federal courts have ruled that civil actions
to collect the tax do not fall under the constitutional protection. You cannot claim

fear of criminal prosecution as an excuse for failing to register.
Registering and paying the tax does not protect you from local anti-gambling laws;

in fact, in at least one case. it can have the opposite effect. The Supreme Court of

Tennessee upheld a city ordinance that made it unlawful to possess a federal wager

stamp. Of course, the Supreme Court knocked out the provision in the tax Code that

required the IRS to open its records to local law enforcement to see who has registered.
The IRS can inspect the books of any person liable for the gambling taxes as fre-

quently as “may be needful Disclosure of the wagering tax information discovered
is now strictly forbidden. No employee of the Treasury Department “may divulge
or make known in any manner whatever to any person" any of the following: any

tax return. payment or registration; any record examined by the government; any
information derived from any of these documents. Of course, the government can

use this information to prosecute for failing to register or pay the taxes themselves.
Other than for that limited use, the information obtained from these wagering taxes

cannot be used in any criminal proceedings against that taxpayer.

The law can work to the benefit of the gambler. In a recent case the FBI had in-

dependently discovered betting slips and other records of a gambling operation.

without any assistance from the Treasury Department. The court suppressed the

records, even though the tax Code on its face only applies to documents turned over
to the IRS. The court stated that the seIf—incrimination privilege of the Fifth Amend-

ment does not allow the government to compel a bookmaker to prepare and maintain
records showing his gross wages under penalty of prosecution for failure to maintain
them, and then to use those same wagering records to convict him of illegal gamhling.

Of the two functions of the tax laws, control and revenue, the government's in-

terest in gambling operations is clearly primarily one of control. The opposite is
true when the government looks to the other side of the gambling tables. The IRS’s
main interest in players is to capture part of their winnings.

The government does this through two main weapons: withholding and reporting.

By requiring state lotteries and race tracks to withhold 20% before a big winner is
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paid, the government can be sure of getting at least that amount in taxes. In all cases

where winnings are withheld, and in other big winnings, for bingo, keno and slot
machines for example, a tax report has to filed by the gambling establishment with
the IRS. The report gives the IRS the information necessary to find the big winner
should he decide not to pay the taxes due.

Gambling winnings are considered income and are taxed at the same high tax rate
as salaries and interest income. Taxing winnings reflects a deep. abiding American
philosophy: people should not get something for nothing. From the Puritan days to
the present, gambling is seen as inherently dangerous because it encourages the idea
that an individual can succeed without work. Even tax reformers have rebelled at

the thought of the government aiding the ne’er—do-well by giving him a tax break,

while working men and women have to not only support their families but the govem-
ment as well.

Gambling losses are another matter. The government feels that since people should
not be gambling at all it does not have to give the players any tax breaks. It would

be impossible to tax only winnings and not allow any deduction for losses; that would

mean each time you won a hand at blackjack you would have to report it as income,
even if you lost the next hand for the same amount. The Tax Code allows a player
to deduct gambling losses, but only up to the amount won.

Government in the United States has always been somewhat paternalistic toward

its citizens. While we proclaim personal liberty we often tell people, by law, what

they should do for their own best interest. The Prohibition experiment is the best
example. Legal gambling is another. We make gambling legal and then discourage
people from playing. through taxes and other disincentives.

State lotteries never pay out million dollar winnings in one bulk sum. Payments

are spread out over twenty or more years. This is done in part so the tax burden
on the winner will be less. But it is also done to protect the winners from themselves.
Winners cannot blow their winnings all at once; they are not even allowed to borrow
against guaranteed future payments. By statute a lottery winner cannot use future

payments as collateral for a loan or sell those rights to another person.

At times the government’s policies can be schizophrenic. An extreme example
developed in Colorado recently. Jane Mary Annabelle Castillo. a welfare mother of

four, cashed her $459 check for Aid to Families with Dependent Children at a super-
market and bought five $1 lottery tickets. She won $10,000, which she immediately
spent on an overpriced, broken down car, TVs. a stereo and restaurant dinners. In

a week the money was gone. She failed to tell the welfare office of her big win, but
they found out nonetheless. As a result her welfare payments were cut off for 13
months; Castillo and her young children lost their only means of support.

Whether you feel that a woman born and raised on welfare should be gambling
with her children's food money is beside the point; Mrs. Castillo was doing exactly
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what the state of Colorado told her she should do. The state lottery actively pro-

motes gambling; the advertisements did not tell her that whatever she won in the

lottery she would lose in welfare.

Other countries, such as Canada, have found it easier to separate their economic

policies from their ideologies. American lotteries mislead the players; it costs the

lotteries less than $400,000 to buy an annuity for a 20-year “$1 million“ winner.

Canadian lotteries pay what they say they are paying, in one lump sum. And Canada

does not tax lottery winnings. This encourages people to play the legal games over

the illegal ones.

These are the only special federal taxes on gambling. The various state and local

governments are free to impose their own taxes. Where gambling is legal, govern-

ment has rushed in. And, as I showed before, sin taxes are the easiest taxes to im-

pose and to raise.

Casinos in Nevada pay an enormous amount in different taxes. When casino gam-

bling was legalized in 1931 the power to tax and license was given to the counties.

Poker was taxed at $25 per month per table, craps and blackjack at $50, slot machines
at $10 each.

In 1945 the state imposed a Quarterly State License Fee based on gross gaming

revenue. This tax has been raised over the years from one percent to the current rate

of three percent on gross gaming revenue under $600,000 per year to five and three-

quarters percent on the big casinos winnings.

In 1949 the Nevada Legislature assessed an Annual State License Fee based on

the number of games operated by an establishment. Again, the rates went up over

the years. Today a casino with one game pays $100 per year, a casino with 17 or

more games pays $16,000 plus $200 for each game over l6.

Other taxes followed. The slot machine license fee came in 1967: $35 per quarter

per machine for small operators, $20 for larger ones. In addition 1967 saw the in-
troduction of a Quarterly State License fee based on the number of games: one game

pays $12.50 per quarter, 36 games pays $20,000 per quarter, plus $25 for each game
over 35.

A state Casino Entertainment Tax was instituted in 1965 at five percent and later

raised to ten percent. Small casinos are exempt, but the rest have to fork over ten

percent on all sales of merchandise, food and beverages, and admissions while the

casino is actually furnishing entertainment.

The one time a tax on gambling was eliminated the casinos still did not get a break.

There used to be a federal stamp tax of $250 on each slot machine. The state of Nevada

saw that the federal stamp tax was going to be repealed in 1980 so the state set up

a new tax to take its place, effective the day the federal tax ended.

Race wires, providing horse racing information, are charged $10 per day for each

race book service. Paritnutuel wagering is also licensed and taxed.
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Even the application fee is going up. Nevada gaming officials have proposed rais-
ing the application fee for restricted licenses, slot machines in restaurants. etc. , from

$50 to $150, and non-restricted licenses. casinos, from $250 to $500. This applica-
tion fee is actually minimal compared to hundreds of thousands of dollars in in-

vestigative costs the Gaming Control Board can run up, costs that the applicant has
to pay, even if he never gets his license.

The cities, counties and towns in Nevada are free to impose additional taxes, which
they all do.

I have focused on the special taxes imposed on gambling because those taxes are
special; they are used to control as much as to raise revenue. Of course, there also

are all those taxes every business has to pay: income taxes, property taxes and sales
taxes.

Income taxes have proven to be a major concern to the government because it feels,

quite rightly. that large amounts of taxable income are not being reported. With legal
casinos the problem is skimming. There is little that can be done to stop casino in-
siders from diverting cash, and doctoring up of documents. except to punish the
wrongdoers after the fact.

As to the gamblers themselves, the government knows winners are not going to
run forward and give themselves up to the IRS. Can the IRS do anything? It can,
and it has, with withholding and reporting requirements. Can the gambler do anything
about it? Not much. except there are ways of cutting down on the tax, including tak-
ing gambling losses off your taxes. Taxes and the single gambler (or married for
that matter) is our next case study.
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Expenses off Your Taxes

In the ABC television Show “Lottery!” a U.S. Internal Revenue Service Special

Agent accompanies the lottery representative who merrily hands out envelopes filled

with multi-million-dollar checks. Although the IRS’s presence on the show may be

simply a device to keep the plots going (after all, a lottery agent doesn’t get to carry

a gun, but an IRS agent does). the show greatly underestimates the Governments

ingenuity and resources.

Can the IRS have a man stationed in every casino full-time? At every horse and

dog track? In every state lottery every day? And since even illegal winnings are tax-

able, can the IRS be at every big stakes poker game, in every bookie joint, and follow-

ing every floating crap game? As those unfortunate gamblers now serving time for

income tax evasion can testify, the answer is yes: the IRS does have a man wherever

there is a big winner. The “man” is the gambling establishment itself.

Nobody likes it very much but the law makes the gambling establishment into an

enforcement aim of the IRS. And the operator of an illegal game, who naturally enough

will not report to the IRS when one of his players wins big, can find himself in-

vestigated by the FBI and subject to federal prosecution.

The IRS requires that a form be filed when a gambling establishment withholds

gambling winnings so the government will know who the player is to collect any
additional taxes owed.

Form W-2G, “Statement for Certain Gambling Winnings," is a four-part form that

lets the IRS know of certain big winners. Copy A of the form is sent to the IRS;

Copy B is given to the winner to file with his federal tax return if the 20% tax has

been withheld; Copy C is for the winner’s records; and Copy D is kept by the gam-

bling establishment.

The Internal Revenue Code requires that everyone, from individuals and corpora-

tions to states and the federal government, must withhold 20 % , in certain cases, before
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General instructions
(Section references are re the Internal lteirerrue
Coda urrless-otherwise noted i
Paperwork Iloilticliusi -itIi:t NoIlm_—'We ask lei
this information to carry out the Internal Revenue
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oliiigation a form "Va. Ger-tilioale oi Fdtdlfifl
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clearing orga niution. bdl1il.Dl other llnani:r'ai
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ii-Iterisst not subiect to vrltlihoiding on bearer
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dtscrioed in section 4 ta 1(2). -IO3[a)(2]. or
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section 8Il'1[a)(.1,)(C}or 83l{a)(3).ga1ns subieot
to tax under SIECIHEIPI 3? l(a)(‘J.){D)di' 881 {and}.
and gains on trarieiers described II1 section 1235
made bolore October 5. 1966. to the Extent such
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rntrrin the United States (su sections 633 and
561 through 854} oi nonresident alien
individuals, foreign fl3l1l\'§|'3i'I'I'fl'..'p.¢'l'lD]"B'Ifl'|'Icorporations

also tile Form 1042 ii you pa gross investmentincome to loreign private loun airoris that are
Eu triecl to the tar Imposed by section -6943(3).

Yizking Gambling Losses and Expenses of Your Taxes
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Specific Instructions
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paying off gambling winnings. The 20% withholding is to ensure that the federal
government gets its tax share.

Nonresident aliens and foreign corporations were exempted from the 20%

withholding, because they are subjected to another, worse, 30% withholding. The
gambling house will give the nonresident alien winner a copy of a completed Form
10428. The house then sends a copy of the Form 10428 along with an Annual Return
Form 1042 to the IRS. The IRS gives the nonresident alien what it considers a break:
if too much was withheld the alien does not have to file a tax return. Since 30%

is an enormous amount of taxes, in most cases the alien should file a Form l040NR

to get back part of the winnings that were withheld.
There may in addition he withholding to pay for state income taxes. State taxes

are much smaller than the federal income tax and the amount withheld should also

be less. Since state tax law tends to follow federal tax law I will limit the discussion

and examples here to the federal tax. But be aware that those state taxes also exist.
Not all forms of gambling are subject to withholding.

The federal withholding law applies to state lotteries as well as privately owned

games; however, withholding only applies to the following winnings: 1) all state lot-
tery “proceeds" of more than $5,000; 2) sweepstakes, wagering pools, or lotteries
(other than state lotteries) proceeds of over $1,000; 3) horse race, dog race, jai alai
or other parimutuel bets or any other wager if the proceeds are over $1,000 and also
are at least 300 times the amount bet.

Notice that the statute uses the term “proceeds," not winnings; proceeds are win»

nings minus the amount bet. So a bet of $1 on a state lottery that wins $5,000 results
in proceeds of $4,999 and no money should be withheld for federal taxes. Even if
the proceeds were exactly $5,000, no money should be withheld, because the law
states the proceeds must be more than $5,000. Since ticket prices for state lotteries
are small it is safe to say any lottery prize larger than $5,000 will result in 20% being
withheld.

For parimutuel bets the proceeds (winnings less the amount bet) must exceed $1,000
and must be at least 300 times the wager; a bet of $5 that wins $1,400 should not

have anything withheld for federal taxes.

The requirement to withhold taxes for gambling winnings does not coincide com-
pletely with the requirement to report gambling winnings. The biggest difference
is with bingo, keno and slot machines.

If you win $1,200 or more from bingo or slot machines, the bingo hall or casino
must file a W-2G, reporting your winnings to the IRS. However, nothing can be
withheld for federal taxes, no matter how much you win. If you win $1,500 or more

in proceeds from keno, the casino must file a W-2G, but again, nothing can be
withheld, no matter how much you win. There is no logical reason for putting a $1,200
minimum threshold on bingo and slot machine winnings while making it $1,500 for
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keno. The law often consists of drawing lines at points that appear to be arbitrary.
The difference in reporting requirements for these games is probably just a historical
accident.

In these cases the IRS is obviously trying to find out who the winners are, but
Congress has not given it the power to withhold taxes in advance.

Lotteries, raffles, or drawings, such as those held by charities, must report anyone
who wins $600 or more, regardless of the odds. This differs from the requirement
that there be over $1,000 in proceeds before anything is withheld. If you win a televi-
sion set worth $900 from the Lions Club you will not have anything withheld, but
you will be reported to the IRS. If the prize is less than $600 there is no reporting
or withholding. If it is over $1,000, 20% will be taken off the top for the federal
government.

The same $600 minimum for reporting and $1,000 minimum for withholding ap-
plies to illegal wagers; although, the entire thing is generally ignored by the illegal
operators. The withholding and reporting laws apply to illegal bets as well as legal
ones, if the proceeds meet the standards. This was obviously designed to attack the
illegal numbers games. The withholding law cannot apply to blackjack or crap games,
whether legal or illegal, because there is no way to make a bet that gives winnings
300 times the size of the bet. The IRS reporting requirements could possibly apply
to craps and blackjack winnings over $600, but no one, including the IRS, has tried
to get casinos to report on these games.

The reporting requirements are more complicated for parimutuel bets. Remember,
the government withholds 20% of winnings only when the proceeds (winnings less
amount bet) are over $1,000 and are at least 300 times the amount bet. Smaller win-

nings will be reported, although no money will be withheld, under the following
rule: a W-2G must be filed if the winnings are $600 or more and are at least 300
times the amount bet.

I have calculated the minimum amount that you must have won for various amounts

bet before you are subject to withholding or reporting to the IRS. The calculations
are to the penny using the language of the Internal Revenue Code. The IRS may round
off numbers, but you should not, if it makes a difference in your favor. On a two
dollar bet the IRS can only withhold 20% if you have won at least $1,002 .01; if you
let them withhold for a winning of $1,002.00 you are giving them the free use of
$200 out of your pocket. The minimum amounts of winnings that are reported and
winnings that are subject to the 20% withholding are listed in Table I.

In the legal gaming establishment a bingo or slot machine winner of over $1,200
and a keno winner of over $1,500 will be handed a W-2G along with his winnings,
even though nothing is withheld. The winner is required to present two types of iden-
tification to aid the casino in filling out the form. Since most winners are more than

a little reluctant to tell the IRS about their big win the casino is put into a sticky
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TABLE 1

Subject Tb Withholding If Subject To Reporting If

Amount Bet Winnings Are At Least Winnings Are At Least

$0.50 $1,000.51 $600.00

$1.00 $l.00l.0l $600.00

$2.00 $1 .002.0l $600.00

$2.01 $1,002.02 $603.00

$3.00 $1 .003.0I $900.00

$3.33 $1,003.34 $999.00

$3.34 $1,003.35 $i.002.00

$3 .35 $1,008.36 reported because withheld
$3.50 $1 .053.5I

$4.00 $1 .204.0l

$5.00 $1 .5050]

$6.00 $1 ,806.0l

$3.00 $2.408.0l

$10.00 $3.010.0l

$20.00 $6.020.0i

$25.00 $7525.01

$50.00 $15,050.01

S 100-00 $30,100.01

situation: the casino can either get into a fight with the big winner (bad for public

relations) or get into a fight with the IRS (bad for staying out of jail).

The Nevada Gaming Control Board recognized “This requirement poses a prob-

lem for management when the winning patron does not have or refuses to produce

the required two pieces of identification. While the Gaming Control Board does not

wish to be the primary means of enforcing the federal regulations, the Board does

feel compelled to assist the gaming licensee [casino] with the identification problem."

The Board wisely set up a 24 hour, 7 days a week phone number to its Enforcement

Division to assist the casinos in dealing with uncooperative winners.

To make sure that the gambling establishment turns in all of its W—2G‘ , Copy A.

the IRS has devised a special form for transmitting W-2G’s. It is called a W-3G and
contains detailed instructions on how to file and how much to withhold.

The withholdings are treated exactly the same as the withholdings on your salary.

The government holds your money, and it is your money, not theirs, until you file

that year’s income tax return. The government does not pay you interest on the money
it has withheld, which is an additional bonus for them.

You can file a return and ask for some of the withholdings back, assuming you

do not make enough with your entire year‘s income to justify a 20% tax. You are,
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of course, required to file a tax return each year. But you can expect some of the
withholding back if too much was withheld. For the 1984 tax year the 20% bracket,
for total tax liability, is at about the $41,000 level: a married couple filing a joint
return and having a taxable income (line 37 on form 1040) of $41,000 pay: $8,195
in taxes, or 19.99%. (This is not the definition of 20% tax bracket usually used by
tax advisors. They are more interested in the tax on the next dollar, not your total
Form 5754
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Schedule I: {Form 1040) . See Putsltclllell 695. Tax Guide forCommercial Fisherman.

Bo: 5.-—On Sched ule C (Form 1040}.
lo: ?.—-Generaiiy_ these amounts are considered income from
unemployment. Report them as part at your trade or business in-
come on Schedule C or F [Form 1040). If you are not self-
employed. amounts paid to you tor services rendered are general-
ly reported on Forrrr 10-H0 on the line for Wages. Salaries. ‘fps.etc.

I01 I-—r'lI1 entry in the checkbox means sales to you o1'con~
surner products on a t:iuy—selI. de -commission. or any other
basis for resale. have amounted to 5.000 or more. The person lit-
in; this return does not have to show a dollar amount in this box.

Tggincome should generally be reported on Schedule l3{Fon1'l1 0).

See Publication 533. Salt-Employment Tax, for more information
on amounts considered self-employment Income. Since no in-
come orsocial security times will be withheld by the payer. you
may be required no make estimated tax payments. See FormIOIOES. Estimated Tea for lndivid uals.

i.e use-as1sea2

tax. At the $41,000 income level 34% of the next dollar you earned would go for
taxes, so they say you are in the 34% tax bracket. I find talking about the total tax
liability more useful.)

If you had won less than $40,000 and had no other income, you would get a re-
fund. Even if you had other income, such as a salary that was subject to withholding,
if your total income is below $40,000 you should get a refund. However, if your total
income is above $40,000, including your big gambling win, you will probably have
to pay additional taxes.

Since the federal income tax is a progressive tax, meaning the percentage taken
by the government increases with the amount earned, it is possible to lower your
taxes by splitting your earnings. If a single man buys a $1 lottery ticket and wins
$40,000 he will have no pay the federal government $9,759 in taxes. However. if two
single people each put in 50 cents for that same lottery ticket, each would report
$20,000 in winnings and pay only $3,212 each in taxes, or a total of $6,424. By split-
ting the winnings the two have saved $3,335 in taxes. This happens so often that the
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IRS has devised a font: for the times when one person places the bets for another

or for a group.

Form 5754 allows you to receive W—2G forms that properly reflect the amounts

won by each individual in the betting pool. On a smaller win, say $5,000 to $10,000
for a state lottery or $1,000 to $2,000 at the track, it should allow you to avoid

withholding. Two people going in on a lottery ticket and winning $8,000 results in
proceeds of $4,000 to each, below the minimum withholding requirement of $5,000.
Two people sharing a winning ticket at the track that paid $1,900 means each person
won $950, less than the $1,000 minimum for withholding.

Splitting of winnings can be so significant that even lottery multi-millionaires use
it to cut their taxes. The largest winner in American history, Michael E. Wittkowski

of Chicago, who won the Illinois state lottery, insisted that the prize be reported as
being split among his family members, despite the fact that he had won $40 million.
He wanted to recognize that his family had always pooled their bets, to share his
new fortune with those who had chipped in to buy the ticket. The resulting tax sav-

ings will be in the millions of dollars.
Tournaments are the latest craze to hit casinos and card rooms. Are tournament

winnings taxable? Of course. Everything you earn or win is taxable, with rare excep-
tions, like the Nobel Prize. Will the IRS know that you have won a tournament? They

should, because winnings are supposed to be reported by the tournament sponsors.

Tournament winners are specifically covered by Form 1099-MISC, which requires

businesses to report on prizes and awards given to nonemployees if over $600. The
tournament sponsors are required under IRS regulations to file copies of their
1099-MISC along with a Transmittal Form 1096; although in practice, very few tour-

nament operators actually report winners.

In fact, all gambling winnings are subject to a catch-all “$600 or more" rule in
the Internal Revenue Code: every person engaged in a trade of business who pays

$600 or more to another person in any taxable year is required to file an information
return with the IRS. The law has not been generally applied to casinos. The major

problem would be figuring out how much was won and whether the law applies.
Technically, each time a player leaves a table he has finished that game and should

report his winnings, even if he is just taking his chips to another table; in fact, since
the law covers “wagers" the player should report each bet made. Even the IRS sees

this is impossible to enforce, at least with table games in casinos. Even checking
at the cashier’s does not tell you much; when a player cashes in $5,000 in chips did
he win $4,900 or lose $10,000? It is theoretically possible to keep track ofeach player's

winnings and losses for each session, but the IRS has not so far required casinos
to do so. (It will be extremely useful for the player to do so, in a diary, so that he

can take his gatnbling losses off his taxes.)

Since it appears clear the IRS will find out about your big win, at least at the track.
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bingo, keno or a state lottery, is there anything you can do to cut down on your taxes?

One way, as I’ve shown. is to split winnings. Another way is to take your gambling
losses off your taxes.

You can take your gambling losses off your taxes—with two major restrictions:

1) Each year's gambling losses can be deducted only up to the amount of that year's
gambling winnings; and

2) You have to prove your losses.

Are these really restrictions? Yes and no. Since you are limited to the amount you

won in any year the tax laws obviously hurt you if you have a losing year and don't

help you very much if you make a big win. On the other hand, there is nothing that

limits the losses you can deduct to any one session, or any one type of game, or
even to legal gambling.

All income, including gambling winnings and prizes, is supposed to be reported
to the IRS. The proper place to list winnings is as “other income" on line 22 of your
1040 tax return. You are also allowed to take gambling loses off your taxes to the

amount of your winnings. Unfortunately, you are not allowed to simply subtract your

losses from your winnings and put that amount on line 22. Instead, you can only
take off your gambling losses if you itemize your deductions. Gambling losses are
an “other miscellaneous deduction" and should be listed on line 22 of Schedule A

of Form 1040.

If you win $25,000 over the course of the year and lose $30,000 total, you are sup-
posed to report the $25,000 as part of your gross earnings (line 22 of Form 1040)
and then take $25,000 as an itemized deduction (line 22 of Schedule A). The net

result is not exactly zero because reporting the winnings affects your limits on deduc-

tions for medical and charity expenses. But the important point is that you lost an
additional $5,000 that you cannot deduct.

If you “invest” in the stock market instead of “gambling" you will report $25,000
as short term capital gains and then deduct all of the $30,000 as short term capital

losses. You may have to carry some of that short term capital loss over to the next

tax year, but you can still use the entire amount you lost to reduce your taxes. Such
is the equity of the tax laws.

If you have a winning year the situation is a little better but not much. If you win
$30,000 over the course of the year and lose $25,000 total, you report the $30,000
as income and then take the $25,000 off as a deduction. The stock market investor

is in the same boat, with one extra advantage: if the investor had a big loss from

the previous year he could carry the loss forward and take it off his taxes this year;

the gambler must treat each year separate and losses not used in any tax year are
gone forever.

Say you finally hit it big and pull a Twin Double ticket at the racetrack for $50,000.

Assuming you are on a regular calendar year for your tax year, as most people are,
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you can deduct all of your gambling losses from that year of your taxable income,

up to $50,000. If you win on January 2nd you will have 363 days to accumulate and
prove gambling losses.

What do you do if you win big on December 23rd? You could scramble, sweep

up losing tickets off the track grounds, get. your friends to lie and say they won
thousands from you earlier that year, and various other schemes that are not only

illegal but universally unsuccessful.

What you should be doing (and what you should have done throughout the year)

is keep detailed records and an accurate diary of your winnings and losses every

single time you gamble so that you can substantiate your claim that you had lost many

times during the previous 11 months.

And remember, you are not limited in the type of gambling loss you can deduct.

From your big win at the track you can deduct losses from casinos, home poker games

and even illegal sports bets with bookies. The IRS cannot turn this information over

to any other prosecutor (and the bet may not have been illegal anyway; sometimes

only the bookie is breaking the law, not the player).

Of course, no gambling loss does you any good if you cannot prove it to the IRS

or ultimately to a judge. What records and documents do you have to prove your losses‘?
First, I must make it clear we are talking about 1osses—not expenses, like transpor-

tation and lodging. The IRS is very antagonistic toward taxpayers who claim to be

in the business of gambling, as I’ll show later.

What type of records should you keep to prove your losses? The IRS would have

you keep books more detailed than a businessman‘s expense account. For example.
for slot machine players the IRS suggests writing down the number of each machine

played (and since the numbers are often not posted you are supposed to ask the casino

operator for the State Gaming Commission number), the name and location of the
gambling establishment. the names of people with you at each session and the win-

nings by date and time. You are also advised to keep permanent books of accounts
or record, and lots of other documents that no gambler usually gets or keeps.

The IRS and the courts are hard on gamblers trying to prove losses. Losing tickets

from the track will be checked for scuff marks from being stepped on and will be

run through computers to see if the better could have really made the bets claimed.
The ink in a gambler's notebooks will be checked to verify‘ the dates losing entries
were made.

A taxpayer who kept no detailed records found that his quick notebook entries
of net gambling winnings were admissible but entries showing net losses were

disregarded as “self-serving declarations.” Other courts, however, have allowed gam-
bling losses where the gambler kept cancelled checks, ticket stubs and a detailed
and accurate record book. One taxpayer was allowed a deduction for all gambling

losses in his monthly diary because he had included all racetrack winnings in the
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diary, even those that were not reported by the track on the track’s withholding forms.
The best way to prove gambling losses is to keep meticulous and accurate records

of all gaming sessions with supporting documentation. Keep a diary of your gam-
bling, including place, amount won or loss and bet, and any other information that
will substantiate that you actually made the bet. Write your notes during or immediately
after each session.

A good poker player or handicapper keeps records like this anyway, why not a
player of blackjack, craps or even the slots? Get a big manila envelope and throw
in any receipts, money orders, cancelled checks, bank withdrawals, bills, markers
or anything else related to the gambling session. Also include documents that prove
you were where you say you were: hotel bills, airline tickets, and gasoline credit
card slips. You don’t have to be neat. And for big losses, get a statement from the
pit boss or casino.

The IRS is allowed to prove your income by tracing back your expenditures. This
is an expensive process since agents must check every receipt and talk with stores
where you shop, etc. You, as a taxpayer, are not allowed to do the same thing; you
cannot prove that you lost as much as you won because you have spent so little. You
must have documents and a diary to substantiate your losses.

The IRS heard that card expert Oswald Jacoby had won $100,000 in one year play-
ing bridge. This was not reported on Jacoby’s Form 1040 so the IRS undertook an

investigation of his expenditures to find out how much he had won over the years
that had not been reported. Eventually, the IRS charged that Jacoby and his wife
had failed to report $270,000 from winning bets on cards, dice, and sports over a
five-year period. Jacoby argued in court that he was a compulsive gambler and had
lost at least that much. The judge was partially convinced that there had been con-

siderable losses because of the couple’s modest standard of living. However. he only
allowed $140,000 in losses because lacoby had kept incomplete records, leaving
$130,000 in taxable income.

If you’ve won big early in the year you obviously have an incentive to get every
penny of gambling losses as deductions, especially if 20% of your winnings were
withheld. But even if you haven't won yet, isn't it possible that you might win big
before the year is out?

Gambling related expenses, as opposed to gambling losses, are deductible only
if incurred in connection with a trade, business, or other profit seeking activity, car-
ried on in a businesslike manner, with a real expectation of profits. That means that
Ken Uston and other professional card counters with a history of winning substan-
tiated by good business records should be able to take their travel expense to Atlantic
City off their taxes. The IRS, and some courts, do not see it that way.

In an important recent case a federal court of appeals ruled that a full time gambler.
who gambled only for his own account, was not engaged in a “trade or business."
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The gambler thus could not deduct his gambling losses in arriving at adjusted gross
income on his income tax return.

A few months earlier the United States Tax Court had ruled that a full time gambler,
who gambled only for his own account, was in the "trade or business" of gambling.
The gambler thus could deduct his gambling losses in arriving at adjusted gross

The two cases were obviously in direct conflict. The problem for the full time
gambler now is to figure out what the law means for him. Unfortunately, the answer
will probably depend more on where the gambler lives than on what the gambler does.

Different courts have applied different tests in trying to define exactly what is, and
what is not, a “trade or business." Only the United States Supreme Court and the
United States Congress have the power to make a definition that is binding on all
courts. Yet, although the controversy has been brewing for decades, neither the
Supreme Court nor Congress will face up to the problem.

Section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code allows a taxpayer to deduct all expenses
“which are attributable to a trade or business carried on by the taxpayer" from his
gross income. These include all expenses paid during the tax year which are "or-
dinary and necessary expenses,“ as defined in Section 162. For the full-time gambler
the major question is whether his occupation is such a trade or business. If it is,
the minor question is what expenses can he deduct.

To start with the easy question first, ordinary and necessary expenses for the business
of gambling should include all gambling loses, transportation costs to the casino or
track, hotel rooms and restaurants during the days that you are gambling full—tirne.
The trip must be primarily for business, not for personal affairs. If you spend time
playing golf, seeing the shows, or on other personal pleasures outside of your business
of gambling, you risk losing this deduction; however, you are probably safe to do
anything else on a trip if you spend at least eight hours a day in the casino.

Travel outside of the United States is subject to stricter controls, any time spent
on personal affairs may reduce the amount you can deduct for business expenses.
Expenses for your wife, who does not gamble, will not be deductible.

Other business deductions for the professional gambler include business periodicals
and instruction courses. Information that helps you at your business of betting, such
as subscriptions to gambling periodicals like Gambling Times, or the cost of this
book, can be proven with a proof of purchase receipt, cancelled check or credit card
statement.

Bribes or pay-offs to a dealer or athlete cannot be deducted because .of the public
policy against these criminal acts. However, not everything that is illegal is given
such harsh treatment, business expenses connected with betting illegally should still
be deductible.

Tips to dealers should be deductible like all other tips. When you place a bet for
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a dealer you can take the bet as a deductible loss if the bet loses. If the bet you place
for the dealer does win you are suppose to report the winnings and then deduct the
entire amount given as a business related expense.

Even if you are not claiming tips as a business expense you should still be able

to deduct them as gambling losses (when they lose) because they are not legally the
dealers’ until you win and hand them over.

It is possible for these expenses to be greater than the garnbler’s winnings, which
would mean the gambler would pay no taxes. In fact, a "lucky" gambler who is held
to be in the trade or business of gambling could carry over his tax losses from the

losing year to reduce his taxes in the years that he wins big. On the other hand, the
gambler might have to pay self-employment taxes for his business of gambling.

There is a presumption that an activity that makes a profit in two out of five years
is carried on for profit. If you do not report at least some profit in at least two years
out of five you are going to have a very hard time proving you are in the business

of gambling. Showing a profit for at least two years gives you a big boost in proving
your case, although the IRS is free to challenge you.

To report your income and deduct your expenses for your trade or business ofgam-
bling you will need to file a Schedule C “Profit or (Loss) From Business or Profes«

sion (Sole Proprietorship)" to your Form 1040 tax retum. The profit or loss from
this business will then be reported on line 12 of the Form 1040 and added to or sub-
tracted from your other income.

Being in the trade or business of gambling can make a big difference in your taxes.
An ordinary gambler reports his winnings as other income (Form 1040, line 22) and
takes off only gambling losses, only if he itemizes, and only up to the amount won
(Schedule A, Form 1040, line 22). The businessman gambler reports his winnings
as income on a Schedule C and deducts not only his losses, but his other related

expenses as well on the same form, before arriving at a figure to report as net in—
come (Form 1040, line 12). And the businessman gambler can report a net loss for
the year.

How can a full—time gambler find out whether he is in the trade or business of

gambling for tax purposes‘? The cases lay out two main tests, each in direct conflict
with the other.

The recent federal appellate court decision, entitled Gajewskr‘ v. Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, 723 F.2d 1062 (2nd Cir. 1983), held that a gambler must hold himself
out to others as offering goods or services, such as operating a boolcmaking service
or placing bets for others, to be in the trade or business of gambling. Betting on
your own account, even if you do it full-time, even if you have no other income,
even if you win consistently over the years, is simply not enough.

The federal appellate court distinguished previous cases that had held a speculator
in stocks, trading only for his own account and not acting as a stock broker, was
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in a trade or business. in a bit of creative legal fiction the court said, “Although

the occupation of professional investor who invests for his own account may be similar
in some respects to that of a professional gambler, the former does offer goods to
others in the sense that he buys and sells securities.” ‘723 F.2d at 1067 fn.8.

Nonsense, of course, since the stock speculator by definition is only interested in

short term profits and not in holding himself out as supplying shares of stock to others.
The recent tax court case, entitled Dinuno v. Commissioner oflnremal Revenue,

80 U.S.T.C. 362 (1983), held that the test was more flexible. The tax court specifical-

ly rejected the “holding out" test used by the other court as being too restrictive.
The tax court went on to say, “To determine whether the activities of a taxpayer are

‘carrying on a business’ requires an examination of all the facts in each case." An-
thony J. Dimrmo Paragraph 80.12 P-H TC, 80 U.S.T.C. at 368 (1983).

The taxpayer in this case, Anthony J- Ditunno, was a full—time gambler with no

other profession, employment, or income. He went to the race track 6 days a week,
year round. In 1977, '78 and '79 Ditunno reported gambling winnings of approximately
$60,000 per year and deducted gambling losses almost equal to his winnings as a
business expense. The tax court held that he was in the trade or business of being
a gambler and therefore the deductions were allowed.

A similar problem arises with the Keogh self-employment retirement plans. The
IRS has ruled that only income from a legal business or trade can be sheltered through

these plans. A professional poker player in Las Vegas, Billy Baxter, is fighting the
IRS in federal court in Nevada, asserting that his profession should be considered

a business or trade for tax purposes.

Even if you are held not to be in the trade or business of gambling you are not

without hope. Section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code still allows all gamblers to

deduct gambling losses off their taxes up the amount of that year's winnings. But

the gambler must file an itemized return and no provision is made for deducting “or-
dinary and necessary" gambling expenses. The Code has another provision, Section
212, which allows as a deduction “all the ordinary and necessary expenses” paid

during the year “for the production or collection of income," and at least one tax-
payer was able to deduct the cost of a trip to Ireland to collect winnings on the Irish
Sweepstakes. But you have to have a reasonable expectation of producing income;
wishful thinking is not enough. The IRS has argued successfully in court that gamblers
do not have reasonable expectations of producing income, particularly when the

gambler claims more losses than winnings each year.
How will the courts rule in your case? The federal court opinion was from an in

fluential tribunal, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, but is binding only on gamblers

in the states of New York, Vermont and Connecticut. Although other courts often

look to the Second Circuit for guidance, they are free to apply either test when faced
with the question of whether a gambler is in a trade or business.
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My guess is that most courts will adopt the Second Circuit‘s “holding out" test,
and the gambler who does not hold himself out as providing goods and services to
others will be held not to be in a trade or business. Unfair as it may be, ifyou gamble
on stocks, bonds and commodities you are an “investor;" make the same bets on

horses or cards, even after years of research and practice, and you are a common
gambler, not entitled to the tax advantages available to other businesses.

Another possible route for taking gambling expenses off your taxes is to try and
come in under the tax Code's “hobby—loss" provisions. If you succeed you could take
expenses offyour taxes up to the amount ofyour winnings; with the “trade or business"
provisions your expenses can exceed your winnings. Expenses under the hobby-loss
would be limited, but would decrease your tax burden, possibly down to zero.

The hobby-loss provisions were first enacted in 1969 to prevent both imposition
of a tax on personal activities that produce income but incur a greater amount of

expenses and also to frustrate the use of pseudo—business losses in reducing income
from other sources. The gambler has to show that the expenses were incurred in

his betting activity, that they were conducted in a businesslike manner, and that the

hobby involves the gambler’s time and expertise.

You should again show a profit in at least two out of five consecutive years to get
the presumption that you are gambling for profit. The IRS can challenge you but
the court should look at whether you have a good faith reasonable expectation of
making a profit.

There have been no definitive court decisions on taking gambling related expenses
off your taxes. Most gamblers would not qualify under any tests the courts have used.

However, professional handicappers and card counters should be able to make a good
faith claim that they have a trade or business, or at least a hobby, if they keep records
and conduct their gambling in a truly businesslike manner.

If you think you qualify, and enough of your tax money is at stake to make it worth
while. you should contact a riot lawyer or certified public accountant and ask them
if you can make a good faith claim. With a good faith claim you can take your ex-
penses offyour taxes now; you do not have to prove your case to the IRS or the courts
until you are challenged.
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Are Gambling Debts Collectible? First, a quick definition of a debt: a debt is merely
one person’s obligation to pay money to another, based on a prior agreement bet-
ween the two. In other words, a form of contract. The question really should be,
are gambling contracts enforceable?

Does it make any difference whether gambling contracts in general or specifically
gambling debts are enforceable? Bookies usually operate by phone and money won
or lost on races and sports events are not collected until the following week. It goes
without saying that illegal gambling operations are going to have trouble collecting
their debts, at least through the court system. It is a general rule of contract law that
an agreement to do something that is illegal, like bet with a bookie, is unenforceable
by either side to the transaction. Illegal gambling, and its vicious stepchild, loan-
sharking, falls outside the protections of the courts.

Despite the cop shows on TV, the use of violence to collect debts is rarely used;
but the threat is always present. It is probably very little comfort to know that the
debt is uncollectible under the law. Of greater concern to the average better is the
propensity of bookies to disappear, or refuse to pay, when the better wins big. Again
the player is out of luck; the courts worft hear your case against the bookie, even
if you can find him.

But what about legal gambling? The latest available statistics show that the ten
casinos in Atlantic City issued $1 470,950,000 in “counter checks," or credit markers,
to players in the first nine months of 1984. If credit play continued at this rate for
the last three months of the year, and there is no reason to believe it would drop,
in just this one year in this one form of legal gambling players will borrow $2 billion
from the casinos. This does not include personal checks written directly to the casinos
or to others, or credit cards or other fonns of credit used to get cash to play.
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A counter check is issued by the casino to keep track of chips given to players
on credit. The player signs the counter check, which looks like a bank check, and

receives playing chips in the amount of the check. If the player has enough chips
at the end of his game he can redeem the counter check. If the player losses, or doesn’t

want to cancel the loan, the counter check will be deposited in the casinc’s bank

for collection from the player’s bank, just like any other cheek.

Why would anyone with enough chips not redeem a counter check? The player
has received a short term, interest free loan, often for several thousand dollars. The

loan is open-ended, the money is the player’s until the casino can collect. This prac-
tice may be illegal, as a fraud on the casino. The casino regulators fear that casino

insiders use this as a form of skimming; $10,000 markers have been issued to in-
dividuals whose home addresses turn out to be vacant lots.

Of the $1.47 billion issued in counter checks, fi‘om January through September,
1984, $1.18 billion was redeemed prior to deposit. The casinos thus acted as lenders

for short term loans of over a billion dollars for the duration of the players’ visit.

Most players were able to pay off most of their loans by the end of their trips and
the counter checks were cancelled as paid in full.

For some players, however, luck was not as kind. When a player cannot pay, or
chooses not to, the casino has to try to collect. Over $288 million in counter checks

remained unpaid after the players had left the casinos. Most of this money was
recovered through the normal procedure of depositing the counter checks for collec-

tion: the casinos collected $249,329,000 from the players’ banks in this way.

As for the rest, $36,282,000 in counter checks bounced in just those nine months.

Adding this to prior unpaid counter checks, as of September 30, 1984, the ten casinos

had a total of $71,887,000 in outstanding bum loans to players.

The casinos expect to collect most of this money eventually. They have made pro-
visions for uncollectible checks of less than one percent of the total amount of counter
checks issued. However, that one percent of loans written off by the casinos comes
to $13,528,000.

If legal gambling debts are not collectible in court, and that is the law of many
states, the casinos stand to lose tens of millions of dollars. And the casinos are not

the only form of legal gambling, nor are they the only people who lend money to
gamblers.

Anyone who lends anybody money, knowing the money will be used for gambling,
is making a gambling contract that is probably unenforceable. If you get a loan from
a friend, a bank or even a credit card and the lender knows you are going to use
the money to gamble the lender cannot use the courts to collect, should you decide
not to repay the loan.

Since debts are merely one form of contract, if gambling debts are not collectible

other forms of contracts are also unenforceable. If two people go in on a lottery ticket
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they have made a contract to split the winnings. If only one of their names is on
the ticket and he refuses to share the winnings can the other person sue for hall‘?
Most states now will enforce an agreement to split winnings, if the lottery is legal.

There is some dispute in the law whether the agreement will be enforced if the lot-
tery is legal but the agreement is made and the ticket is bought in a state where the
selling of lottery tickets is illegal.

If the lottery is illegal the courts will not aid the parties at all. A gas station in
Georgia gave customers a ticket for a drawing with each purchase. The winning ticket
would receive an automobile. One of the gas station‘s better customers, Bartow Den-
nis, was able to accumulate a number of such tickets. Dennis’ girl friend, Elizabeth
Weaver, claimed he had given the tickets to her. She also claimed that when one
of the tickets turned out to be the winning one, Dennis snuck into her pocketbook,
stole the ticket back, and claimed the prize. She sued.

The Court of Appeals of Georgia said the gas station's scheme was an illegal gift
enterprise or lottery and “the courts will not lend their aid in determining the title
to a ticket issued in such a scheme or enterprise, or the rights of an alleged holder
thereof to the prize, or the value thereo ." Dennis v. Weaver, 121 S.E.2d 190, 191
(Ga.Ct.App. 1961). Which means Dennis keeps the car but loses the girl.

Although there have not been a lot of reported cases, there is a growing body of
law involving the new state lotteries. As a form of gambling the state lottery is sub-
ject to all of the restrictions and controls the law imposes in all legal gambling. Courts
have held, for example, that a lottery winner cannot collect without the ticket, even
when there is no dispute that the ticket was lost or stolen. A winner who fails to
claim his prize in time is out of luck. Even when it is only the lottery that makes
the mistake, such as in printing too many winning tickets, the lottery does not have
to pay.

Although there are no cases on the point, it is conceivable that a jurisdiction that
says gambling contracts are not enforceable could use that law to invalidate construction
contracts to build a casino or contracts to buy, sell or ship otherwise legal slot
machines. That is not as inconceivable as it sounds; the Supreme Court of Nevada
has consistently held that gambling is against the public policy of Nevada and gam-
bling contracts are not enforceable through the courts of that state.

Up until a few years ago the question of whether gambling debts are collectible
could be answered quite simply: No, gambling debts were not collectible in the eyes
of the law. An agreement that involved gambling would not be enforced in a court
of law.

Of course, nothing in the law is ever simple, and a good lawyer can almost always
find an exception to even the strictest rule. Still, the law on gambling debts had been
Fairly well settled since 1710 when Queen Anne of England signed the Statute of Anne.

As I showed in Chapter Six, this ancient English statute is of great importance
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to gamblers in modern America because the Statute of Anne is part of the common
law of every state. It clearly is still the law of Nevada, except for those parts that
have been explicitly changed by the Nevada legislature or thrown out as not applicable
to modern America by the state Supreme Court.

The Statute of Anne was designed to attack gambling and protect wealthy landowners
by prohibiting winners from using the courts to collect gambling debts. Securities
and notes given in payment of a gambling loss and 10115 became worthless; this
benefited the landed gentry who had to gamble on credit. The Statute was broad in
its scope and in its effect on the law; it made all gambling contracts unenforceable
in all common law jurisdictions, meaning in every court in every part of the United
States.

Many lawmakers in Puritan times wanted to go on record as being against gambling
and to make it clear that this law still applied. Although it was probably unnecessary,
Colonial and early state legislatures passed laws encompassing the anti—gambling
provisions of the Statute of Anne, including making gambling debts uncolleetible
and allowing losers, or anyone else, to sue the winners and get triple the money back.
(Some states, for example, Virginia and Massachusetts, still have laws on their books
allowing losers, or even non-players, to sue winners, to get back money lost at illegal
gambling. Each of these states averages one case every hundred years or so on these
bizarre laws.)

Unless the state legislature has explicitly changed the law, gambling debts, in fact
all contracts having anything to do with gambling, are unenforceable in a court of
law. The court will not even look at the merits of the case; as soon as it realizes
that a gambling debt or contract is involved it will dismiss the case.

With a contract that is illegal, such as an agreement to provide sexual service for
pay (prostitution) or to sell illegal drugs, the courts will “leave the parties where
it finds them” and will automatically dismiss every claim. The Statute of Anne re-
quires the courts to treat gambling debts the same way, even if the gambling is legal.

Thus the law of gambling debts stood for almost three centuries: illegal bets, from
a debt owed to a bookie to a check written at a friendly poker game, are void and
unenforceable. But so were legal bets under the Statute of Anne. If a player stopped
payment on a check to a Nevada casino the casino could not use the court system
to collect.

And since debts can run both ways, players who thought they were owed money

by a casino were consistently thrown out of court. Gambling debts were simply not
collectible, whether the claim was based on a player's marker or a winning bet at
a licensed casino.

Take the case of Kenneth W. Corbin. Corbin thought he had a sure thing. Back

in March, 1967, when the Boston Red Sox were down in the cellar, Corbin bet $100
with the Jockey Turf Club of Washoe County, Nevada, that his team would win the
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American League pennant. And despite tremendous odds, 200 to l to be exact, the
Red Sox pulled it off. Corbin had won a dream bet: $20,000 from a licensed garn-
bling establishment in a state where gambling was legal. Now all he had to do was
pick up his money.

He couldn't collect.

The Club refused to pay, claiming the bet had been taken by an employee who
had pocketed the cash and had never recorded the wager. That certainly was not Cor-
hin's fault, but the Club was sorry, it would not pay.

Corbin took his claim to the Nevada Gaming Control Board, but the Board turned
him down. So Corbin went to court.

Specifically. he went to the Second Judicial District Court of Washoe County, a
state trial court. The trial court threw him out. He appealed that decision to the highest
court in the land, the Supreme Court of Nevada. The Supreme Court did what every
court in every state in the United States would do in such a case: they threw him
out of court.

Kenneth W. Corbin ran into the great anachronism of 20th century American gam-
bling law: gambling debts are uncollectible, at least most of the time. From the smallest
of small time welchers who owes a few bucks to his neighborhood boolcie to, as Cor-
bin found out. a legal $20,000 win from a licensed casino, a winner cannot use the
court system to collect one cent under the Statute of Anne, which is the law of Nevada
today.

It is up to the courts and legislatures of each individual state to decide to what
extent the Statute of Anne should be modified. In Nevada, the state Supreme Court
has repeatedly and clearly stated the public policy of that state: money owed for legal
gambling debts is like money owed to a prostitute or to pay for illegal drugs; the
courts will not dirty their hands with cases involving gambling.

Despite the evidence all around them of Nevada’s dependence on legal gambling,
and the state Legislatures declaration that "The gaming industry is vitally important
to the economy of the state and the general welfare of the inhabitants,“ NRS Section
463. 130(1), the Nevada Supreme Court has consistently ruled that gambling is against
the public policy of the state. As the justices told Kenneth Corbin, “This court has
refused to aid in the collection of gambling debts for nearly a century and we will
not depart from those cases.” Corbin v. 0’Keefe, 8’? Nev. 189, 484 P.2d 566, 56'? (1971)-

But just because the casinos cannot collect through the court system does not mean
they cannot collect through the banking system, if nobody objects. This is the reason
markers are made out like checks; the casinos try to push the IOUs through the bet-
tor’s bank as fast as possible when the gambler acts in a suspicious manner.

If the bettor can stop payment on his check or has insufficient funds, the casino
used to be out of luck.
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The Nevada casinos were actually not as unhappy as you might imagine about this
situation. Most players’ checks and markers were good, they could be cashed im-

mediately. The great majority of those checks that bounced were also eventually made
good, without the casino having to resort to the court system. A few phone calls
and threats, not necessarily threats of physical violence but threats to cutoff the player
from gambling, normally resulted in a settlement, often in the form of a promissory
note with payments spread out over time. The promissory note was no more en-

forceable than the original checks, but could be turned into court judgment quickly,
and most people tend to pay off legal-looking documents.

The main reason the Nevada casinos did not care about the enforceability of their
markers was that they actually received a tax benefit from the Statute of Anne. A

business that is on the accrual basis, as are most large companies, have to report
as income money owed by its customers. The business can put aside some small

percentage for bad debts, but it normally has to pay taxes on its accounts receivable,
even before it sees a penny in cash. However, if the accounts receivable are not en-

forceable in a court of law they do not have to be reported as income. Casinos could,
and did, have millions of dollars in markers outstanding, but did not have to report
any of these IOUS as income, and did not have to pay income taxes on any of them,
until the money was actually received.

When many Nevada casinos had ties to the underworld and debt collection prac-
tices were cruder the casinos did not care much that they were barred from the court
system. Even legitimate operators in the 19405 and 19505 were legally allowed to
use strong arm tactics that are forbidden today. After the early casino operators sold

out to publicly traded corporations and legal gambling became a legitimate corporate
business, the MBAS and CPAs could live with the Statute of Anne. Corporate casino
management was collecting most of their debts anyway, and the whole system gave
them tax advantages. However, when Atlantic City opened and competition for the
first time started to eat into the Nevada casino profits, the casinos finally began to
worry about their uncollectible gambling debts.

The final blow came in 1980 when a federal court in Nevada ruled that an “accrual-

basis" casino had to include in its taxable income all receivables created by the ex-
tension of credit to gamblers. The federal Court of Appeals affirmed the decision-
casinos now had to pay taxes on markers, whether or not those markers were legally
collectible under Nevada law. After some debate among the casinos, it was decided
to press the Nevada Legislature to change the law of gambling debts.

It was only within the last two years that the Nevada legislature repealed that part
of the Statute of Anne that made gambling debts uncollectible.

In 1983 the Nevada state legislature amended the Nevada Gaming Control Act in
two significant ways. Senate Bill No. 335 gave casinos the power to accept written
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“credit instruments" from players and, for the first time, to enforce those gambling
debts in court.

Players were not completely left out, but were certainly not given equal treatment.

Assembly Bill No. 536, also passed in 1983, requires gambling houses to immediate-

ly notify the State Gaming Control Board whenever they refuse to pay an alleged

winner. The Board appoints an agent to conduct an investigation. The “aggrieved

party" has the right to file a petition with the Board and request a hearing to protest

the agent‘s decision. After the hearing the Board issues a decision in writing. Only

then can the player obtain limited review by the courts, and then only at his own

expense.

The new law does not really add anything, for the players always had the right

to go to the Board with their case. If the Board decided that the player should be

paid, of course the casino would pay. As the Nevada Supreme Court told Jack

Weisbrod, who claimed to hold a $12,500 winning keno ticket that the Fremont Hotel

refused to honor, “No licensee is likely to place his license in jeopardy through refusal

to pay a gambling debt found to be properly due." We-isbrod v. Fremont Hotel. Inc. ,

74 Nev. 227, 326 P.2d 1104, 1105 (1958).

Assembly Bill No. 536 makes it clear that it is not changing the Statute of Anne.

that what is good for the casino is not necessarily good for the players. The Bill starts

off with the following statement: ”Except as provided in sections 2 to 8, inclusive

of this act [dealing with the Board’s investigation and hearing], gaining debts not

evidenced by a credit instrument are void and unenforceable and do not give rise

to any administrative or civil cause of action."

The bottom line is that Nevada casinos can now sue any player who has signed
a “credit instrument“ and collect a gambling debt through the court system of Nevada.

Players, on the other hand, have to be satisfied with administrative procedures by

the Gaming Control Board; for them gambling debts are as uncollectible in the courts

of modern day Nevada as they were in 18th century England.

It remains to be seen whether a law that is so unfair on its face will stand up in

the courts. I suspect that the first time a player is sued under this new law and his
lawyer challenges the law on the constitutional grounds of equal protection and due

process, ajudge will throw the Nevada statute out because it discriminates in fave!‘
of" the casinos.

Nevada is not the only place you can gamble legally. Some legislatures have chosen

to modify the Statute of Anne in other ways.

There always were a few exceptions to the general rule against collectibility of gam-

bling debts. One way to get around the common law is to say the Statute of Ann!‘-

does not apply. In some states the state legislatures have required the track operat0l'S

to pay off winning horse racing tickets, bought at the track, since the tracks are gi V611

licenses by the state. In other states, the courts have held that the tracks must pay
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off winners on the grounds that the tracks are not gambling with the players, only

acting as stakeholders for the parimutuel bettors. Louisiana enforces bets and gam-
bling contracts that promoted horse racing, shooting matches, and foot races, on the

theory that these were not gambling but necessary “skills of war” vital to military

preparedness.

Some foreign jurisdictions, such as the Bahamas, have made gambling contracts

enforceable. And Puerto Rico, which is part of the United States, has made casino

debts collectible, with a slight catch.

The laws of Puerto Rico make a gambler liable for his losses. But the gambler

has an out. The law states that a judge “may either not admit the claim when the

sum which was wagered in the game or bet is excessive, or may reduce the obliga-

tion to the amount it may exceed the customs of a good father of a family." Therefore,

if a big loser can prove that his gambling debts are more than those of a “good father

of a family" he should be able to get the excess kicked out. There has never been

a reported case involving the use of this strange archaic law.

What about Atlantic City.-" The New Jersey legislature, when it legalized casinos

in Atlantic City, set up a detailed system for the collection of casino debts. Under
the New Jersey Casino Control Act, Section 101, markers and IOUs are not collecti-

ble; checks made out to the casino are collectible, but only if they are made out to

the casino, dated and presented to the cashier for credit slips that are then exchanged

at the table for playing chips.

In addition, the New Jersey Legislature allows a big loser time, up to a point, to

come up with the cash to pay off the checks. The casino must deposit a check for

collection within seven banking days if it is for under $1 ,000; within 14 banking days

if under $2,500; and the big loser has up to 90 banking days before the casino must

demand payment if the check is over $2,500. If the player can come up with the
cash the casino must redeem the check, thus allowing a player to get an interest free

short term loan while protecting his credit at his home bank.

In 1983 Playboy was able to defend its casino credit system and collect a $40,000
debt from a player through the New Jersey court system. I doubt whether a player

could successfully challenge any Atlantic City casino’s credit procedure in a New

Jersey court.

English casinos have exactly the opposite law. A check written to a casino must
go through the player's bank for collection, it cannot be redeemed even if the player
wins enough on the spot before the check is deposited by the casino. The English

lawmakers wanted the player's home bank to know about his gambling; they figured

that a person would be shamed into stopping rather than have his local banker see
three or four checks written in the. same night to the same casino.

English law does not allow casinos to offer credit of any kind. Rich Arabs, who

have no respect for the subtleties of English law, have destroyed many English casinos
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by insisting on the right to play for credit. The casinos were faced with the choice
between losing players who literally have money to burn or obeying the strict rules
against granting credit. Those English casinos that gave in to the Arabs lost more
than they gambled for: they ended up losing their licenses.

Even a casino that refused to grant direct credit to the rich Arabs could be puni-
shed for giving in to these oil millionaires‘ thoughtless unconcem for our banking
laws. Victor Lownes, the man who launched Playboy’s London casinos, reported in
his book, The Day The Bunny Died, that the British regulators took away Playboy's
London casino license in part for allowing these extraordinarily rich players to bend
the rules when they were short of cash. Playboy was punished for accepting new
checks from players whose previous checks had bounced, a practice the regulators
viewed as granting credit.

Even in those jurisdictions that have left the Statute ofAnne unchanged, only money
loaned for gambling is uncollectible. If the casino can prove it cashed a check in
the casino restaurant or hotel it can collect in any court wherever the player could
be found. It has become quite a game: the casinos are caught between pressures for
extending easy credit to gain high rollers and the fear of non-collectibility if the player
can prove the credit was used for gambling purposes.

As another example of the strange, medieval nature of the law, many states treat
gambling debts as debts of honor. Under the code of the Prussian officers, a gentleman
who could not pay his gambling debts was required to commit suicide. Today a debt
of honor may not lead to suicide, but often it can be collected, if certain conditions
3113 met.

A loser making a separate and distinct promise to pay his debt in return for the
winner‘s promise not to tell anyone of the debt may find himself facing a judge who
believes in debts of honor. The moral is to keep your mouth shut and never promise
to pay, especially not in writing. Of course, it is easier and smarter not to go into
debt at all.

Since each state makes its own laws on gambling and gambling debts, confusion
often reigns when a gambler loses money in one state and the casino tries to collect
in another. Take the case of Merle C. Gibbs. Gibbs’s friend, Art Nelson, had been
invited on a free junket to Lake Tahoe, with free transportation by way of private
plane, and all hotel bills, meals, and drinks to be picked up by Harvey‘s Wagon Wheel.
Nelson invited Gibbs along as a guest. Gibbs's weekend began to turn sour as he
started to lose, first at Harvey's and later at I-larrah's Club, also in Tahoe. Gibbs started
writing checks to get more chips; by the end of the weekend he had written five checks
totaling $1,900. This may not seem like a fortune, but it was to Gibbs; the checks
were returned due to insufficient funds. Gibbs lived in California so the casinos sued
him there, where they could find him.

The California judge hearing the case knew that California had horse racing, high-
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draw and low-ball draw poker clubs, and was in many respects as big a gambling

state as Nevada. He said, “In these modern days Californians cannot afford to be

too pious about this matter of gambling." Lane & Pyron, Inc. v. Gibbs, '71 Cal.Rptr.

817, 266 Cal.App. 61 (1968). Yet, the court threw the case out. Why‘? Because Califor-

nia is not about to enforce a gambling debt made in Nevada if Nevada courts would

not enforce it themselves.

That case used to be easy: since Nevada would not enforce a gambling debt. no

other state would help a Nevada casino collect. But Nevada now has made gambling

debts collectible, at least for the casino. And what about Puerto Rico or New Jersey

casinos or any other gambling debt incurred in a locale that makes the debtor pay?

Here the answer is not as clear.

States are supposed to enforce the laws of the other states—in legalese the concept

is known as “comity.” The idea is that if we respect a foreignefs laws they will respect

ours. But the states have an out; they do not have to follow the laws of their fellow

states if those foreign laws are against “public policy." It is hard to imagine how the

law of one state can be against the public policy of another state, until you look at

gambling laws.
Say you've just returned home from a whirlwind vacation to the Caribbean, where

you’ve written checks with abandon in casinos. Unfortunately, you’ve lost almost

consistently. Now you are having some sober second thoughts about those large checks

that will be coming through, devastating your checking account. So you stop pay-
ment on the checks. What can the casinos do‘?

The answer is like a game of Monopoly; it all depends on whether you can pass

“Go" and return home free. If the casinos catch you in New York or New Jersey,

you're stuck for the entire amount. If you reach the safety of Connecticut, Florida

or most other states, you are probably safe. Of course, you will be harassed for years

by bill collectors, but, unless the states change their laws, you probably wont. have

to pay a penny.

How can a gambler know whether his state is a safe port for gambling debtors?

You can ask a lawyer, but even he may not know, unless there is a statute on the

books or a recent ruling by the state's highest court. And such a ruling is not likely.

The leading ruling in Kentucky was decided over 135 years ago. It is not safe to rely

on a case that old. The illegal gambling was horse racing, in a state that is now famous

for horse racing. And the bet was not for cash; the winner said that he had won a

“negro boy"3—-a slave. It is very possible a modern Kentucky court would overturn

that decision, but it may not.

The situation is different if the casinos actually sue you in their home state. This

can happen if you return to gamble and are served with a complaint while being

physically present in their state. You need not even be physically present to be served.

Almost all states now have what are known as “long arm statutes." If you have enough
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contacts with that state to make it fair to drag you back for a lawsuit you can he served

by mail. If you do not show up a default judgment will be entered against you. That
judgment can now be taken to the state where you live. The courts of your home
state have to enforce the default judgment, even if gambling is against the public policy
of your home state. The U.S. Constitution requires that each state give "full faith
and credit" to the court decisions of every other state.

Casinos have come under tire for their lax standards for giving credit. Certainly

it is easier to get a large loan from a casino, say $100,000 in playing chips redeemable
in cash, than it would be to get the same size loan from a bank or any place else.

But before you go building up a big debt in Las Vegas, with the intention of skip-
ping out, there are a few practical points to consider. You still have to meet their
credit requirements. loose as they may be. And casinos, like any other business, do
not like people who do not pay their bills.

The blackball is alive and well in Nevada, a player can legally be excluded from

playing in every club in the state. Of course, if you are foolish enough to return and
be recognized you will be served with a complaint.

The casinos can turn the account over to legitimate collection agencies that may

not break your arm, but can be awfully rough. They can also file suit; of course,
it will probably lose, but the threat of bad publicity to a businessman with a reputa-
tion and credit rating to protect may be enough to force payment. There is always
the chance the casino might be able to prove the checks cashed were not used for

gambling purposes and are thus collectible.
If you are thinking of running up a big debt in a casino and then hiding in a state

with a public policy against gambling, be advised that the trend of recent court deci~
siorls is against you. With the spread of lotteries and other signs of the third wave
of legalized gambling throughout the United States, it is getting more and more dif-
ficult for a state to claim that all forms of gambling are opposed by public policy.

Public policy is, after all, only a shorthand way of saying, “What the people of this
state want." And the people everywhere more and more want legal gambling.

What does all this mean to the player? The experienced player knows that win-

ning, or losing, is only half the game—the other half is collecting.
Although the law is constantly changing, or at least being challenged by

developments in the real world, some points are clear. I believe the following is true
of gambling law in America in the late l980s:

Licensed casinos can collect from you, the player, if they catch you in their state.
This means that Atlantic City casinos can give you credit and can collect on all un-
paid markers. so long as they can find you in New Jersey. Similarly, Nevada casinos
can now enforce written markers through the courts of Nevada, and Puerto Rican

casinos can obtain judgments in the courts of that commonwealth.
The casinos sometimes have strict rules they must follow in the offering and col-
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lection of gambling credit, but I am confident that every licensed casino has by now
learned what it must do to make its written markers enforceable, or will soon be

hiring new legal counsel.
Notice the limitations and qualifications of this right to collect by casinos: a licensed

casino can collect on its written markers in its home state. This does not mean oral

extensions of credit are enforceable. Nor does it mean that casinos can go to court

outside of their home state. It is far from certain, for example, whether Nevada courts

will enforce valid New Jersey casino debts.

So the home court player has a distinct disadvantage in his home court casinos
(at least if he is trying to avoid paying his debts). What about out-of—staters?

It is impossible to tell whether a licensed casino can collect on an out-of-state player
without going to a lawyer. I simply cannot tell you the laws of all fifty states and
assorted commonwealths, territories and the District of Columbia, because each

jurisdiction is free to make up its own mind about gambling debts. I also do not know
to what extent the casinos will use their state’s long arm statutes, or whether the courts

will uphold their use for gambling debt cases.

In general the law is that gambling debts are not collectible, but the exceptions
may hit you where you live. If you live in Virginia and stop payment on a check
made out to an Atlantic City casino you do not have to worry, unless you fall within

the provisions of New Jersey’s long arm statute. Other than a few intimidating phone
calls and the loss of your credit rating you will never have to pay a penny. The courts
of Florida and Texas have similarly thrown out claims by licensed casinos. However,

New York and New Jersey have allowed out-of-state casinos to use their courts and

collect, if the gambling debt was enforceable where incurred.

The most interesting states to watch will be California and Nevada. California has
never had to decide whether it would allow out-of-state casinos to use its courts because

it relied on Nevada’s law. Nevada courts, prior to the recent legislative enactment,

had consistently held gambling debts were not enforceable. Can a California resi-

dent now stop payment on a check written to a Nevada casino and escape scot-free?
Will the Nevada courts reverse 112 years of case law and enforce gambling debts in-

curred in New Jersey?

My advice would be to pay your debts, or better yet. don't ever sign a marker in
a casino.

If you win in a licensed casino you will be paid, but you will have to use ad—
rninistrative rather than court proceedings to collect. When the casino loses the law

is clear: their gambling debt to you is unenforceable. However, no casino wants to

put its license in jeopardy if the bet should be paid off. Nevada now has a detailed
scheme to give the player a chance to tell the state authorities his side of the story.

However, if the casino goes bankrupt, or you would rather sue in the courts of your
home state. or even in the courts of the casino’s state, you are simply out of luck.
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Illegal and social gambling debts are still unenforceable. Certainly they are collec-
tible, through threats of violence, and it is probably little consolation to know that

the bookie or loan shark cannot use a court of law to collect. But this information

may be of use to the social gambler.

Checks written at the end of all—night poker games are no more legally enforceable
than a contract for prostitution. But like prostitution, once the terms of the contract

have been fulfilled the courts do not have the power to undo the deed. For the gambler
this means that your checks are no good, unless they have already been cashed.

If you won last night in the big poker game be at the bank first thing the next morn-
ing; if you lost, hope that your check bounces for insufficient funds. (It is a crime

to write a check knowing that you do not have funds to cover it.) Remember, the

courts will leave the parties exactly as it finds them.

Like all of the information given in this book, these are simply guidelines. If your
money or freedom is at stake consult a lawyer. Gambling law is filled with loopholes.
Take the case of Leonard H. Wolff.

Leonard H. Wolff found the only sure thing in gambling. On October 23, 1948,

while playing blackjack, Wolff wrote three checks to a casino in Nevada for $7,000,
$29,000, and $50,000. Although the casino tried to collect from Wolffs bank the next

clay and Wolff had the money to pay, the Nevada Supreme Court would not let the

bank honor the checks. And Wolff could not care less about losing his credit rating
or being blaclcballed from the clubs in Nevada. For Wolff had died that same night;
proving that only in gambling, you can take it with you.
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When dealing with the law of gambling debts it pays to divide the cases into two
parts: lawsuits brought in the state where the bet was made and lawsuits brought in
a different state.

In general the first set of cases is easy, because only one set of laws apply. It is
still necessary to determine what that law is, but usually all that is required is to
look up the state statutes on gambling debts and any cases that may have interpreted
the common law. If you did so you would find that every state (I believe) prohibits
the use of the courts for the collecting of illegal bets. The illegal bookie is barred

from suing the losing player; of course, he has other ways of collecting. The winning
player is equally barred from suing the bookie.

A losing player may be able to get back his money under those statutes, dating
back to the Statute of Anne, that are designed to discourage gambling. Sometimes

these statutes require that the loser be a casual player and the winner be a commer-
cial, illegal operator. Similar statutes may allow a loser to sue if he has been cheated,
even if the game is illegal. But these are not really gambling debt cases; the player
has paid off and is now trying to get his money back.

Since the law of illegal gambling debts is clear I will limit this discussion to games

that are legal.
When a winner sues to collect in a state where the game is legal. the question

becomes whether the Statute of Anne is still in force. In Nevada, Puerto Rico and

New Jersey a casino can sue a player and collect. In Nevada the player cannot sue
the casino. In other states a winner at the track can probably sue the track, a lottery

winner can probably sue the lottery; and vice versa. On the other hand. licensed
card rooms, bingo halls and the other forms of legal gambling are more likely than
not out of luck; neither the player nor the house can use the courts to settle a dispute.

This first set of cases. suing in a state where the game is legal, usually involve
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the citizen of that state suing another citizen of the same state. Typical cases include

a Las Vegas casino trying to collect against a Nevada resident, at New York bingo
winner suing a New York charity, or one Californian suing another who stopped pay-
ment on a check for a loan for a stake at a licensed poker club. Less common are

cases involving nonresident defendants. The law here is changing and a person who
does not live in the state where the game is legal may find himself being haled back

to face an unfriendly set of laws.

If you lost big in Nevada or Puerto Rico, it used to be safe to run home and stop

payment on the checks. Safe and sound in Chicago the losing player could kick himself

for losing so much, change his phone number to avoid harassing calls, and make

it a point never to return to Nevada or Puerto Rico so that he could not be sued.
The law used to require the loser to come back, to be physically present in the

state. to be served with a summons and complaint. If the player did make the mistake

of returning to the resort he would be served with the papers. Once served, it did

no good to run; the lawsuit would continue with or without the defendant. After be-
ing served if he left the state a default judgment would be entered against him, which
the casino could collect anywhere it found the player. But without service there would
be no lawsuit at all.

This law is undergoing change. Most states have now instituted what are known

as “long arm statutes," to serve nonresidents who refuse to return. Each state is free
to decide the reach of its long arm statute. Most have chosen to go to the limits.

to protect the rights of its own citizens. The people wanting long arm statutes are
local businesses and individuals who want to bring back nonresidents who have done

them wrong. The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld these long arm statutes and out

of state service, so long as the person being sued has had enough contact with the

gambling state to make it fair to drag him back.

Using a long arm statute the winner of a legal game could send the summons and

complaint through the mail to the loser who refuses to pay. Say you have stopped

payment on a check cashed in a legal casino and have received the papers in the

mail. You now have two options, neither one of them happy. You can show up and

defend against the suit on the grounds that the debt is no good for some reason or

that you do not have enough contacts with the casino state to make it fair to use the

long arm statute against you. Or. you can not show up and have a default judgment

taken against you. When the winner comes to your home state to collect the default

judgment you can then try and fight.

Both options have their drawbacks. Returning to the winner's state is going to be
a costly ordeal, even if you eventually win. If you lose there on the fight over the

long arm statute you will have to fight the case on the merits all the way, in front

of an unfriendly judge. On the other hand, if you default you can no longer fight

the case on its merits. such as claiming there was a defect in the marker, or that
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you were cheated. When the winner comes to your home state your home courts
are required to give full faith and credit under the U.S. Constitution and enforce that
judgment just as if it were one of their own. Your only argument can be that the
judgment is no good because the use of their long arm statute was wrong. Your home
court will be sympathetic and you may win on this point, but if you lose you will
have to pay the entire default judgment.

Casinos and other legal games have not caught on to the use of long arm statutes
to any great extent. Instead of suing in their own, friendly home courts, they travel
to the loser‘s home state and sue him there. That is a strategic mistake that can work
to the great benefit of the losing player.

Say you are served at home in Los Angeles with a summons and complaint from
a Las Vegas casino for nonpayment of casino markers. The casino has chosen to file
in your home state court, the Superior Court of California. You now can defend the
case on the merits, without having to travel out of state, and with an additional weapon.
The California Court will not only have to decide the facts and the law of Nevada,
it will have to determine whether the laws of California will allow collection of such
a debt. Casino gambling, after all, is not legal in California.

If the bet had been made in California it would have been illegal and not enforceable.
You will argue that the bet may have been valid where made but it is absolutely void
under the laws of this state and the casino should not be allowed to use the courts
to collect an unenforceable contract.

The casino will argue that it is a fundamental principle of American law that the
courts of one state will enforce the laws of another state, a principle known as “com-
ity." The casino is correct, comity requires respect for a sister state's laws, but only
so long as the foreign laws are not contrary to public policy. And there's the rub.
ls casino gambling against the public policy of California?

The legal issues involved require the answers to two separate questions. First,
California, the forum state, must decide the choice of law to use: should the Califor-
nia court apply California law or Nevada law? Second, even if the court decides to
apply Nevada law, will it still say that Nevada law is so repugnant to the public policy
of California that the courts of California will refuse to follow that law?

The courts are divided on the answers to these questions. The majority of cases
have held that a local law making gambling contracts unenforceable precludes the
foreign casino from using the local courts. Courts have held that there is strong
evidence of a local public policy against all gambling debts, where the state legislature
has passed a statute. Courts have used evidence of local opposition to gambling to
kick legal foreign gamblers out of court, even when the local law states on its face
that it only applies to local bets.

Other courts have held the opposite. Sometimes the courts state that there is no
local public policy about out-of—state gambling, or the public policy is not strong
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enough to override the need to respect the laws of sister states. The current trend,
by no means universally accepted, is to find that local public policy does not oppose
legal gambling, as evidenced by the local legalizations of lotteries, bingo and other
parts of the third wave.

The particular facts may make a difference in the outcome. The courts are un-
sympathetic toward a winner who refuses to share his gambling winnings with another
person who put up some of the stake. As far back as 1846 a court in Kentucky made
the distinction between enforcing gambling bets between a winner and a loser and
the splitting of gambling winnings. Kentucky law at the time prohibited betting on
horse racing and the courts of that state refused to enforce a gambling contract on
a horse race, even those validly made in another state. The state's highest court held

this principle did not apply where two people legally made a joint bet in Mississippi
on a legal Louisiana horse race, and the individual who received the winnings re-
fused to share them. The Court held no public policy was violated by allowing the
co-winner to sue.

Similarly, Michigan has allowed a co—winner to sue to split winnings of an Irish
Sweepstakes ticket, even though those tickets are illegal in Michigan. And Texas
allowed enforcement of an agreement to share winnings of the legal Mexican Na-
tional Lottery since the winner who refused to share was taking property that rightfully
belonged to his partner. The Texas court held that Texas has a strong public policy
against such wrongful takings of property. The court stressed that the results might
have been different if the rights of a third party were involved.

We are dealing with an area that is left up to the individual states to decide. This
may seem strange since we are talking about a conflict between the laws of two states,
an issue that would seem to call for the federal government to resolve. Just the op-

posite is true. Gambling laws and a state’s public policy are uniquely areas of state
law; the federal government has no role here at all, so long as the parties and states
stay within the broad limits of the U.S. Constitution.

If you are sued in California by a Nevada casino you can fight the case all the
way up to the California Supreme Court. The California state courts will have to
interpret California state law and Nevada state law. If the California Supreme Court
makes a mistake there is no appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. The U.S. Supreme
Court cannot override a state court on an issue of state law; the highest Court is limited

to issues of federal law and the U.S. Constitution.

Occasionally a state law issue will end up in federal trial court. In gambling debt
cases this is rare, but it has happened, particularly when the plaintiff and defendant
are from different states or foreign countries and the plaintiff chooses, for some reason.
to sue in federal rather than state court. The federal court now has to act like a state

court and decide what a state court would do under this set of facts. One reason there

are not too many of these cases is that the federal courts do not like having to second
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